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• Hospital cu ts coming  Friday 
TERRACE .. Layoffs and bed 
closures necessary to balance the 
Mills Memorial Hospital budget 
will be announced Friday. 
The hospital's budget has been 
frozen this year, leaving a 
$525,000 shortfall in what it says 
is needed and what the provincial 
government has given it. 
As many as 10 jobs will be lost 
and services cut to balance the 
budget. 
Hospitals are not permitted to 
operate with deficits. 
Hopsital administrator Michael 
Leisinger said last week that 
every department's financial 
position is being examined. 
"Some departments are being 
asked to give a little, some a lot," 
said Leisinger. 
He added that Friday's an- 
nouncement will contain all of 
the cuts needed to balance the 
budget. 
Details of the coming cuts 
weren't disclosed but Leisinger 
did discount rumours that the 
pediatrics ward would be closed. 
"There's no way. There are four 
to six kids at any one time in the 
ward. It won't be closed," he said. 
What might happen, Leisinger 
added, is combining administra- 
tive functions of the pediatrics 
and maternity ward. 
The hospital's budget crisis eased a bit last week when the pro- 
vince did give it $190,000 following a review of its operations. 
And the chairman of a committee which last year raised more 
than 14,000 names on a hospital support petition predicts it'll 
be back in business oon. 
You'll find those stories on Page A2. 
The $525,000 shortfall 
represents a cut of approximately 
four per cent given that the hospi- 
tal calculates it needs nearly $12 
million to operate. 
The hospital also has to pay for 
wage increases with the same 
amount of money it received last 
BABY MACAU parrot J.J. gets lots of attention these days from owner Jack Hamilton. Born nine 
weeks ago -- to Bobbi and Rosco -- the youngster isrgrowing bigger every day and is expected 
to be bright orange in colour. An avid bird breeder, Hamilton says it's unusual.for parrots to 
breed in captivity. 
Alcan holds off for now 
TERRACE -- Resuming con-  
struction of the Kemano Comple- 
tion Project remains months or 
years away despite Alcan's up-, 
peal court victory Friday over a 
coalition of environmental nd 
native groups. 
Company vice-president Bill 
Rich called the ruling "a vindica- 
tion", but said work won't resume 
on the billion-dollar hydroelectric 
project until all avenues for ap- 
peal and further court challenges 
by groups opposed to it are ex- 
hausted. 
The federal court of appeal 
ruling reverses every aspect of 
the lower court decision last 
spring in which Justice Allison 
Walsh ordered a full public feder- 
al environmental review into the 
Kemano Completion Project. 
The ruling also restores a 1987 
deal between Alcan and the fed- 
eral government -- that Walsh 
had quashed -- on minimum 
water li~vels in the Nechako 
River. The three federal court 
justices went on to find that the 
Kemano Completion Project 
didn't fit the Environmental As- 
sessment Review ,, Process 
(EARP) guidelines and that no 
federal review of the project is re- 
quired. 
And even if the project had fit. 
the guidelines, they found that the 
federal cabinet did have the right 
to exempt he project from the 
review process, 
Rivers Defence Coalition 
spokesman Pat Moss now wants 
the provincial government tohold 
a full public environmental 
review of the project -- which the 
NDP made a commitment to be- 
fore they were elected. 
"We weren't prepared for this 
total rout," she said. "What the 
court is saying is that there is no 
real environmental ssessment in 
Canada -- that a powerful corpo- 
ration can exert its influence and 
that there's no environmental 
legislation." 
An appeal to the Supreme Court 
of Canada is being considered, 
she said, but added that would 
add to the organization's already 
hefty legal bill, " 
And, she:said, the appeal court 
also ordered the coalition to pay 
the as-yet-undetermined court 
costs of Alean and the federal 
government. 
Moss said the decision to award 
costs will result in a "chill on en- 
vironmental litigation:" 
"I don't know that those groups 
can come up with that kind of 
cont 'd  A12 
year. 
Although the health ministry's 
hospital budget was increased by 
5.5 per cent, not all hospitals 
received that kind of hike. 
Hospital budgets in the north 
were frozen while those in the 
Okanagan, Vancouver area and 
tl~e Fraser Valley went up by 6-8 
per cent. 
Leisinger said budgets were 
frozen at hospitals located in 
areas where there weren't large 
increases in population and in 
eases where there were more than 
1,400 admissions per 1,000 
people. 
Mills didn't qualify in either of 
those categories, he said. 
But in contrast to previous 
years, the health ministry has 
promised to send the hospital all 
of the information it used in 
making its budget deliberations. 
That means the hospital will be 
better able to figure oat the rea- 
sons thc ministry used and per-  
haps find areas in which: more 
money can be justified, sa id  
Leisinger. 
In the meantime, Skeena MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht said last week 
he's unhappy that health care 
situations in the north aren't 
being recognized. 
"The bottom line is that there 
isn't enough money and it's not 
acceptable," said Giesbrecht. 
The MLA said the hospita ! here 
and the one in Kitimat face the 
same situation and that he'll be  
trying to organize a meeting be- 
tween health ministry an d local 
hospital officials. 
K itselas clash : 
takes new tw is t :  
TERRACE -. Kitselas band 
members haven't been able to 
kick out their band council yet, 
but they are in the process of tak- 
ing over control of a band-owned 
company. 
Band members have elected 
Mel Bevan president of the Kit- 
selas Development Corporation 
and Wilfred Mackenzie to the 
post of vice-president. 
Bevan was chief councillor of 
the band last year until he was 
defeated by Ralph Wright. 
Mackenzie is a former manager 
of the band and general manager 
of the development corporation. 
He was dismissed after Wright 
and a new council took office. 
The development corporation 
open a gas station and con- 
venience store on Queensway. 
Bevan said the takeover of the 
corporation hasn't become legal 
yet, adding there are some prob- 
lems to be overcome. 
Chief councillor Wright is also 
President of the corporation and 
barnd deputy chief/administrator 
Brian Seymour is vice president. 
Wright and SeYmour emain the 
focus of a movement aimed at 
toppling them. 
The twohave ignored petitions 
from the majority of band elec- 
tors calling for their resignations. 
But Ron Nyce, spokesman for 
the protesting band members, 
said there are no immediate plans 
to resume the occupation of the 
owns the building on Queensway band council office that began 
Ave. that house the band's ad' Apr. 22. The sit-ill was/:ailed o f f  
ministration office; N0rthern'Na-~. :folj0w]iig I ti~e ~:d~th; o( :a .  band 
tire Broadcasting and a carving member Apr. 28. 
shed on the same property. He  said the band council has 
The corporation was formed agreed to meet his week with the 
four years ago to develop protesters, adding the ~ sit-in has 
businesses to help employ band been pu.t on hold as a goodwill 
members. It originally planned to gesture. 
More flooding 
TERRACE -- With flooded 
basements driving people out of 
the 4600 block of Straume, resi- 
dents are demanding action from 
the city. 
And while the city is taking a 
look at the problem, its engineer- 
ing director admits a complete 
solution will not happen this year. 
Only four homes on the block 
are free of water resident 
Gabriela Raposo told the city's 
planning and public works com- 
mittee last week. 
Two homes on the south side of 
the street had their furnaces blow 
up because of the water, she 
added. 
In an earlier presentation to 
council, Raposo suggested the 
frustration of some residents with 
the city's failure to deal with the 
problem was reflected in the half 
dozen "For Sale" signs to be 
found on her block. 
"People are selling their homes 
because of the water," she 
maintained. 
One cause of the annual flood- 
ing, Raposo said, was a lane run- 
ning behind the homes on the 
south side of the street. It was 
higher than the back yards which 
meant water flowed from there 
towards the homes. 
Another was roadside ditches 
which filled with water and 
backed up each Spring and Fall. 
Pointing out she had three 
pumps running in her basement 
during last winter's steady rains, 
she added fear of a pump failure 
meant "As soon as it starts rain- 
ing, we don't go anywhere." 
Confirming $15,000 had been 
set aside in this year's city budget 
to do some work on the problem, 
engineering director Stew 
Christensen said Io~,ering the 
lane was an option being studied. 
Installing some form of storm 
drainage in that lane was another. 
However, he warned, although 
those steps might bring some 
relief to those living on the south 
side of the street, it wouldn't help 
those on the north. 
Confirming the installation of a 
proper storm sewer system was 
the only real solution, he pointed 
out the cost of that project would 
be "substantial". 
Raposo replied Straume 
homeowners were prepared to 
pay higher taxes ff  that's what it 
took to get the probleat fixed. 
Pointing out they already faced 
high tax bills each year, she 
added, "and what have we got, a 
house that floods." 
Christeasen said he would con- 
tact the residents as soon as his 
department had decided what ac- 
tion it would be taking. 
Mel Bevan : .... 
lqyt~e says a-compromise could 
be possible. ' ~ " i  : 
"I want to work towards a win- 
win situation," Nyce sai d, "It,s 
going to  be a give and take on 
both sides. If 'we have to  go a r 
confrontational route, nobody's 
going to win." 
The protesterswant election 
reforms, including a process for 
recalling band councils. 
The protesters blame band 
council incompetence for the Joss 
this year of more than $3 million 
in federal grants that hadl pre- 
viously been approved. That '
money had been earmarked for 
the band's housing project at K i t '  
selas Canyon, now set back by at: 
least a year. 
They have called on the federal 
Department of Indian Affairs to 
intervene and call new elections. 
There is no provision for that to 
Occur. 
N0rthwest Roundup I 
HAZELTON -- A native 
journalism program will be- 
gin classes here this Septem- 
ber. 
The 16.month training pro- 
gram is being put on by the 
• ~ Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en Educ- 
tion Society, 
It 's being divided into four 
semesters and class size is 
to15 
i i  
]PRINCE RUPERT -- The age of the stumpage revenue 
city has given a business tt collects for local recreation ~
Iicence to an escort service, programs. 
It cost Cynthia Gelinas Warner Jarvis said two to 
$2,000 and is the Ilrst to be three per cent of the revenue 
granted under a new Iicence would amount o $750,000. 
category established by ¢oun- ,"Efforts targeted at im -~ 
cil; : proving recreational access 
.. to our  outdoors Could pro-): 
duce returns Immediately," 
Ja~:s has said in letters cir.~ 
culated .throughout the-com-,il 
mnnlty, ,.: 
SMITHERS -- Smithers 
taxpayers face increases In 
their tax bills to pay for 
RCMP officers. 
The popualtion of the town 
passed:the 5,000 mark, ac- 
cording to thelas t census. - 
That's the figure, a t which 
local taxpayersil~egin paying 
for their local officers. ~





TERRACE -- As many local 
people as possible should build 
the Orenda Forest Products 
pulp and paper mill, says the 
president of a northwestern 
labour organization. 
John Jensen, president of the 
carpenters union district coun- 
cil, said it will support the pro- 
ject if that objective is met and 
if the project is environmental- 
ly sound. 
"If it doesn't foul our own 
nest as the human race, then 
we can support it," he said last 
week. 
Jensen added that the car- 
penters union is one of the few 
labour organizations in the 
province to have a local hire 
clause in its standard agree- 
ments igned with construction 
companies. 
Orenda's planned construc- 
tion timetable for 1992 calls 
for the employment of 85 car- 
penters on the site south of 
Lakelse Lake. 
Local hire and environmental 
considerations form part of the 
carpenters union's guidelines 
for major development 
projects. 
Jensen has also started talk- 
ing to local native bands about 
having as many of their mem- 
bers as possible work on the 
project. 
"Some of their members are 
alread.y in our union," he said. 
Jensen added that the car- 
penters union won't object to 
having natives working on the 
project who aren't members of 
their union. 
"We won't insist on that part. 
We're perfectly happy to deal 




TERRACE -- Cuts coming to 
Mills Memorial Hospital won't 
be as severe as first thought. 
The provincial government last 
week said it'll be giving the hos- 
pital $190,000 following a review 
of its operations. 
Of the amount being given, 
$145,000 is to meet recommenda- 
tions from a consultant made last 
year and $45,000 is for a diabetic 
teaching clinic. 
The consultant, Malcolm 
Walker, recommended that the 
larger amount be added each year 
to the hospital's basic operating 
budget provided the hospital cut 
costs and look at other ways to 
enhance revenue. 
Hospital administrator Michael 
Leisinger said health ministry of- 
ficials who conducted the review 
here lastweek were happy with 
what they saw. 
"They said we were very effi- 
cient. We weren't he worst and 
we weren't the best. We're happy 
with the progress we've made,' 
he said. 
Leisinger said the hospital can 
now work on having $145,000 
added automatically to the budget 
each year. 
"Our position is if in fact the 
ministry feels we have made 
good progress on the Walker 
report, the money should be put 
into our base," he said. 
The money goes partway to 
meeting what would have been a 
massive $716,000 budget short- 
fall at the hospital. 
But it still has to make cuts 
worth $525,000 to balance its 
budget. 
Support group expectE,tJ 
to retu  v ry soon 
TERRACE -- The chairman of a 
committee which last year 
organized apetition drive to save 
beds and jobs at Mills Memorial 
Hospital expects it'll be back in 
business oon. 
Elaine Pigeau, a practical nurse 
at the hospital, said a massive 
public outcry is needed again. 
"It's not the thought of losing 
jobs - that's happening all over 
the province. It's the thought of 
losing beds at our hospital," she 
said. 
"Once those beds are closed, 
they're never opened again," 
added Pigeau who has seen 
rooms that once housed beds 
turned into storage spaces. 
Last year's efforts by the joint 
action committee resulted in the 
provincial government giving the 
hospital more money to continue 
the hospital's role as a regional 
centre for the northwest. 
This year, the hospital faces a 
$525,000 deficit and a provincial 
government which says there is 
no more money. 
"I really think what is needed is 
an outcry from everybody in this 
area whether it be phone, calls or 
letters," said Pigeau. 
"We have to let the government 
know we're out here and we 
won't put up with it," she said. 
Last year's efforts by the com- 
mittee resulted in a petition of 
more than 14,000 names. 
The committee was made up of 
hospital beard, worker and medi- 
cal representatives. ' 
Pigeaa expects once again to 
gain strong regional support for 
the hospital. 
"We have |he largest bulk of 
specialists at the hospital. There 
are referrals from the Queen 
Elaine Pigeon 
Charlotte Islands, down to 
Smithers and Houston and all the 
villages," she said. 
! in 5 CANADIANS 
CAN'T BREMHE PROPERLY 
WANTED! 
"CLAYTON" 
O -- 1 0 Years Old 
A -- Interested in sports, designing, building 
~ -- Likes karate and funk dancing 
l i t  BIG BROTHERS OF CANADA 
r .  E l  LES GRANDS FRP'RES DU CANAD~ 
5230 South Servlco Road 
Burlington, Ontario L7L 5K2 
CALL LOIS 635-4232 
HEAD SHED 
638-8880 
We would like to thank our models for all their support. 
Couldn't have done it without youi Carla Eide, Kelly Murphy, 
Kelly Yasinchuk, Wayne Cox, Wendy Harwood, 
" ~ ~d l i~ l~ l l~k  ~ ~ I ~:' : ~  " 
'. ~/ ~ .! ~ • .Z .  
Alanna Andrews ........................... 2nd Place L~dles Visual 
Cindy Koopmans ........................... 3rd Place Ladies Visual 
Cindy Koopmans ............................ 3rd Place Men Haircut 
Open 6 Days A Week Men. to Sat. 
Open Wed., Thurs., Fri. till 8:00 p.m. 
PERM SPECIALS MONDAYS 
Eight Specialists On The Team 
Appointment Not Always Necessary 
WELCOMEBACK 
. . . . .  RITCHIE! 
I I  ~:: ~ U!; 
Thomhill Motors is proud to welcome back Ritchie Mallett 
to their professional sales team. Ritchie is a long-time resi- 
dent of the Terrace area and would like to take this opportuni- 
ty to invite his friends and customers to see him first for all 
their automotive needs. 
Rltchle Is pictured above with the All New 1993 Mazda MX-6 Myst6re, see  
him today for your test drive. 
THORNHILL MOTORS LTD. 




B.C. Tel is conducting a referendum in your com- 
munity concerning long distance calling from Greenville 
to Aiyansh. 
You have the opportunity of having one-way 
Extended Area Service to Aiyansh. If the majority of 
votes received are in favour of this service proposal, 
basic monthly exchange rates for customers in Greenville 
will increase and long distance charges on all calls to 
Aiyansh will be eliminated. 
The deadline for voting is May 31, so please take a 
few minutes today and send in your ballot. For more 
information, or If you have misplaced or did not receive a 





to hear such strong 
support for doctors. 
: " . .  
" " . " - ' i  ' " :2: 
li":The - i / " 
• , "  ° 
:4 ~i 
.Lf 
c " f i, • overn~e~ctsn  t ~ . . :  enter  into 
negotiations wirn its physicians, lf we were to 
form government, we would take that type of 
approach to th~ bargammg table. JJ 
e , ' , .  _ . .~ 1O~l~t l l ta t l t t tg t  
MOE SIHOTA 
MLA Esqulmalt Port Renfrew 
. . . .  " " What happened to this admirable position defend thoSiiiame principles of democracy,.,now that 
• expressed by Moo Slhota In a letter to a victoria he and~hts colleagues are government. - i~ :.i ~. 
• physician tx;vo years ago?  • The doctors of B.C. just want the NDP~ t0:stand 
: Mr. Sihom promised a willingness to deal by thelr committments and live up to their promise-: ? : '  
uit~rrr, m fairly and openly with doctors Too bad of fair, open and honest negotiations . . . .  ~ I ~ 
"~,~[ : r i  i Mr. Sihota won't stand up now and It's nora lot to ask for. Mt~e~ra  ~ 
March28, ~990. " ' " :~ ~ . ; 
• :• :  :~::, The doctom o f  B .C .  
I I I I I I  
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Library board begins effort 





TERRACE .. With voters due to 
go to the polls on the library ex- 
pansion project next month, the 
library board has launched its 
"Room to Grow" campaign. 
Board spokesman George Clark 
said the objective is to get city 
and regional taxpayers .to vote 
'yes' on June 20 in two separate 
referenda. 
The icity vote will seek the go- 
ahead to borrow $L235 million 
toward the total estimated cost of 
$1.75 million. 
Close to one third of that bor- 
rowing will be recovered over the 
next 20 years from Thomhill and 
Lakdlse residents if they pass 
their own referendum. 
The district proposal is framed 
differently from the city's. It asks 
voters to approve a new cost 
share formula which will see the 
district pay approximately 30 per 
cent of the library's operating 
cOStS. 
That's about double the present 
contribution but reflects the ,pro- 
portion of library users who 
reside outside the city. 
Because the cost of repaying 
the expansion debt is to be in- 
cluded in the library's operating 
budget, the district will contribute 
its portion of the project cost 
through its annual payment to the 
city under the cost sharing agree- 
ment. 
Clark said the board estimates 
the annual tax bill for the owner 
of a $100,000 Terrace home will 
rise $24. That translated to six 
cents a day, he added. 
Affected regional district resi- 
dents will have to find an extra 
$24 each year to cover the capital 
cost of the expansion. When the 
increased share of operational 
costs is added, the amount in- 
creases 'to $54. 
That works out to 15 cents a 
day, Clark said. 
At a meeting with Clark, past li- 
brary board president Willy 
Schneider noted that almost 
$300,000 would have to be spent 
on the existing building even if 
the expansion was rejected. 
Roof replacement, strengthen- 
ing parts of the floor which are 
unable to carry the weight of 
book shelves and bringing plumb- 
ing and electrical systems up to 
standard are required. 
Clark said the board was now 
exploring every possible avenue 
to find the additional half million 
dollars needed beyond the 
city/district ontribution. 
The board had hoped to cover 
that cost through a lottery grant 
but that program was cancelled 
by the province arlier this year. 
Clark said he understood the 
province will come up with a re- 
placement grant system. 
The board is also trying to find 
out if there is any federal money 
available. 
I f  all those efforts fail to come 
up with the necessary financing, 
he said costs could be reduced by 
dropping some of the planned 
features such as electronic sliding 
doors and an elevator to the base- 
ment. 
However, the proposed increase 
in square footage could not be 
sacrificed, Schneider insisted. 
Recalling the board had brought 
in library expert Brian Bacon to 
advise it on the expansion, 
Schneider said his verdict was the 
proposed additional 6,000 sq.ft. 
was "the absolute minimum" 
needed to take the facility into the 
next century. 
MODEL FOR proposed library expansion gets a going over last 
week by Judy Chrysler and Willy Schneider, current and past 
chairmen of the library board. City and regional district referenda 
to borrow money for the project take place next month. 
i 
I , 
TERRACE .. It won't provide 
all the answers, but next Fri- 
day's seminar on value-added 
wood products should get 
those interested pointed in the 
right direction, says the city's 
economic development officer. 
Peter Monteith said the semi- 
nar was the brainchild of the 
city's forestry advisory com- 
mission. 
Although "there's always 
been lip service paid to value- 
added," he said the commis- 
sion noted there had never 
been an information session on 
the subject locally. 
Monteith said the day-long 
seminar would let potential 
secondary manufacturers know 
"what wood is out there, what 
the mills are doing with it and 
what opportunities there might 
be." 
Also on hand would be a 
provincial government repre- 
sentative who would explain 
what assistance Victoria could 
give in terms of marketing. 
While obtaining the wood 
and manufacturing the product 
was comparatively straightfor- 
ward, Monteith said, "the prob- 
lem always is what do you do 
with it after that." 
Small manufacturers did not 
necessarily have either the ex- 
pertise or resources to find and 
develop amarket, he added. 
Speakers at the seminar will 
include representatives from 
both the major local sawmills, 
forest district manager Brian 
Downie and experts on various 
aspects of value-added produc- 
ts. 
Current timber use in the 
northwest, the state of 
domestic and international 
markets and the different types 
of woodworking equipment 
available are among the topics 
to be covered. 
The seminar runs 8 a.m.-5 
p.m., Friday, May 22 at the 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege. 
For further information, con- 
tact Monteith at 635-6311 or 
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SATURDAY 
MAY 16 
PEPSI, DIET PEPSI 
7 UP, DIET 7 UP 
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FRESH CORN FRESH FRYING 
ON THE COB CHICKEN .86KG m LB. 
• Grade 'A' • Limit 2 







BULK ICE TEA 
• 11.36 KG Case 
Or 16¢/100 G Reg. 38¢/100 G 
McGAVINS 
F WEINERS HOT DOG BUNS 
O ~ ~ OR HAMBURGER 
R . lgO .uns RR 
Regular or ~ ~ ' U 
: Barbecue i ,m U • 12/Pkg. ~ i '  ! 
Ill i / • Limit 2 m 
i $2.16 KG LB. $1.94 KG n ~ ~ LB. • Over Limit $1.28 a W W  
' D ~~ E i ~  nl~ I - -CHIMO HOM - -  
U ~ ~ ~ .  + + i , + ..... DELIVERY 1 Sewiceavailable 
+ I " ! +:f ' ii 7 days a week 
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Those out there who think the NDP because the NDP talked along the same 
government is populated with wirnpy tree- lines way back in 1972 when it was last in 
hugging environmentalist types had only to power. This time the NDP also realizes 
listen to NDP Skeena MLA Helmut Gies- that it'll have to replace woods industry 
brecht speak to the chamber of commerce jobs being lost with ones in other in- 
last week to find out how wrong they are. dustries. 
If anything, industrial development plans Mr. Giesbrecht did buffer his comments 
are full speed ahead, given what Mr. Gies- along the way by saying that only 
brecht had to say on a couple of issues, sustainable development is wanted. Defini- 
Consider the proposed PRM Resources tions of that are hard to come by anyway 
copper smelter at Kitimat. It's backers, one and besides, it's become a ritualistic re- 
which is Tex Enemark, asavvy Liberal and quirement that this phrase be pronounced 
ex-bureaucrat, are on the search for Japa- by anybody who speaks at any kind of 
nese mohey to finance the venture, public meeting nowadays about anything 
Normally one might think a copper nowadays. 
smelter is the kind of thing any self Because this was a business gathering 
respecting NDP-type would shy away from and Mr. 'Giesbrecht does come from a 
given the assumed environmental risks that party that is supposed to be opposite- 
" go with such creations, minded he did come in for some rack. 
Not this government, says Mr. Gies- There was some muttering when Mr. 
brecht. Premier Mike Harcourt's words Giesbrecht didn't seem on top of a govern- 
with Japanese power brokers "apparently ment bill to freeze compensation to owners 
sat well with some of the potential in- of land and resources pending a full review 
vestors," he told chamber members, tO come up with a policy to deal with such 
And, "there's growing recognition of issues. And he did get a light toasting on 
what we have to offer here," Mr. Gies- the issue of the Mills Memorial Hospital 
brecht continued in his comments on budget freeze. 
potential economic development in this Yet overall Mr. Giesbrecht didn't say 
region, anything that should have shocked those at 
This shouldn't come at all as a surprise the chamber meeting. 
Zero tolerance 
There Should be legions of lawyers rub- 
bing their hands in:anticipation Of defend- 
ing somebody given a speeding ticket un- 
der the RCMP's "zero tolerance" program. 
It'll be interesting to see how the age-old 
concept of reasonable doubt gets applied to 
a ticket listing a speed of 92kph in a 90kph 
zone. A radar gun may be accurate but the 
average speedometer isn't that hi-tech and 
so enters the idea of reasonable doubt. 
' I n  any event, the idea of "zero tolerance" 
has a nasty kind of tone to it. There's an 
underlying feeling that the effort isn't so 
much directed at stopping those who speed 
but at one way for the government to col- 
lect more money. And if that's the case, 
the RCMP has plenty of opportunity to do 
that by nabbing cyclists who ride on city 
sidewalks. 
The mighty mouse 
Since our cat died of a liver 
ailment wo years ago, every 
mouse in the subdivision has 
taken refuge in our fenced 
yard. Like party hangers-on 
lining up for patronage ap- 
pointments after an election, 
the wee tim'rous beasties have 
quit cow'rin and boldly staked 
out victuals and accommoda- 
tions. 
It's easy to figure why our 
lot is a mouse sanctuary. Our 
dogs keep it clear of cats and 
kids; the bird feeder and dog's 
dish assure the pests of year 
round vittles. 
My first hint of their 
takeover came in February 
when we woke to ankle-deep 
snow. The dog's food dish 
was buried. But leading from 
the house foundation to a 
thumb-sized tunnel over the 
dish was a beaten path of 
mouseprints, the :'trail of one 
hyperactive mouse or a horde. 
It turned out to be a horde. 
Before light one morning, 
my attention was caught by 
movement under the porch. 
Nine mice were in view. 
Several clambered in and out 
of the dog's dish-- a hubcap -- 
stealing kibble. One shinnied 
up a porch P0St. Another 
teetertottered, runnitig to and 
fro on a slat balanced over a 
chunk of two-by-four. 
The morn{ngafter I ealized 
our rodent invasion, the dogs 
stood by, in .tense readiness 
while I shifted the lumber and 
cement bricks serving as hidey 
One panic-stricken Mickey tween her lips, like the re- 
dashed headlong under the searcher in Never Cry Wolf. 
track, toward the front gate. I While she cradles it between 
flung a short length of her paws, rolls it in her mouth 
aluminum tubing after him, like a hard candy, or races to 
but because I vastly un- keep it safe from the older 
derestimated his velocity, it dog, we enjoy a respite from 
clattered harmelessly behind her puncturing of garden 
him. But he accelerated, hoses, unearthing of rusty met- 
Reachifig the front gate, he al from an ancient backyard 
veered right and bounded dumpsite, or creating confetti 
along the hummocky boule- from styrofoam. 
yard, spurts of dust marking Respite from puppy mayhem 
each tiny takeoff.I laughed un- would be motive enough for 
til I was weak and bandy- trapping the destructive 
legged, animals. I also worry word 
Since then, I've set out will reach the Regional Dis- 
baited traps. I've lost count of trier and the Animal Control 
the number of furry beasts I've Officer will ask me to buy a 
caught. Still, signs of them kennel license. Highways 
keep showing up -- nibbled could post Drive Carefully; 
lumps of degreed in the grass, Mouse Crossing signs on el- 
mounds of mouse dung in ther side of our driveway. 
recently stacked lumber. How belittling. 
After a junco died in a trap, I 
reduced my trapline to one, 
pushed eep within a tunnel in 
the heart of a scrap lumber 
pile. 
To our pup, mice are 
toyfood. Whenever I check the 
trap, she sits primly at the end 
of the tunnel, expectant as a 
gourmet watching a chef grill 
holes. Blue-grey bodies a steak. She's missing only 
scurried : 6~,er~, h ieh :way. napkinand Visa card, 
One!i~rlcoeh~ted~:.,:~off~i : i:inly'~the  pup plays with a dead 
sneal~er;/~':;Fh:e;~)ti~s:~ pounleed "+ ..moUSe for  holtrs before eating 
madliq'!M]i;tfi~bfion~Li~.,/~ ;~ ;~i:.~i~it, dangiing its tail from be- 
There's two si( I"S v 
to patronagE; issue 
VICTORIA-- Let's talk 
about patronage. Everyone 
else does. Well, maybe not 
everyone, but the Liberals 
certainly do. Last week, Her 
Majesty's Loyal Opposition 
issued a press release with the 
names of more than 50 NDP 
patronage appointments. 
"The premier clearly misled 
the people of B.C. when he 
promised there would be~o 
more special deals for friends 
and insiders of the govern- 
ment.," said Liberal eader 
Gordon Wilson. 
The 54 names on the list of 
the "official opposition's 
patronage watch," said Wil- 
son, all had direct or close 
connections tothe NDP. 
And given that the NDP has 
been in power for only six 
months, the number of 
patronage appointments 
should top the 400-mark in 
about four years, he added. 
Great math, Gordo. That's out 
of roughly 30,000 people 
working for the government. 
For some time now, it seems 
that he Liberals are con- 
centrating on the patronage is- 
sue to the exclusion of any- 
thing else. Last week, Wilson 
showed up in the legislature 
with a tie sporting pink pigs, 
and promptly launched into 
another series of patronage in- 
quiries. 
Now, let me tell you where I
stand on patronage. I got no 
problem with it, absolutely 
none. Never had and never 
will. The only problem I've al- 
ways had with patronage ap- 
pointments is the song and 
dance they elicit from the op- 
position of the day. And that's 
the only area in which the 
NDP stands to be criticized. 
When the Socreds appointed 
former cabinet minister Jim 
Nielsen chief of the Workers 
Compensation Board, the 
NDP opposition howled. Same 
with Jack Heinrieh, same with 
any other appointment the 
Socred government made from 
the ranks of supporters, former 
MLAs and defeated candi- 
From the 
Capital 
by  Hubert  Beyer ~ ~,~ 
dates. 
My position at the time was 
the same as it is today. A 
government must be able to 
depend on the loyalty of 
people in sensitive and impor- 
tant positions. I wondered 
them, as I do now, whether the 
critics would have the govern- 
ment go out of its way to find 
people who don't share their 
political and philosophical 
views? Surely not. 
Let's look at the list of 
government appointments the 
Liberals are touting like a 
trophy. How about Andy Orr, 
former CBC reporter, ap- 
pointed press secretary tothe 
Premier Harcourt. 
How about Linda Baker, 
principal secretary to the 
premier? Baker had been ex- 
ecutive director of the NDP 
caucus for a number of years 
before she was appointed to 
her present position. 
Again, every premier has 
and needs a principal secre- 
tary. Vander Zalm had David 
Peele, who turned out to be 
bad news. Perhaps the Liberals 
are suggesting that Harcourt " 
bring back Peele just to avoid 
appointing Baker? 
There's Marcus Davies, 
working in the premier's of- 
fice as a speech writer. Now, 
whether you like it or not, 
premiers don't write their own 
speeches. They simply 
wouldn't have the time. So, 
someone has to do the job. Is 
Wilson trying to tell us that he 
would hire an NDP supporter 
to write his speeches if he 
were premier? 
Also on the Liberal hit list is 
Evan Lloyd, government com- 
munications guru with associ- 
ate deputy minister status. 
Yes, Lloyd has an undeniable 
NDP background. His father 
yeas. premier of Saskatchewan.. 
But Lloyd is also a veryT'i.- 
capable chap. He was in 
charge of the NDP communi- 
cations machine when the 
party was in opposition, and 
he had more than a bit part in 
the election strategy that took 
the NDP to power. Do the Lib- 
erals expect the NDP to get rid 
of Lloyd now that the party is 
in power? 
Now, for a really big 
patronage appointment -- Dan 
Barrett, son of former premier 
Dave Barrett. Dan was labour 
minister Moe Sihota's former 
constituency assistant, and 
now works for Sihota as min- 
isterial assistant. 
Patronage? You've got to be 
kidding. Sihota happens to like 
Dan a lot, was happy with his 
job performance, and needed a 
ministerial assistant. I suggest 
it would be not only stupid but 
disloyal to the extreme if he 
hadn't given Dan a crack at 
the job. 
And that's the point I'm 
trying to make. Government's 
would be extremely ill-advised 
and more than a tad stupid not 
to appoint loyal supporters to
top positions. 
It goes without saying that 
the people must be qualified. I 
checked the list and I would 
be hard-pressed to name any- 
one who isn't qualified for the 
job they got. 
If Wilson ever finds himself 
in the position of premier, he 
will do exactly the same thing, 
and I promise now that I won't 
criticize him. What I will do, 
however, is remind himof 
some of the dumb things he 
said about patronage when he 
was opposition leader. 
' I your ou Aft' z.e vl c,--r ' I CAn'T | 
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ATOCH 
The last battle 
DUMMY REPLICA of.a Metis rifleman waits in a rifle pit in the visitor's centre at the Batoche Na- 
tional Historic Site. Metis and Indian riflemen made good use of the pits to hold off the Canadian 
militia for four days in May 1885. 
won the field at the end of the 
day. 
Duck Lake, the first of the 
battles in March 1885, was a vic- 
tory for the Metis. The others 
could be called standoffs when 
one side or the other couldn't ex- 
ploit an advantage. 
There was realistically no way 
Riel's forces could ever hope to 
overcome the military superiority 
: It ended 107 years ago yester- 
' day -not by design but almost by 
I t~ ident. 
~ Tliree days of fighting between 
May 9 and~May 11, 1885 had 
bottled up Metis leader Louis 
Riel's forces at Batoche, a small 
village on the South Sas- 
• i katehewan River. 
~. Opposing them were nearly 900 
men of the North-West Field 
Force, the f'wst Canadian army to 
take to the field of battle, and a 
much larger group than the one 
Under Riel. 
On the morning of May 12 its 
commander, Major General Fred 
Middleton, sent some of his 
forces to the north and to the east 
Of the village. 
He hoped an attack" there would 
draw off the Metis and their In- 
dian allies from the south where 
the main Canadian force waited 
to advance. 
This diversionary attack did go 
ahead but a strong east wind pre- 
Vented the main force from hear- 
ing the gunfire and the advance 
didn't ake place. 
Disgusted, Middleton returned 
to his ient for supper. 
Some of his officers had anoth- 
er idea. Knowing that the Metis 
and Indians were low on am- 
munition and short on morale, 
they ordered an attack from the 
south anyway. 
Surprised at their efforts, the 
Canadian forces pushed back the 
Metis and the Indians. They 
broke through a last line of rifle 
pits and found themselves in the 
village. The battle was over. 
So ended the Riel Rebellion of 
1885. Riel surrendered soon after 
and Was hung for treason the fol- 
lowing year. 
The armed portion of the rebel- 
lion began in March 1885 when 
Riel's followers took up arms to 
back his formation of a provi- 
sional Metis government. 
That government was estab- 
lished to address longstanding 
grievances the Metis and others 
ha~,wj~i:lbe~ federal government, 
in Ottawa. - . . . . .  
It i~'hirn ~ihe about when 
pleas made to Ottawa by Rid and 
others before him to Ottawa for 
better political representation, 
rights and protection for Metis 
and Indians failed. 
Just as it was with the military 
situation at Batoche, the Metis 
and the Indians found themselves 
hemmed in by superior numbers 
as more and more white settlers 
from the east arrived on the 
Prairies inthe 1880s. 
The Indians were placed on 
reserves and their independence 
controlled by having to live off 
government food rations. The 
Metis became farmers when the 
buffalo disappeared. 
For the Metls and the Indians, 
armed revolt became then the last 
resort. 
The Battle of Batoche was one 
of five significant military 
engagements between Canadian 
forces and the Metis and Indians 
during the rebellion. 
It was also the only one of the 
five in which the Canadian forces 
Metis leader 
Lou,s R,el 
Perhaps only in Canada can a . . . .  
person be elected to Parliament, P~i~c!!~a~:gtra~h°ng!~flrulgxh~ 
be hung for treason and then have [ 1~ ,~1~ "~ 
a stamp issued in his honour. At first, Riel tried political pres- . 
sure in much the same way as he 
did 15 years earlier. 
Yet the federal government ig- 
nored those efforts and in 1885 
Riei formed his second provi- 
sional government and the Metis 
gathered arms and ammunition. 
Historical accounts uggest Riel 
at first did not want to go to war, 
At his trial, defence attorneys 
sought o prove that other Metis 
leaders, including overall com- 
mander Gabriel Dumont, chose 
arms. 
The government countered with 
witnesses advocating otherwise. 
Riel's lawyers then tried to con- 
vince the jury that he became in- 
sane after the provincial govern- 
ment was formed and so could 
not be responsible. 
Lou is  Riel  
That defence was also un- 
successful. Rid was found guilty 
and was sentenced to death by 
hanging. 
Despite pleas for clemency and 
more efforts to have Rid called 
insane, he was hung Nov. 16, 
1886 in Regina. 
UIC money 
Such was the case with Louis 
Riel born in 1,844 in what is now 
Manitoba. 
A lawyer by profess'ion, Rid 
was at the head of two rebellions. 
The first took place in 1869 
when he formed a provisional 
government to ensure that 
Manitoba entered Confederation 
on its own terms. That happened 
the following year. 
But Riel, also in 1870, allowed 
the execution of a man opposed 
to his movement. Banished as a 
criminal for~five years, Rid fled 
to the United States in 1875. 
Though elected to Parliament, 
Riei never claimed his seat. 
He returned in 1884 following 
the  pleas of Metis in Sas- 
katchewan who wanted better 
The 
" start 
The Start is for people 
learning how to read. 
I 
People get unemploy-  
ment insurance who do 
not deserve it. 
Some times it is a mis- 
take. Some t imes it is not. 
The federal government 
finds these people, 
Last year, the govern- 
ment found that $717,000 
was paid in this area that 
should not have been. 
The government gave 
some o f  the people fines 
and penalties. 
They were worth 
$416,000. 
The federal government 
uses computers to find 
these people. 
They also take tips from 
the public. 
of the Canadian militia forces. 
Even Riel didn't help matters 
by instructing his forces to make 
a final stand at Batoche, a Metis 
village and seat of his provisional 
government. 
Gabriel Dumont, his military 
commander, preferred guerilla 
warfare so the Canadian militia 
couldn't take advantage of a set 
piece battle. 
How to visit 
Batoche National Historic 
Park is just over an hour's 
drive north of Saskatoon, Sas- 
katchewan. 
A thriving Metis village in 
the last centre:y, it was chosen 
by Louis Riel as the seat of his 
provisional goverument in 
1885. 
Nothing is left of the original 
village except for its church 
and rectory. 
A visitor's centre provides a 
slide show and exhibit. 
The park is dedicated as 
much to the Battle of Batochc 
as it is to Metis culture of the 
late last century. 
The park is open from the 
Saturday of the May long 
weekend to the Monday of the 
Thanksgiving Day weekend. 
Inquiries can be made to Su- 
perintendent, Batoche National 
Historic Park, Box 999, 
Rosthern, Saskatchewan. SOK 
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LETTER S 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Story details 
draw objection 
Dear Sir: "Story shocks reader" is not 
We are writing this letter to correct. I was shocked by your 
you becausewe f e compelled deliberate decision to print the 
to voice our objections to some personal details of Myrna 
of the comments contained in George's life in your newspa- 
the article on the death of per. 
Myrna George (The Terrace I still believe that you owe 
Standard, April 29, 1992) your readers and Myrna 
The article discusses the George's familyanapology. 
higher rates of morbidity and Doug Foster, 
mortality in Native Indian Terrace, B.C. 
society over non-native seg- 
ments of the British Columbia Dear Sir: 
I would like to agree with 
population. This was from a Mr. Doug Foster's letter to the 
quote in the coroners report on editor, May 6, 1992 on your 
Ms. George's death and it was article about Myrna George. 
reprinted by your paper. I did not know Miss George 
We fail to see the ap- 
plicability of this statistical in- but feel that her sexual history 
formation in regards to the rup- is none of my business or any- 
one else's. turing of a uterus during a 
therapeutic abortion performed It's difficult enough for her 
loved ones to deal with her in a licensed hospital. 
Further, the article discussed death without having their 
socio-economic issues and the whole family history printed ill 
the local newspaper. family background of the 
I feel an apology is definitely 
deceased woman. We again in order. 
fail to see the significance of 
this information in tenms of Charlotte Crampton, 
providing insight into her Terrace, B.C. 
death. Dear Sir: 
We are surprised and dis- I would like to support he 
appointed that a community view expressed by Doug 
newspaper would choose to Foster in his letter printed in 
print this type of information -- your May 6, 1992 edition, 
information which seems to Some of the intimate details 
serve no legitimate function, printed in your front page story 
We can see no positive (April 29, 1992) about Myrna 
results arising from having this George were completely un- 
information and in fact, we see 
the re-publication of it to be a necessary. 
I am sure your story caused 
victimization of the surviving great hurt to her friends and 
members of her family, family. 
We hope that we can expect I would encourage you to 
a higher standard ofjournalism review your editorial policy in 
and respect for individuals in this regard. Far too many 
the future, newspapers have damaged 
Sincerely, their journalistic integrity by 
L. Bangay, succumbing togossip. 
- Y. Cockeil, As a small community news- 
B. Bonsema, paper, you should be a little 
C. Obrien, more sensitive to your reader- 
. . . . . . .  M. Munn,;, -t'h t 2~,~: ' ' 'm 'ship2 . . . .  
. :~.... L. McC.auley., . -: , :: ~,  "" ~:Yours-truly~ 
• Dear Sir: Kaeleen Bruce, 
• Your caption to ray letter: Terrace, B.C. 
Poster pul lers 
may be sincere 
Dear Sir: Christ as my personal Lord and 
I am writing this m response Saviour three years ago, I was 
to the letter from Ms. Laurel attracted to several New Age 
Gregg that was printed recent- philosophies such as astrology 
ly in your publication. I think it and runes. 
is a real shame that someone However, I consider myself 
has been removing the posters blessed in that God used one of 
advertising her spiritual centre, my personal weaknesses, lazi- 
Freedom of religion is guar- ness, to prevent me from delv- 
anteed to the people of this na- ing too deeply and finding 
tion under the Charter of myself in bondage to any of 
Rights and Freedoms, Many these beliefs. I was still left 
people have immigrated to our with a spiritual emptiness 
country to escape religious which was not filled until I 
persecution and practise this recognized that I was a sinful 
freedom, creature who could not be 
As a Christian, the freedom reconciled with God until I 
to live and practice ray faith is first accepted His Son as Lord 
very precious to me and al- of my life. This is the only way 
though I strongly disagree with to truth and to live. 
Ms. Gregg's philosophy, I I have much to my surprise 
respect her right to believe as and delight found an inner 
she chooses, peace and an unending source 
Having said this, I would like of love and encouragement 
to express my understanding of from my growing relationship 
the person who has been taking with Jesus. I am certainly far 
down Ms. Gregg's posters, from perfect but my life now 
The person or persons has direction and purpose. 
responsible probably share my "¢~aen I fail I know that God is 
belief that Ms. Gregg's centre always there waiting for me to 
is based on wrongful and turn to Him to let Him work in 
dangerous thinking. I have my life. I do not believe the 
read her posters and they pro- philosophies promoted by Ms. 
mote such things as channel- Gregg's centre can ever make 
ing, tarot, spiritual healing and such claims in truthfulness. 
other New Age movement I do not look in the mirror 
philosophies withwhichIhave each morning and send all 
had previous experience. 
Before I accepted Jesus cont'dA9 
Riders 
It is motorcyc le  aware- 
ness month. 
Stu Cotteriii and James 
Gi lham belong to the 
Roadrunners Motorcycle 
Club. 
The club wants motor-  
cycle riders to be safe. 
It also has a toy run. 
The toys go  to needy chil- 
dren at Christmas.  
The club is 10 years old, 
i 
7 ~  
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:::.:!if: ~ ,~ @ ~ " smooth. E M E RAL  D / . ' l~~l~ ::::~ Set in 14 ~) Ladies 20" Chain ...................................... PAP $44 95 SALE $21.9  ~, We hope to see you Thursday, May 14, at 9:30 B.C. JADE ~ Stylis  and SYNTHET IC  
;:~:;~ karat go~d, ~ Stone Rings a.rn. Set in Modern setting, ~ )  i:.iii:~ assorted 22" Chai? ..i...' .............................. PAP $49.95 SALE $23.9!  : lo karat gold 10 karat gold 
~:~:::I~I;:F styles "-~3t~,'- ~,,~-~- ~ i ~ i~/  Also we are giving a FREE GIFT to our first 500 pAp10 karat gold $1-~ 99 
il;i~;i Genuine and PAP 1 SALE :;:::~":: 1/4caratTW $~7~)9  "99~ .... -~. :1 synthetic stones. SAVE ~~, / .~  Entire mventory of10 karat and14 karat gold customers. S 99  99 $371,95PAP S][7~ 99 $388.95 SALE 
::: UP TO ~&~ chains on sale! PRICES SLASHED!  . Sincerely, $407.95 SALE 
"ii : % 
/::. PAP $1,095.00 SALE Many ~ ~ ~ Sharon and Barrie GENTS' SMOOTH 
!::?~ 1/2 carat TW $ ~ %.~. ,9~99 others i : ...... ,::: .... , . . . .  ~ ~..:..~ ~o~ '~ . GENTS '  HEAVY ENTS '  SYNTHET IC  " RING with :::: ;:;: ::i~i::: ;~ " POLISHED 
:':::;~:~; . . . . ,  - from :::~:: ~ ; ~ : : ~ ~ ' ~  ~:~ ~ :::~:, ,:~;:: ~::;~::~:~ :;: < ::: ; .......... ::: :: ...... ......... ~::: ~ AIMYSTHYST,~.,~:,~,,,, ~ ~,,, , ~ .~"~/~"  ,.~.:;4~v~;,,~:.....,..~#,,.~.~l BIRTHSTONE,,:_~,::~.~;  ,:. I ='-~RING YELLOW ~ ~ .  :, :. ::: ,;.,~ 
PAPS2,995.00 SALE S .~... : 99  which,to MEN'S: '  FRESH ......... ~ ~ ........ "" ........ '"' " '""" " "":' " .... " 
::: , , ,   ,,00.0o , , . .  " " ":" D IAMOND"  shouders::' ~ ' ~ ' ~  I style l0 karat TOPAZ' 
::~ ,. , " ROUND WATER ;:: 1Ok,.rat " t~  " ~;~i~/ gold mount ~ ' '  ~ % "' 
':~: ii~ ~ ,~., @ DIAMOND PEARLS ~ ~  A N D  EARRINGS : \~~" /$1~_~ 99 / ~^~ k~lL'~jT~-'~~_q:~ , . .  pAp10 karat gold $'1 ~=2~]~ 99 
, ~ : CLUSTER10 karat gold WhiteEarrings ;~ ~':~; _ .~  ~T,...:..~:~;~F=~ Including10 a d 14genuinekarat goldgems SALE ~ ~'~J  
PAP,  * o" ,ace,, ,'- " 
WATCHES ~' SALE~99 PAPS27.95 S ~ 499 Jr::: SAVE i!i~i ~O~-R 
:' . S I SALE • =~ ::i! i:~ "~:~;;: : ;: ENTIRE  IN ........ ::~' :::?:':: AND :' '~ UPTO : :,:::~: : ::::: 
CLOCKS 16" strand 18" strand 34', strand !!:~i GENTS' GRADUATION SPECIALS  
'! :. ,: PAP $29,95 PAP $34.95 PAP $39,95; ;:~ 
i i: . . . . . .  :i SALE 999 SsAL2E.z~99 SsAL~E999 ' ' ,~i~l[l~lh, SIGNET RING,S 
SAVE r i: 1/4caratTW :!i:: $1 ' . [; ~~'*~ WITH WlTHGOLD 
~)  ,i~! ~IIIH ~[ '~ ~ GOLD INITIAL & UP TO :.~i Oriental Cultured , . ( [ :3"  ,-o; ' PAP$1x150'00 9 ! i.: I 
60% PEARLS ,. y IISALE~79 ~ ,~:~ Matching earrings available I~  ~~i~IN IT IAL IN  DIAMON D 
: ,  i;; . : ~E: : ;~ .~ ~ ONYX IN ONYX 
: ~!~ , ~  ~m=l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
Of f  Citizen 5.year 5-6mm 7" bracelet i:~ 2 carat TW !1 GRADUATION SPECIALS/ ; lO karat gold 10 karat golc 
PAP.$220.O0 !; PAP $1,950.00 ii . , ,~_ . _ . _ . _ .~  : ; PAP S 17999 PAP $19999 guarantee ~; :,:~, ; ..... , - !i ~ i :Pq  SALE 59999 3 7 9  GENTS' l $319.95 SALE $398.,5 SALE 
i!i • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
Examples :  !;-C:,% r -  . ~; i ]  i .: 
Ladies' Cardinal 6 99 ~t??:~:~!;i 5-6mm 16" strand S 1. ~ 9 99 Hand .~:~ . . . . . . .  1 9 9 il. GOLD10 KARATpLAIN I :;~ ~ ;::.,,,, ,, :: .::~:~::.,~:~;;::.::::,, ,,, , ......... ~: ,, • ,,, ,,, :: ,,, : ' ,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,, , ,, ,, , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :,~,.;u:.;r,: ' . . .  ,, .... , , , .,•~ ... .. ...,, ,, ~ ~,~• ~,,,:.~.~,:,~.~}!~~~:,.%;,~,:~:~ •~:  ~':•:";i'i':H  ',.~_ , • .................. .................................~ " "  ................................... ~ i ;  
• .u',¢~:: PAP$418.00 SALE ~:: 1,0caratTW i ENGRAVABLE ' ~ , . . . . .  ~ I, . . . . . .  ,, , ,, ~ ..... 
ii i Bulova PAPS89.95 34  . . . . .  WEDDING ........ ~": :;:~...~.:.;;i s~ 1 9 99 ~ PAP $3,50o.0o TOPS ::: S INGLE TRIPLE DOUBLE MINI BIRTH ..~ ' 2-year Gent's Cardinal $~'J~t~ 99 , knotted. :, ' ,  t Complete se lec t ion  of .,. ~,-,-,: 5-6ram 18" strand 14 karat .. :: 'SA i:l Many other n 
::;~! guarantee PAPS105.00 SALE ~.~-/  , !~;~ii~.,;i ' PAP$460.O0 SALE gold 99 :: 
~: ; i !~  " ,~':;~'~: .... 6-6.Smm 28' strand S~.~j?(~99 clasps i:~ 599££ PAPS239.99 '~ 99 stylest~:; :i.i:i HEART HEART HEART DIAMOND STONE. 
:~ PAPS975.00 SALE "~=~''" i :::i: SALE choose from : ,, B A N D S  ii '; ~. . . .= ,~. . . ,= , .  ,,,..=.,,_~.,..-.~_._.~ ~=,,...~,..~, ~ 1 0 k a r a t g ° I d  10 k rat gold 10 karat gold 10 karat gold 10 karat gold 
~ :' ~ LADIES '  S IGNET RINGS! ~o and 14 karat gold SAVE !:~i~i ;i1/ Enter to win a fabulous pair of LADIES' BIRTHSTONE LADIES' DIAMOND .::: ~:';'  ~ ~ ~ 
F :::~ ~!!: PAPS39.95 PAP_S49.95 PAP ~59,95 PAPS79.95 ' PAP $79.95 . !~ii!i DIAMOND EARRINGS!  & DIAMOND SERIES CLUSTER RINGS ;:: : Plain, engraved and UP TO ;";::~ SALE 51  9 99 SALE 52Z~1"99 SALE 52999 SALE :~: ' : .... ~:' 53 9 99 SALE ~3 7 o9  " '~:: ' diamond set ........ ~:~:~;:: i :  10 karat gold. :;;: :. :;!~:~ 
;if~;m Valued at $300.00 10 karat . ~  1/4. carat  . . . . . . .  ~ ~;f~ =' 
" ~ . . . .  " ......................................................... ': :!':;i:. ~; : i: ":i:::~:~; ;!~: ;~ ~ ;~i I 
:"~'~!11 ~ !:f~ " ' • ~ ;i>:ii?.i: " :~: Name. i!:i Genuine diamonds ;,::: ~ ,: . . . .  ': BIRTHSTONE & ........ PAP ! i":.: stones :~ ": • 
iiiiiii: Address , ' I:i:~?~ PAP $ " 99  $ 95.oo S579 99 ' D IAMOND R ING ........ ~;!i!: 

















SIGNET RINI~ I .. = Si lver Plated 
! $ 9' ;':~ .... bowls, tea services 
~. ,|.:~: :| trays and more 
~ L ~ ~  !!!:i~:~"!~i!:ii~i!l~ii~: E !  !:;:::, ii Manymoreattractivestyles ~l~,  . . . .  reduced 5 EST SELECTIION:.. ~: ,,, S~L  to choose from! . .. It's all 
:: : . _ _ . : : :  :9: : .. ~ ;!: ~ , ~ : ,  :,ii !~ up to 
PAP $ ~ 999 i! .Dia~ 
E~rr 
~:~X :~:'~!~!4!d,~i@~j~,~:~.#,~,~!~,~" _ . ~, ~ N i:-::. • . . . .  :~:;~::! , :ii::::!:.il . . . . . . .  , - , i ,  ....... " 
, =H.a ,n ,  rr l~ / /Hn  m f ~ '~;~ Genuine English 
Hand Cut European ,~ PENDANTS ' MINI '" "~--~ " ~qr j j~  
CRYSTAL  ~ ~& EARRINGS ~ PEWTER 
Fu, 24~ I~ad ~ D IAMOND RINGS 10 and 14 karat gold ~ TANKARDS 
reduced up to ~ 10 karat : Upto  == 99  
Save up to 6d  ~ % ~ gold. % ~ PAP 3 
~ off  styles ~ V o f f  [ $38.00 
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Open again 
SPRING MEANS the start of another season at the chamber 
of commerce's toudst information building on Hwy16. Tracey 
Carey began work last week and has already helped out 
visitors from France, Switzerland, Germany and the United 
States. The building is open Mondays to Fridays but will ex- 
pand hours next month. 
$40 million needed 
Mine sale could happen 
TEICRACE -. Black Swan Gold 
Mines Ltd. has to come up with 
nearly $40 million if it wants to 
buy and then open the closed as- 
bestos mine in Cassiar, its presi- 
dent said last week. 
Arthur Fisher said the money's 
needed before his company and 
the receiver for Cassiar appear 
before the B.C. Supreme Court 
July 17 for approval. 
Black Swan announced last 
week that it has a conditional 
agreement through a wholly- 
owned subsidiary with Cassiar 
receiver Arthur Anderson and 
Company to buy the mine and 
townsite. 
Cassiar Mining Corporation 
went into receivership aud the 
mine closed ill February when the 
provincial government refused to 
give the company $13 million to 
help keep it open. 
The province already had in- 
vested $20 million into the com- 
pany and given a loan guarantee 
for another $5 million. 
"The amount we have to reach 
approaches $40 million. That's 
going to require a fair amount of 
work," Fisher said last week. 
The sale of two gold mines in 
Australia over the past year have 
given the company some capital 
but not to the extent required for 
the Cassiar purchase, he said. 
"We believe we can do it. Every 
day that passes makes our ease 
stronger," Fisher added. 
Fisher said Black Swan must 
also meet governmental 
this October employing more 
than 300 people should the 
money be found and the deal ap- 
proved in July. 
Getting the mine ready to pro- 
duce again could require two to 
two and a half months, said 
Fisher. 
"We have a good ore body and. 
a good work force," he said. 
"We would have a lesser debt 
load and less pressure to produce 
quickly than they did," said 
Fisher in commenting on the last 
days of Cassiar Mining Corpora- 
tion. 
That company switched from an 
open pit to an underground opera- 
tion several years ago but ac- 
cumulated ebts of more than $50 
million in the process. 
Fisher said Black Swan would 
have the benefit of all that invest- 
ment. 
He said the market for Cassiar 
asbestos remains strong because 
the demand hasn't been satisfied 
by other mines. 
And he said the company 
doesn't expect nor will it require 
provincial xhoney to help with the 
purchase. 
"We have a mutual respect in 
this regard," said Fisher. 
Black Swan was one of three 
companies to express an interest 
in the Cassiar purchase. 
Linda McGill, a Cassiar school 
trustee, said residents there are 
optimistic at the news. 
"We've been cautioned by the 
government that this isn't a final 
deal yet. But there's been so 
much stress and no hope for 
several months we can't help but 
hope this will go through." said 
McGill. 
In a letter to Cassiar residents 
last week, forests minister Dan 
Miller said the province will shut 
down the town as planned should 
the deal fall through. 
Somet imes  a smal l  bus iness  
needs  co ld  cash  
There  comes a time in the life of  [ Bank can help your small business 
every business,  large or  small,  , . ~ , ~ .  - -  w i th  a var ie ty  o f  f inanc ia l  
when it needs money. To ~ / ~ .  services, including term loans 
_ ( ~ " ~ ] ]  at f loating rates which (,.an be buy  a bu i ld ing  or  a k~),~,:~_~l(~ 
bus iness ,  or  to s imply  in- ~ switched to fixed rates for a 
crease its work ing capita l ,  small charge. For  a warm rece p- 
The Federal Business Development ] tion, call us today. 
Branch name and address: 
Contact name and title: Paul Williams, Manager 
Telephone number: 635-4951 
regulatory approvals and have COMMITTED TO YOUR SUCCESS 
,dP '~ l "  T r l l~  & l kT ' l r~  & ll~dr'~ll" TP'II~ suitable workforce conditions Lsn,,q,~orr . . . . . .  
. , services dana  lea deus  i IU I  AI IIJ _ ,qdaUU/ w,th its employees before the i;.~.,.o,,eie",'~. ~ , .L  
! M , deal Call be closed. I ' l l~  Federal Business . Ban.q.uef~ddrale . . . . . . . . . . .  r-, d~[ 
J V  l " Development Bank oe oeveloppement ~RpYVMTI~MI~I~I ~- . . . .  He predicted a full start up by ~JT"--  -- " ~ ~ y  * 
_1 
TERRACkE¢ ; ;~=; io~s  ~o;nth? Jim Mante~ 1:;rc*sident, Gord ' 
out to ic . . . 
ear  s ~ e .~u~smcz , ,~namoer  , : ....... " .... ; i ;"~"~:" " ~>~":"~ Y -~'~ " ...... :*; '" '  dden~ls ecreta ~ 91 .~ 
live' oI';"me'"'"year. . . . . .  ' . . . . .  Iuw l l l~  u i¢  , iC i ld t , .u~ a l ia  . t .~ lat l l t . . t "  . " ,  . . ' ' - -  
._; . , . .  . . . . . . .  Credit Union s annual general 
the  neaolme ]s zms rnoay so _ - 
-" " " . . . . .  ber te meeting May ~. me panel ot juoges can oen a . - . . . . . . . . .  r~ew directors on the board are 
over tee nommanons In lime mr 
ext month's announcement Don Krause, Rob Greenwood and 
n . . . . .  . . Tom Walker There terms are 
tan  executive o[ me year ns • . 
three years _ chosen on the basis of business Returning as director is Keith 
Arnold-Smith. That's for a one 
year term. 
Seasonal runoff into B.C. 
Hydro reservoirs is exvected to 
exceed the long term average by 
six per cent, say corporation offi- 
cials. 
That means there'll be leas 
reliance on Alcan and other sup- 
pliers as a source of electricity. 
And, runoff is less than normal 
in the American Pacific north- 
west. 
This opens the market o B.C. 
Hydro to sell more electricity in 
those states. 
Chamber of commerce xecu- 
tive elections take place June 11. 
A nominating committee is 
working on collecting names of 
people interested in becoming 
directors or executive members of 
the organization. 
Installations takes place June 
20, the same night that the busi- 
ness executive of the year for 
1992 is announced. 
success and community involve- 
ment; 
The  announcement and ac- 
companying roast will take place 
June 20 when the new chamber 
executive is installed. 
More information on how to 
nominate someone for the busi- 
ness executive of the year is 
available at the chamber office. 
i 
;fliere's a new maternity and 
small children's clothing sore in 
town;: ..... 
: YOUth, Me Baby is located on 
the;Lakelse Ave. side of the T i l -  
; Ileum Building in  the former 
locaiion of The Reading Place. 
:(":iOwner Barb Johnson said she' 
'g0t the idea: earlier this year be- 
• icae~/e shewanted to provide more 
i ii6f a Variety o f  maternity and 
smal l  children's wear. 
In addition to herself, Johnson 
has a part time employee at the 
store, 
The store also provides a nurs- 
ing station and a changing station 
for those who need it. 
I CONGRATULATIONS 
From SafewaylDare Foods 
~oW 







4730 Keith Ave. 
635-4111 
124 3rd Ave. W. 
6274800 
4310 Versatile PI. 
564-2700 
Open to the public: 
Men-Wed & Sat: 10 am - 6 pm 














No used furniture. 
Only famous brand 
name furniture & 
mattresses 
at huge savings. 
i ' i i  
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TO THETERRACESTANDARD 
Physician raises the call to arms 
Dear Sir: re~ 
I am writing this letter on be- 
half of the board of trustees, 
the administration and the 
medical staff of the Mills 
Memorial Hospital. The recent 
government budget is going to 
seriously impair the delivery of 
health care to the residents of 
the Northwest. The govern- 
ment will not listen to us. 
The only recourse is intense 
an persistent political pressure. 
I f  the residents of the Pacific 
Northwest wish to continue to 
have state of the art medical 
care locally available then the 
time to act is now! 
The government's recent 
hospital budget in effect treats 
us as second class citizens.Let 
me explain. 
In this government's recent 
budget, finance minister Glen 
Clark allocated a 7.4 per cent 
increase to the Ministry of 
Health. Elizabeth Cull received 
5.5 percent. 
The only hospitals in B.C. 
who got an increase in their 
budgets were hospitals in the 
Vancouver area, the Fraser 
Valley and the Okanagan. 
Some increases were in the 
range of 6-8 percent. All north- 
em hospitals, including Mills 
Memorial Hospital, got 0 per- 
cent. 
The B.C.N.U. and H.E.U. 
contracts that were recently ne- 
gotiated contain salary in- 
creases. These must be ab- 
sorbed by the hospital with no 
increased funding. 
ii 
The government fails to 
realize what a majo'r ex- 
pense and inconvenience 
it is to have to go to Van- 
couver for tests, surgery. 
The government expects the 
Mills Memorial Hospital to 
provide the same services and 
high standard of health care 
with less funds. This is absurd. 
Because of this budget the 
:"' MzlIs Memorml, H0.s~ta~s 
i', f~e¢i ~ii6 a;:Projeek~"d~it 
of over $700,000. As you may 
recall the hospital was faced 
with a deficit last year of ap- 
proximately $200,000. The 
government appointed Mr. 
Malcolm Walker to review the 
situation. 
He found that the Mills 
Memorial Hospital was the 
second busiest hospital for its 
size in Canada, 40% of our 
patient load comes from the 
region (outside of Terrace. 
He made several recom- 
mendations to the hospital to 
help generate funds. These 
were all adopted and are 
functioning. He also suggested 
increased funding from the 
government which was 
forthcoming , therefore we 
were able to continue with the 
same level of services to the 
from A5 
Poster 
beings love and light but I do 
pray to the one Uue God in the 
name of His Son about the 
people and matters which the 
Holy Spirit lays on my heart. 
Ms. Gregg, I have lifted you 
and the cliimts of your centre 
up  in prayer. I would like to 
encourage other Christians 
who are concerned about the 
growing influence of New Age 
thinking in our community to 
do likewise. Only God in his 
infinite mercy and power can 
change hearts. 
this ripping down of posters 
was probably motivated by a 
sincere desire to protect vul- 
nerable people seeking 
spiritual answers from falling 
into entrapment by the delu- 
sions of New Age thinking. 
However, this action seems to 
have hardened the hearts of 
Ms. Gregg and her students o 
I hope the person responsible 
will seek God's wil l  in the 
matter before considering any 
other such actions, 
As Christians we are called 
to reach out to others in the 
name of Jesus. Let us show 
Ms. Gregg and her followers 
the true meaning of Christian 
love. 
Yours in peace and truth, 
Kaeleen Bruce, 
Terrace, B,C, i 
community. 
He stated that Mills 
Memorial Hospital is a victim 
of its own success. The hospi- 
tal functions as a regional 
referral center. The govern- 
ment, however, won't fund the 
hospital as a regional center. 
Remember that Mr. Walker 
was appointed by the govern- 
ment. This new budget does 
not even include the increased 
funding that Mr. Walker sug- 
gested last year. 
Because of this grossly in- 
adequate budget the Board of 
trustees is forced into an un- 
tenable situation. There are 
three options. 
The first option is to continue 
services as before. This will 
result in a deficit of more than 
$700,000. The board is ans- 
werable to the Ministry of 
Health and have been told to 
balance the budget or the 
government will dismiss the 
board and replace them with a 
Public Trustee. 
The board is comprised of lo- 
cal people concerned with the 
state of health care available to 
you. A government appointee 
would be a faceless bureaucrat 
from the lower mainland. His 
only concern would be to 
balance the budget. The 
destruction of local health care 
services would be of little con- 
sequence to him. 
The second option would be 
to balance rite budget. An 
equally unpalatable solution, to 
do this would require the 
elimination of health care ser- 
vices to you. Beds would have 
to be closed. This would result 
in longer waiting lists for 
surgery. 
The department of surgery is 
stable at the present time; how- 
ever, by closing beds the level 
of work would decrease. If that 
is the case then one or both of 
the anaesthetists may well be 
forced to leave. Should that 
happen then the department of 
surgery would collapse and 
disintegrate. 
This would result iu loss of 
surgical services at the Mills 
Memorial Hospital. The hospi- 
tal would be reduced to a cot- 
tage hospital. It would be able 
to offer only basic emergent 
and surgical services. All com- 
plex, high risk surgery and the 
majority of elective surgery 
that is done here now would 
have to go elsewhere. 
It has been difficult to attract 
Canadian trained graduates 
here and the hospital has been 
fortunate in being able to 
recruit several well.tra [ned for- 
eign graduate specialists. How- 
ever, the government is 
making it increasingly difficult 
to the point of impossibility to 
continue along these lines. 
This manpower pool will 
therefore be lost to us. 
A bed closure may result in 
the closing of the paediatric 
ward. Should this occur our 
paediatrician will be forced to 
relocate. All seriously ill chil- 
dren would have to be flown to 
the lower mainland for care. 
The same dilemma would 
occur with our cardiologist. 
There would be no one to look 
after people from this region 
with complicated heart disease 
or other internal medicine 
problems. 
The government fails to real- 
ize what a major expense and 
inconvenience it is to have to 
go to Vancouver for tests, 
surgery, etc. This hospital 
functions as a regional referral 
center and should be funded as 
such. This would enable your 
hospital to continue to grow 
and offer an evensided range 
of services, such as more 
specialists, CT scanner, etc. 
This proposed budget does 
not allow Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital to operate as a communily 
hospital without serious debt, 
much less as a growing 
regional referral center. This 
budget will also result in the 
loss of about 10-25 jobs at the 
hospital. 
The third option is political 
pressure. This is the best solu- 
tion to a serious threat to 
health care services available 
to you. It is apparent that Ms. 
Cull is not going to give our 
hospital board the time of day. 
A good example is her 
refusal to meet with the board 
to discuss operating funding 
for the CT scanner. Ms. Cull's 
response for meeting requests 
for budgetdiscussion would' 
undoubtedly be the same. The 
only thing that /politician 
respond to is public ouicry ~.... 
If the community wishes to 
maintain the present standard 
of local health care it mustral- 
ly behind the hospital. It is 
time our government recog- 
nizes the Pacific Northwest as 
a growing, vital and integral 
region of this province. We are 
not second class citizens. 
Write or call Mr. Gieabrecht 
or Ms. Cull, Let them know 
that we are not going to accept 
this ridiculous cenario. 
The future of our hospital 
depends on this. This may 
sound like worse case scenario. 
It is, and unfortunately will be- 
come a reality should this NDP 
government be allowed to 
demolish our health care sys- 
tem. Speak out. 
Sincerely, 
Jim Dunfield, M.D., 
F.R.C.S.(C), 
Chief of Surgery, 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Terrace, B.C. 
Y O 
"' , , , , .  
ALL O U B--jE--A 
tire assortment • 
o en o . Choose from. ur NS all at 20 Vo OFF. 
f re ular priced JE.A _, 
O g Ot  II3Oluu  • . . . . . . .  
. Guess  proauu,  n 
' • Reg.  pr ice $48 .00  to $85.00  . . . . . . .  
, .  sALE pRiCE $38.40 to $6B.00 
/ 
m sALE ON 
AT ALL 
LOC S 
i ~' !~ii: ¸: i' 
~'i~ : b/~ ~) ~ :~ '~ " ,  
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Tree planter 
NATIONAL FOREST Week brought a scouting movement 
army out to Ferry Island for a tree planting day. Beaver 
Michael Hicks was well equipped with a shovel to best 
prepare the ground for his seedlings. 
Old .growth 
has Impacts maki,lg giving a family affair. When you save for your '~'A~III~ holidays, mortgage or new car, put some away for giving ~~" 
too. Let everyone in on the decision of which causes to 
TERRACE -- Decisions to the needs of urban and rural resi- help and y()u'll be a real Local Hero family. 
preserve the province's old 
growth forests must take social 
and economic impacts into ac- 
count. 
That was one of the most fre- 
quently heard statements during 
the provincial government's Old 
Growth Strategy latest series of 
public meetings. 
In a report summarizing public 
comments to its draft policy doc- 
ument, the group noted worries 
about the potential oss of forest 
industry jobs and the effect on 
communities dependent on that 
industry. 
However, others cautioned a 
sot!o-economic assessment 
should look beyond the short 
term and recognize good forest 
management practices could pro- 
vide permanent jobs in the long 
run. 
There were also s-ggestions 
new forestry jobs could be creat- 
ed by increased management of 
second growth areas. 
For example, ending the use of 
herbicides and instead manually 
clearing undergrowth which com- 
peted with young trees would be 
one step in that direction. 
Other areas raised were: 
* the apparent lack of co- 
ordination between the various 
provincial bodies studying land 
use issues; 
* native people were not part of 
the old growth process; 
* the importance of balancing 
dents; 
* the top heavy representation 
of industry and the forests minis- 
try on the task force; and 
* the predominant role of thc 
forests ministry in the process 
given its perceived historical bias 
in favour of the woods industry. 
Reactions to the task force's in- 
dication it would take three years 
to fully implement any old 
growth policy were wide-ranging. 
While some argued for more 
rapid action, others like Terrace's 
Glenn Grieve argued the whole 
process hould be "terminated un- 
til after an inventory is done and 
the painful process of drastically 
reducing the rate of harvest has 
begun." 
Many also wondered how the 
various government agencies in- 
volved in such would be able to 
follow through on any new 
strategy at current staffing levels. 
If the money needed to provide 
extra bodies was not forthcoming 
from the province, some warned, 
any policy was doomed to failure 
before it began. 
These latest public comments 
will be incorporated into the task 
force's final recommendations 
which will then be forwarded to 
the provincial government's 
Committee on Resources and the 
Environment and the cabinet. 
A cabinet decision could come 
down as early as this month. 
% J , l la i)rt,gr,t l l l lt~t' l lCtqir,tg¢' gWi l lg t lh Jvoh l t l l t ' t ' r l l tg  A .ew spirit of giving 
NOW OPEN... 
Choose maternity wear 
that's fun to wear, and 
looks and feels as terrific as 
you dol The accent's on 
comfort, style and savvy in 
a co l lec t ion  of g reat  
fashions ... 
For your new little one we 
have a great selection of 
practical, sturdy clothing 
from sleepers to swimsuits. 
But The Best Part... 
IS OUR PRICES! 
i 
You 'n' Me Baby! 
For Mummies To Be, And Babies Till Three 
47 22 Lakelse Ave. 635-7522 
IN THE TILLICUM BUILDING 
Smelter  
hopes  
gr2w • . 
TERRA -- onJanp y th i i ! • I 
wants to build a $400 million l 
copper smelter inKitimat could J 
be close to striking a financing : . . . . .  
corn-  deal with several Japanese ~,-= ..... , 
Resdui'ces of ~Vancouver,' 
Sumitomo Metal Mhdng of Japan 
and "two or three" other Asian . . . . .  
companies were in Kitimat two 
weeks ago to discuss the project, i 
Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney said 
Friday. 
He said PRM is close to arrang- 
ing a co,sortium of Asian in- 
vestors to bankroll studies that 
the company will need to pitch 
the project o provincial officials. 1 
"I'm !Jot sure as to exactly II when they're going to make an 
announcement," Wozney said. "It [ ]  
may take them attywhere from a / 
weel~ to !text week to at!other : : 
month or whatever to come up 
and say let's go." 
A recent FinanciM Times article ..... 
predicts an itmninent atmounce- : :  
meet on the sntelter project 1 
financhtg, but Wozney said that i 
I probably stil l  depends .on ap- . proval front the Asian investors.' ;. Wozncy predicts the copper smelter would meaR major eco- 
nomic benefits for Kitimat if Lit 
survives the province's environ- II 
mental assessment and ~goes : 
ahead. 
"I 'm all for it -- let's get it : 
going," he said, noting the review 
process will take time. 
"It's still going to be a fairly 
long process," he predicted. " I t  
could still well be a nightmare be, 
tween now and getting to an ac- . . . . .  
tual construction stage. But we : 
can stick it out." ~ 
Wozuey said he has not heard 
any official confirmation of a .............................. 
deal, adding that the Asian cam- : ::: 
patty representatives still had to 
seek the support of their boards, : 
The company's preliminary . : : : :  
studies suggest he project might : " 
process ]5o,0o0 tnun~ a year, 
creating up t o 400 j o b s . . :  : . ;  
Wozuey said the company is 
looking at a sit e near the Alca, 
smelter site ill K i t lmat . . :  $ 
I nes,, 
I 
ar r ive  
Forest service and conser~ i 
ration officers can now" .  
ticket individuals or Com~ 
panics they catch breaking !*~ ..... 
Forest Act regulations, :i :~ ,'~: ,












-GIII#ESE  t;tiu=. ! 
• COFFEE TABLES 
. DBESSERS 
i!" CABINETS LARGE 
& s~ALL 
.:; ~," PORCELAIN ~/ASES t 
PERSIAN SHIRAZ 4x6 . . ~  $149.00 
BOKHARA 4x6 . - ~  $249.00 
HAMEDAN 6x8 $.1.306~r' $450.00 
CHINESE 8x10 ..,¢.24Q~e~ $649.00 
PERSIAN TABRIZ 8x10 . ~  $945:00 
PERSIAN QUM (Silk & wool) • 4x6 ~ $1135.00 
PAKISTAN, BOKHARA 3x5 ~ $149.00 
CHINA SUPER 60 4x6 ~ e r  $325.00 
PERSIAN TRIBAL 5x8 ~ $499.00 
PERSIAN BAKHTIAR 7x10 , ~ .  $899.00 
DHURRY 2x3 ~ $15.00 
DHURRY 3x5 .$4"Gr'~00 $39.50 
WAR RUG 2'6"x4, ~ $75.00 
ABOUSSON 2'6"x5 . ~  $99.00 
PERSIAN SHIRAZ 7x10 ~ $499.00 
ABOUSSON Sx 10 -$-1.880:'00 $599.00 
CHINLqE 7x10 - ~  $599.00 
CHINESE I CHINESE 
TRIBAL  J TR IBAL  
3X5 Reg. $5351 px6 Reg. $575 
o,,Y sSS 10,,,'1101 
~ OPEN: MI 
, REPAIR & RUG HANDWASHING AVAILABLE , WIDE RANGE OF UNDERLAYS AT WHOLESALE 
K,-,M 1 ! K,L'" 1 
5X8 Reg.$425 / 16X9 Reg.$485 / 
ONLY S691 [o,,Y *7c.j 
• )N . -SA I " .  lOAM - 7PM,  
SUN DAY 1 tAM- 6PIM 
All dealers -re i'equit'ed to present their tax exernptlo, certificate 
A dlvlslon o! United Collection Agencies Inc. 
Clean sweep 
EVERY NOOK and cranny was scoured downtown May 3as  
people heeded the call of the beautification society's gar- 
bathon May 3. Rebecca McBeth joined friends to ensure that 
all litter where they went was picked up. 
WANT TO LEARN TO FLY? 
Vanderhoof 
Flying Service 
In Terrace offers a ~ ~ /  
low cost way to get 
started. 
- - ' P ' R I V A T E ~  ~ 
SCHOOL COURSE - I 
EVENING CLASSES COMMENCE 
MAY 25, 1992 
Class Size Is Limited, So Call Today! 
To register for groundschool, flying lessons or for 
further information 
CALL 635-4779 
Or VANDERHOOF 567-4114 
HITACHI 
MORE GREAT BUYS FROM THE GOOD GUYS AT 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
VME25A 
MISS THOSE FAR AWAY PIC' 
THIS SMALL COMPACT 8ram 
HAS 64x ZOOM LENS, 
DON'T TURES! 
Stereo pickup, low light lens, auto white 
balance, graphic tittler, plus credit card size 
remote control! 
DON'T MISS IT1 ON SALE NOW1 
. , .  ............. =129900 
TRK3D45100 
TWIN DRIVE 3D SYSTEM WITH 10 WATTS 
OF POWER, 3 BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
Digital AM/FM/SW tuner with 25 presets, dual 
cassette deck, high speed dubbing, tape syn. 
chro dubbing, auto reverse cassette deck, con. 
tlnuous play, built-in microphone, CD/Auxll 
input lack. 
DON'T MISS THESE GREAT BUYS 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
4721 Lakelse Ave. 
Downtown Terrace 638"1  200 
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Teacher  
w, ns un,on 
exemption 
TERRACE -- A Terrace teacher 
has won a religious exemption 
from belonging to the local 
teachers' u nion. 
Doug Brewer, a teacher at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary, ap- 
pealed an initial ruli,g that went 
against him to the Industrial Rela- 
tions Council. 
On reconsideration, the council 
decided to award him the exemp- 
tion, overturning its earlier deci- 
sion. 
Brewer will continue to pay the 
normal amoung of union dues, 
but that money will go  to a 
charitable organization of his 
choice. 
A Seventh-Day Adventist, 
Brewer opposes membership in 
any trade union. 
But under the collective agree- 
merit the Terrace District 
Teachers Union has with School 
District 88, he and all teachers are 
required to be tinion members. 
"All of Brewer's actions objec- 
tively illustrate irreconcilability 
with union membership," the IRC 
ruling says. "His religious beliefs 
require him to live in peace and 
avoid confrontation." 
Avoiding confrontation, for 
Brewer, meant crossing picket 
lines when the teacher's union 
went on strike in 1989. 
Being forced to take that action 
led him to the fear that the union 
would punish him for breaking 
ranks. 
"Now he is, as he contends, 
caught," the ruling says. "The 
union has the authority to require 
him to confront his employer. 
Failing that, the union has the 
authority to impose discipline, 
which may range from 
reprimands tofines to expulsion." 
To avoid confrontation, the 
council ruled, Brewer would have 
to give up his teaching career or 
live continually at risk of punish- 
merit. 
"We have therefore •concluded 
that Brewer is entitled to an ex- 
emption from union membership 
under Section 11 of the Act." 
More COs here 
TERRACE -- Two extra conser- 
vation officers are being added to 
the Terrace environment ministry 
office. 





District conservation officer 
Peter Kalina said one of the two 
positions will be for an environ- 
mental enforcement officer. 
Of Interest for users and/or sellers of pesticides. 
• • i!i!i 
I May 19-20-21-22:9 a.m. - 4 p.m. I 
This 24 hour course provides basic training in the 
use and handling of pesticides for landscape ap- 
plication, and for those responsible in the selling of 
pesticide products to the public. 
Fee: $75.001person 
REGISTER TODAY AT NWCC CENTRE 
No admission pre-requlsltes apply. 
Training to take place at NWCC, TEC CENTRE, 3250 Eby 
St. Terrace.Pesticide Study Kits are to be purchased by par- 
ticipants prior to course. Available at Government Agent's Of- 
rice at a cost of $20. 
For further Information contact: 
Mr. Peter Halgh, NWCC, Terrace 635-6511, Local 290 
or 





ON SAL E 
.... ' 70  
i i  ~i~ , OFF ~ 
~t • Lasts longer, fewer ': 
~ i  ~ repairs t~ 
~ ~ • Limited ten-year q 
• ,washer transmission- ,r 
i~ warranty , ,  
anada~ ,: 
~ ' ~ 
I on Cnnadlan consumer survey. ,=, 
DRYER 
ON SALE 
~i!iiiii I • Dependabilily : proven 
• New larger 
~!~; i  ====~==~ door opening 
V .IT0 BUY A 
, /ow is the time to dress your home with style, Give ~MAYTAG 
your kitchen, family room, hall or bathroom a * Dependablity 
fashionable new look with a new Armstrong floor. 
And from May 2nd to May 23rd, during the Armstrong * Long, strong warranties 
"Trade In Your Old Floor" event, you can save $4 per 
yard when you select one of Armstrong's "Best floors. * Ease 0f operation 
with the rich handcrafted look of Inlaid ¢olor*~'.., or 
Visions Solarian'." with its high definition patterns and a 
range of today's most popular fashion colours. And both ,/~.~C 
feature Armstrong's exclusive Solarian'" with 
CleanSweep '~' wearlayer for unsurpassed ease of 
maintenance. 
Oryou can save $3 per yard on anew Armstrong 
Ca ndide 1' floor, a perennial favourite right across 
Canada. 
All-in-all, there are mo re than 150 patterns and colours 
in 4 of Armstrong's most fashionable and most popular 
floors for you to choose from. But hurry, because this 
offer only lasts for a short while. So come in today and 
"Trade In Your Old Floor" fcr a whole new look and great 
savings too, ( ~ r l n ~ . r o n g  
O 
YOUR DECOR 
] Every Maytag Refrigerator 
• Durability [ On Sale Up To 
I s12o off 
I On Side 6y Side Models 
• Heavy  du ly  she lves  
, F lexible s torage 
Shop early for best selection 






4501 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 635-1158 
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A an holds off 
dough," said Skeena MP Jim cent ofpre-1950 levels, live and environmental groups 
Fulton, adding that the ruling will 
affect similar projects across the 
country, 
"I don't think there is any doubt 
that Quebec will ask for an ex- 
emption of the James Bay pro- 
ject," he said. 
The Kemano Completion Pro- 
ject involves the drilling of a sec- 
ond 16.kilometre tunnel through 
the coast mountains to feed addi- 
tional water from the Nechako 
All of the power to be generated 
by the project -- an additional 540 
megawatts -- is to be sold by AI- 
can to B.C. Hydro for export to 
the United States. 
,'We're very pleased,', Rich 
said. "It's been a long discourag- 
ing process at stages, but it is a 
vindication." 
"This is a project that was 
designed and approved and large- 
ly built 40 years ago." 
that oppose the project; 
"We have to  be completely 
salisfied that there are no more 
remaining uncertainties," Rich 
said; "We don't want to have this 
tragedy revisit itself yet another 
time on the people working on 
this projecti We don't want to get 
blind-sided again," 
Rich said hc believes the com- 
pany's million-dollar-a-year p o- 
gram for  fishery c~thancement 
River watershed to the power- 
generating turbines at Kemano. If  restarting construction until 
it goes ahead, water levels in the there's no threat of further ap- 
Nechako will fall to about 12 per peals or court action from the ha, 
Rich said the company w0n't be and: habitat 'development will 
make up for ally damage caused 
Union vote today 
TERRACE -- Votes are being 
held today and tomorrow to see if 
workers on a construction project 
here want to become certified 
with the carpenters union. 
Naikoon Construction is build- 
ing the new B.C. Buildings Cor- 
poration office here. 
Enough of the company's 
workers have signed union cards 
to hold the vote. 
Voting will take place here and 
on the Queen Charlotte Islands, 
where the company is located, 
The carpenters union has al- 
ready filed two unfair labour 
practice charges against he com- 
pany. 
Union spokesman Paul 
Johnston said it feels one person 
was wrongly laid off and that the 
company wants people to vote 
who should not do so. 
That means there will probably 
be a hearing conducted by the In- 
dustrial Relations Council before 
the vote is counted. 
Local carpenters business agent 
Dan Farrell said the situation 
points at changes the union wants 
made in the way workers are 
organized. 
He said there should be auto- 
matic certification if a simple ma- 
Women' 
minister 
~ .# [,,.e ~' !:.., Z~ ,,,, ~ " ,  " ; 
coming 
TERRACE -- Minister of 
Women's Equality Penny Priddy 
will be in Terrace May 23 to ad- 
dress the annual general meeting 
of the B.C. and Yukon Associa- 
tion of Women's Centres 
(BCWK). 
Members of ~ch women's 
centre that is a member of 
BCYUK, and potential members 
of the organization are coming to 
Terrace for the conference. 
The conference spirts May 22, 
and is open to all women in the 
region who wish to attend. The 
topics t ° be covered on day one 
include racism, homophobia nd 
disability. " There will also be 
workshops on: violence against 
women in immigrant com- 
munities; new reproductive tech- 
nologies; lesbian legal rights; and 
private prosecution for adult sur- 
vivors. 
The next two days of the con- 
ference will be devoted to the 
general meeting of BCYUK.  
Women's centres which are 
members of BCYUK recently 
received a one-time stabilization 
grant of $15,000 from the pro- 
vi'nce and will be receiving an an- 
nual operating rant of $37,500 in 
fiscal year 1992/93. 
"We're hoping the minister will 
speak about the direction she 
wants us to take with the money," 
said Meera blair, co-chalr of the 
BCYUIC 
Women's centres also receive 
federal money, and a representa- 
tive from the federal Secretary of 
State will be speaking about the 
future of this support. 
Anyone interested in attending 
the conference may contact the 
local women's centre. There is a 
$25 charge for the conference, 
and a $10 charge for the garden 
party to be held on the night of 
May 22. 
jority of workers want to become 
members of a union. 
A two-step rocess of first sign- 
ing cards and then having a for- 
mal vote gives time for an 
employer to change the minds of 
its workers, he said, 
:: •: • : ~i:: !•:!:i~!i~i!!~ii:!:::i;!i~ i:•: •, 
• i: iiiiii!i!i ¸¸i:iii!ii   
i :i:i?:~:!i' i~ :i. , ~ 
by the drop in water levels. 
"I'm proud of it," he said. "I 
think it's a very responsible pro- 
gram. 
"Fish don't know what water 
was there 40 years ago," Rich 
added. "We all know that if  
you,ve got the money to do it you 
can take a machine and some 
gravel and put in a water pipe, 
you can create ideal conditions 
for salmon. It's not rocket science 
-- a lot is known about his." 
FREE TV'S 
With Every Purchase Of 
Any New Car Or Truck 
Watch The Playoffs With Your New 14" 
Colour TV Courtesy Of McEwan Motors With 
Every Purchase. 
/ 
• t COMPETITIVE HATES- 
[ Landscape desmns to mee [CHECK 
" & COMPARE.! / your needs and pocketbook L CGL Insured 
L _  COMMERCIAL & R SIDENTIAL Work GuaranteedZ 
* Economical Maintenance Programs Available 
Pc • Pruning & Shaping 
, ~ ~  • Custom Designs 
~,~ ~ ~  • Ponds & Waterfalls 
i "~"~._} • Conventional and Oriental Designs 
~\,' ~ ~REE ESTIMATES - -7  YEARS EXPERIENCE 
PHONE: 635"6265 
SUNBIRD AND :: ' 
CAVALIER ' " 
$1,000 
CASH BACK OR 
7.9% - 
48 MONS; "~ ......... 
PONTIAC LEMANS 
$500 CASH i 
BACK OR 
6.9% 48 iONS. 
PLUS 5 YR 




• Prices ilnclude 1 4!' Colour TV 
McEwan 
Terrace 
' ' "  ;2 '  ' 
i" 
, At McEwan GM 
r ' 
Hurry in, Offer 
PLAYOFF 





48 iONS. : 
CORSICA AND " 
GRAND AM ~ ~::: 
7.9% OR ....  
$750 CASH 
BACK i : 
48 iON& ' i 
I 
FINANCING O.A.C. 
OUT OF TOWN 
CUSTOMERS 
PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
635-4941 
J I 
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COMMUNITY NEW  Weatherwatch.. 
TERRACE STANDARD JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 
Page B6 
WHAT'S 
I Up as a offers What's 
I public serv ice- to  its 
I readers and community 
[ organizations. 
I ~ 'h i s  column is intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
Sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
i tem for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY, 
We also ask that all sub- 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
MAY 8-30, 1992 - -  At the Ter- 
race Art Gallery. A show by local 
quilters. Come and see the colour 
and versatility of our local 
designers. Opening reception 
May 8, Fri. at 19:30 hrs. 
k .k ~ .k ~r 
MAY 13,1992 - -  Help plan our ! 
nations 125th birthday. Come to 
/he  Canada Day Committee 
meeting Wed. 7:30 p.m. For 
:more into. call Mary Graydon at 
635-5518. 
i ~ *****  
MAY 14, 1992 - -  The venerable 
Amchok Rinpoche (librarian of 
Gaden Monastery, India) will be 
givlng a public talk on Tibetan 
culture and Buddhism, 8 p.m. at 
Skeena Jr. See. School library. 
638-8368 for information. 
14, 1992 - -  B.C.O.A.P.O 
NO' 73 regular monthly meeting 
at 2 p.m. in the Happy Gang 
Centre 3226 Kalum. Further in- 
f0; 635-9090. 
MAY 15, 1992 - -  Chronic 
Fatigue and Fibromyalgia 
. r~qc l ing~l .d .aL the  Happy 
~ Gang Center at 7 p.m. Informa- . ti0n available to  anyone in- 
terested. Call Darlene Yeske at 
i 638:8688 or 635,4059. 
~ : * ****  
MAY 20, 1992 Homebased 
business meeting. 12 noon. Gims 
• Restaurant. 635,9415, 635-9533. 
MAY 22, 1992 - -  Don Ryan, 
speaker  of  the 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en will speak 
about self government, Fri. at 
7:30 p.m. at Knox United 
Church, 4907 Lazelle St. For 
more info contact 635-2436. 
Everyone welcome. 
MAY 22-24, 1992 - -  75 Year 
Reunion for all former students 
and staff Boston Bar/North 
Bend school in Boston Bar, B.C. 
Contact  the school  at 
(604)867-9222 for further infor- 
mation. 
¢r "k ~r ~r ~r 
MAY 23, 1992 - -  Poster 
workshop at ' the library. Sat., 
1:30-  3 p.m. All necessary 
materials upplied. Pre-register 
by calling 638-8177. 
JUNE 6-21, 1992 - -  Local 
childrens art show. This show 
will feature art by local school 
children. Watch for it. It should 
be colourful. 
JUNE II, 1992 - -  Terrace 
Special Olympics General 
Meeting at 7 p.m. in the Library 
basement. Everyone welcome. 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992-  The 
Dr.' REM Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion will be holding a Christmas 
Arts& Crafts Fair. Door prizes 
and a raffle held. 40 craft tables 
avilable. Craft tables are now on 
sale and going fast. To book a 
table contact Debbie at 635-4601 
evenings. 
WITH OVER 50 VOLUNTEER 
positions at a variety or com- 
munity organizations to choose 
from, we can help you find the 
volunteer opportunity to match 
your interests and skills. Visit 
our o f f ice  at 4506 Lakelse 
weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 
4:30 p,m. Terrace Community 
Volumeer Bureau & Senior's In- 
formation Access. 
EVERY MONDAY - -  Terrace 
Co-Dependents  Anonymous 
meets from 8.9 pan. Call Valerle 
635-3454 or Karen 638-0707. 
EVERY MONDAY --Want time 
oat from your children, come to 
t Mother s Time Out, We go bowl- 
ingor swimming. We have guest 
speakers In to speak on various 
top ics ,  F ree  babys i t t ing  
available, So grab a frlend and 
come :out and enjoy yourself. 
You deserve It I 
• ,  * ,  • 
EVERY WEDNESDAY - -  
A .C ,O ,A .  se l f ,he lp  open 
meeting. 7:30 p.m, at the Knox 
Uni ted Church, 4907 Lazelle. 
For information phone Paul at 
! 635.3045, 




MISS TERRACE 1992 Dana dohanson accepted her crown from last year's queen, ~nelley 
O'Brien, The first princess this year is Jodi Coulter, and the second princess is Kari Allen. 
Amid tears and hugs of joy, the There were also reminders 
Miss Terrace pageant royalty of throughout the evening that the 
years gone by lined up Saturday Miss Terrace pageant will never 
night to pass on their experience be the same again. 
to the city's newest ambassador -- Because of a move to open the 
Dana Johanson. event up to males as well, there is 
She was joined on stage by first the possibility that Johanson 
princess Jodi Coulter -- who was could be handing her crown over 
also crowned Miss Personality to a young man next year. 
and received the Judges' Award As he introduced the evening 
-- and second princess Kari Allen. gown modelling portion of the 
Johanson, a 17-year-old show, MC Doug Thompson 
Caledonia senior, was also named pointed out the dilemma. 
most effective speaker, and "What are we going to call it 
Angela Parmar was named Miss next year'/' he asked. "Just a 
Talent. thought." 
Spectators were treated to an The Miss Canada pageant died 
elaborate talent show that show- a quiet death last year, and this 
cased everything from the en- year Miss PNE organizers an- 
chanting T'ai Chi demonstration nounced their pageant would be- 
of Angela Parmar to the haunting come a 'youth ambassador' event 
flute of Tosh Morris. open to both sexes. 
In her own performance, Miss Terrace organizers say 
Johanson showed off her acting they must follow suit in order to 
ability by lampooning the send theirroyalty on to the Miss 
stereotypical image of the "dumb PNE event. 
blonde" in her Beach Boys surfer Pageant committee chairman 
era version of Romeo and Juliet. Crispina Cote said a name for 
Polities touched the evening next year's event hasn't been de- 
when Miss Terrace 1991 -- Shel- eided upon. 
ley O'Brien -- recounted how she "We've got an open mind," she 
was snul~bed in the legislature by said, adding that events restricted 
the now infamous Liberal MLA to just one sex are becoming too 
Clive Tanner, who would n-st controversial. 'It should be open 
permit her introduction, to everybody.' 
Artis b e the et th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =!i e 
show 
But end play on 
looms for 
Contributed I I  
g a l l e r y  The award-winning Terrace 
Little Theatre production 
A new artists' co-op in town Living Together is getting 
threatens to go under as quick- ready to hit the road for the 
ly as itstarted, provincial drama festival on 
The gallery -- Red Raven June l l .  
Arts in the Skeena Mall -- has The play, directed by Ken 
been providing a forum for 1o- Morton, is to represent he 
eal artists to display and sell Skeena region at the festival in 
their work commission-free Campbell River. 
since Irene Homer moved her After last year's highly ac- 
paintings into the space Mar. claimed A Chip in the Sugar 
11. won Runner-up to Best Play in 
"We've just had word that the 1991 provincial finals, 
we'll have to be out in two director Morton is eager to 
weeks," Homer says. "As of show the provincial audience 
now we don't have any other ART FANS got a chance to check out some previously unknown local talent last week wire me another example of TLT's 
place to go." grand opening of the Red Raven Arts gallery in the Skeena Mall. The carvings below are by ValeHe productions. 
Red Raven got its start when Moore, a Kitwanga artist who studies at K'san. People interested in seeing the works of the local But there's a hitch --money. 
mall manager Lynda Bretfeld artists hould make plans to go before May 25, since the gallery must move or close by then. "The TLT has been very 
offered Homer the vacant generous with financial sup- 
space for free. "We should have had this a port, and Theatre B.C. also 
By the time the gallery held long time ago. It will be very helps us," Morton says, "but 
its grand opening last Friday it good for the people of Ter- the bottom line is that each of 
boasted a total of 27 local ex- race." us will be out of pocket and 
hibitors. The artists each pay He says he's never tried to for some that is a problem." 
$20, which covers the cost of sell his paintings before be- Two of the actors -- Ray 
hydro and coffee and donuts, cause the cost of commission Mordan and Marianne Brorup- 
"I don't think anything like would have forced him to set Weston -- came up with the 
this has ever happened be- his prices too high. However, "Friends of the Festival" 
fore," Homer says. "This gal- at Red Raven Arts, he has sold campaign as a way of raising 
lery has inspired people who quite a few pieces, money for the tour. 
couldn't do a one-man show. "My house looks quite bare "We hope to raise enough 
"The thing about his place is now," he said. monies that we can create an 
that people can bring in one or Work on display there in- on-going fund for groups in 
two pieces, and still keep the eludes paintings by Terrace our region travelling to 
prices down -- there's no tom- resident Jim Faber, Indian provincial festivals," says 
mission." head carvings by Stan Dutoff Mordan. "We hope our com- 
Of Kitimat, and masks and munity will support us." 
jackets by Valerie Moore of First on the agenda is a 
"We've just had word Kitwanga. three-night benefit run of 
that we'll have to be out in Artists heard about the gal- Living Together f om May 27- 
two weeks, As of now we lery by  word of mouth. For 29. Admission is by a $10 
don't have any other place many artists, it was the first minimum donation. 
to go." time they had met each other. "Many folks missed our last 
"I'm impressed by the vari- run, even though we held it 
ety here," said Elaine over an extra weekend, and 
The shop gives Terrace resi- Stephens, a Terrace resident others would like to see the 
dents and visitors a chance to who stopped in to look around show again," added Weston. 
see a wide range of local art in in the gallery. "I think (the "It's a real crowd-pleaser." 
the same room; Some loca l  artists) need something like This production will be even 
artists, such as Claude Rioux, this," better, according to Morton, 
despite obvious talen t , have But the space is now being because a professional director 
never before displayed their rented out as office space, and 
works, the new gallery will close May from Vancouver is coming to 
"This is really nice," said 25  unless the artists can find Terrace to workshop the play 
Rioux, a stained: glass artist, another venue, : . . . . .  prior to the performance.  
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AROUND TOWN 'CAR RENTALS' I 
History comes alive 
SUMMER officially begins at Heritage Park Museum on Satur- 
day. 
Fun activities will be the order of the day as the museum opens to 
the general public from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 16. 
There will be old-time fiddle music, a petting zoo, a horse-and- 
buggy demonstration, 
Also on display will be many vintage automobiles from the Ter- 
race Car Club. Coffee and donuts will also he available. 
As a special event his year, three performances of Prince Rupert 
actor David Boyce's The 3keena River Story will be given, The 
fast-paced one man show tells the story of the early days along the 
Skeena River as Boyce portrays the characters who lived and 
worked in the northern canneries. 
Each half-hour show will be followed by a discussion period. Per- 
formanees will be held in the dance hall at 1:00, 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. 
Admission is by donation. 
For more information call Heritage Park at 635-4546. 
Poster power pushed 
THE TERRACE Public Library is sponsoring a poster contest on 
the theme "Grow With Your Library." 
Anyone wanting to get involved can attend a poster-making work- 
shop on Saturday, May 23, from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. in the library 
basement. You can pick up pointers on poster-making there, and all 
the necessary materials will be supplied. 
There's no age limit, but children under eight should be ac- 
companied by an adult or older friend. Please register in advance if
you wish to attend. For more info call 638-8177. 
Spaghetti dinner planned 
A SPAGHETTI dinner will be held by the Kermode Friendship 
Elders May 20th at 5 p.m. 
It's to raise money for the elders' trip to a conference in Prince 
Rupert July 6-10. Tickets are $7 for adults, $3.50 for children. 
Nurses plan clinics 
There's going to be a breast self examination clinic May 23. 
It's part of the effort locally behind national nurses week being 
celebrated this month. 
The clinic takes place from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., May 23 at the Emer- 
son Clinic, phone 635-7852 to make an appointment. 
Also part of national nurses week was a supermarket tour to pro- 
mote healthier eating and a diabetic linic. 
Preserving our heritage 
LOCAL HERITAGE buildings hould be designated with special 
plaques indicating the date they were built. 
That's the suggestion of local resident Yvonne Moen, who made 
the suggestion to city council last week. 
The idea is going to be considered by council's com- 
munity/recrestion committee. Alderman Ruth Halleck noted an in- 
ventory of old city buildings was carried out some years ago, ad- 
di,g that information could he used. 
Moen said plaques denoting the date constructed and who built 
the building would work hand-in-hand with the Terrace Beautifica- 
tion Society's efforts to improve how the city looks. 
"If we all do our share, Terrace could be a better place to live," 
Moen said in her letter to council. 
Call Us Today For Complete 
Rental Rate Information 
@ COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS 
3779 River Drive 635-571 7 
i i i i  i i i i  i 
TIHS RISG! 
Fill in this  bal lot  for  a chance  to  w in  this 
magn i f i cent  one  carat*  d iamond ring set  in 
1 4KT  gold.  No  purchase  necessary .  
Name 
c=,l 
R=t~Jw'l N I r~ 
I=cmal Cod~ 
1. NO purchase necessary. 
S imply  pr in t  your  name,  address  
end telephone number on the 
ba l lo t  and  re turn  your  ent ry  in  
person  to  the  ba l lo t  box  a t  your  
dealer. 
2.The odds of winning depend 
on the number of entries 
received. All who have entered 
have an equal chance of winning. 
3. This contest Is open to ell 
residents of Canada 18 years of 
age end  over .  
4. The draw will' take place 
Saturday. May 30. 1992. Winners 
will be not l f iedby phone. 
• one carat total weight. " 
Et   IN'S 
i ii 
SINCE 1910 
Skeena Mall~ Terrace -- 635-5111 
~'F~I I1~i~ '~ i~. ' . .~ . . ;~"  ~ '~: tT , "Y !~, ,h . *~tv  -~:' Y 3~t 'V l .  r.'~t ~'.'~.~":'~. ~":~' .~, , ' , t ;~'"  " 'KO;~ ~t':': " " "  ~'  '~ ! " "  ~ ' "  " "  "~ ~'" ' ~,; ~='"'  ~~!"  • ": " :~.Y ""t '~" ~f ~. "  ~ t ~:. ! ,~ '~ '~v~. : ' ,  
r 
i n  _ _ m Go w,th gas! 
I.ov ....... 26 .7  
I ,,o,,,, 32.5 i 
58.0 / 
' "  cents per litre 
I CHECK OUR -~ 
Posted prices as of 
March 16, 1992 
in Terrace area. 
Natural Gas for Vehicles (NGV) is the most inexpen- 
sive fuel you can buy for your truck or car. At less than 
half the price of gasoline; NGV from Farwest Fuels is 
a safe and economical fuel. 
Farwest Fuels converts cars and trucks to run on 
NGV - -  but we leave the original fuel system in place. If 
you need to, flicking a switch returns you to running on 
gasoline. 
Government grants are available for motorists swit- 
ching to NGV - -  and financing is available OAC from 
Pacific Northern Gas. Call Farwest Fuels today to find 
out more on how to save money and the environment by 
converting your Vehlcie. 




Prince Rupert Kitimat 
624-6400 632-7388 
'/..~/~,.~,~.- Dave Storey, Residence: 635-9023 
District Manager Mobile: 635-4991 




TO TERRACE i 
! it, 
Mount Layton Hotsprings is proud to 
welcome world class chef Joe Gogolak. 
Joe left Hungary to come to Canada in 
1957. "1 like to travel", he says, and 
that's exactly what he's done. Travelling 
most of the globe from places such as 
Bermuda to Hong Kong. At each of these I 
stops he has assumed the role of ex- 
ecutive chef through the Hilton Hotels. 
As for his education, two years were 
spent in Ryerson, Toronto, where he 
learned how to cook and bake. Two more 
years were spent in George Brown, 
Toronto where he studied to be a chef, 
and an additional two years in Manhattan 
got him his bookkeeping and executive 
chef papers. 
Not only did he become a chef, he 
spent five years in Windsor, Ontario 
teaching it to others. 
Weary of travelling Joe now calls Ter- 
race home, and he invites you to the 
Mount Layton for an experience in fine 









REDUCED TO CLEAR! 
HURRY IN WHILE THE 
BARGAINS LAST! 
PRICES SLASHED ON 
SELECTED TITLES! 
~.~,~ V'~¸ • 
"~ '~ i~. ~ , ~.~,;~ 
Thornhill students honoured 
Contrilmted Oulette, Janie Ramsey, Sarah Meritorious achievement: Scot- 
Thompson,. Connita Vienneau, tee Rootham. 
Several Thornhill Jr. Secondary Jill Thiessen. Honourable mention: Earle 
school students have achieved Meritorious achievement: Hays Ratcliffe, Melanie Mintenko, 
honour roll status in their third Beatty, Jeff Daugherty, Liberty Tony ].,cRoss, Derek Cooper, 
tenn. Hull, Dana Harkonen, Clare Hal- Soren Hedberg, Monique Char- 
Students who have a B average lock. bonneau, Darlynn Larsen. 
or better are recognized on three Honourable mention: Linda Grade 10: 
levels -- honourable mention, Loekyer, Ken Halley, Buddy Outstanding achievement: 
merilorious achievement, or out- Doane, Laura Carlson, Jamie Maria Schlamp, Jonathan Duffy, 
standing achievement. Hill. Sonja Hedberg, Dallas Wiebe. 
Grade 8: Grade 9: Meritorious achievement: 
Outstanding achievement: Outstanding achievement: Jason Aaron Petovello. 
Travis McMurray, Bernadette Yamashita, Scott Long, Kevin Hononrable mention: David 
Buck, Mark Therrien, Martin Fell Halley, Yvonne Schmidt. 
Final show for Cal bands 
Contributed received at concerts in Williams 
Caledonia music students have 
made a triumphant return after 
collecting awards at the Seattle 
Heritage Festival. 
And local people will have a 
chance to see the young 
musichns together one last time 
before graduation at their final 
concert oa June 3. 
The 35students under the direc- 
tion of Geoff Parr were involved 
in four groups -- concert band, 
stage band, chamber choir and 
jazzvocal. 
The festival in Seattle, Wash. 
featuied band and choral groups 
fromB.C., Alberta, Washington, 
Oreg3n, California and Montana. 
Lake and Lac La Hache. They 
toured Seattle May 1, and jazz 
band competitions were held that 
night. 
Saturday, May 2 was the full 
festival day when the concert 
band, chamber choir and vocal 
jazz ensemble performed. 
All four Caledonia groups did 
extremely well. The vocal jazz 
and chamber choir both earned a 
silver standing award and the 
concert band and stage band 
groups each earned a bronze 
standing award. 
The Caledonia music depart- 
ment also received the recogni- 
tion of being the second best all- 
, Th~ Terrace students were well- .......... arou,~n.d " mus.i.c p!ogra~m, at !,be ~es. !, 
1(i~: 
{(  . 
tival, having three or more groups 
with a consistently high level of 
performance. This distinction is 
even more profound when it is 
considered that the 30-strong 
Caledonia group was less than a 
third the size of any other pro- 
gram there. 
The group performed another 
successful school concert there 
before leaving Seattle. 
Music program director Geoff 
Parr thanks all businesses and in- 
dividual.s who supported the tour 
and the program throughout the 
year. 
The public is invited to their 
final concert Wednesday, June 
3rd at 7:30 p.m. at the ILE.M. 
Lee Theatre. Admission will b~: 
by donation. 
t 
ECOSYSTEMS • ECONOMICS " ETHICS 
,/' There will be a 
PUBLIC MEETING 
on the 
FUTURE OF THE KITLOPE WATERSHED 
Wedne.sday ,  . 
May 20- 7.00 p.m. 
at the Inn of the West 
West Banquet Room 
Slide show beginning at 6:00 p.m. 
This round table meeting will feature representatives from: 
- -  The Haisla Nation 
- -Canad ian  Women In Timber 
- -  Skeena Round Table Sustainable Deve lopment  
- -  Regional  District Kit imat Stikine 
--- Skeena Sawmi l ls  
- -  Ecotrust 
For more information call Bruce Hill 638-8250 
Sponsored by Ecotrust, an affiliate of Conservation International. 
ALL IN 
THE FAMILY 
APRIL 24 was a big day in 
the Hazeltons when five 
generations of one family 
were drawn together for a 
reunion, The five genera. 
tions are represented in this 
picture by starting with baby 
David Franzmann, age one 
month, in the middle, That's 
great grandmother Eileen 
Robinson on the left, grand- 
father Bruce Robinson 
standing in the back, great 
great grandmother Ellen 
Woods in the middle and 
mother Trina Franzmann on 
the right, 
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Children Need 
Quality Education 
FIRST NATIONS TEACHERS 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
To make a difference, please contact: 
Native Indian Teacher Education Program, 
Faculty of Education, University of British Columbia, 
6375 Biological Sciences Road, Vancouver, B.C., V6T 1Z4 
Telephone (604) 822-5240 
or  
Hazelton NITEP Centre, 
Marion Oke, Co-ordinator 
Box 339, Hazelton, B.C., V0J 1YO 
Telephone (604) 842-5833 
APPLICATION DEALINE: 
MAY 31, 1992 
YOU'VE RF_AD TODAY'S ~ I JNES 
'S COMMU#ISM . b~v.~,  Abo _r~.'on Showd.own Lo°ms -
nlSIl! 
~OW, WffAT ABOUT TOMOggOW'S? 
• Are we headed for another depression-style 
economic collapse? 
, Will a new world power arise far more threaten- 
ing than communism? 
, Where is the battle headed between conser- 
vative religion and an increasingly secular society? 
Over 1 O0 years ago, a remarkable book was 
published that previewed the future. It forewarns 
in uncanny detail the world we read about in to- 
day's headlines. And it went on to describe the 
world we'll read about in headlines oon to be writ- 
ten. 
Know what it predicts...see its preview of 
tomorrow's headlines. 
Forget reaching for your checkbook or digging 
out your bank card. Your copy of this amazing 
book - -  The Great Controversy - -  Is absolutely 
FREE. 
For your copy write to: The Great Controversy, 
Box 566, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4B5. 
If You Can Get It Here . . .  
We~ 
TRADE GUARANTEED 
. MAZDA. SUBARU. HYUNDAI 
New And Previously Owned 
Hurry this offer only lasts until May 30 
See Brent, Monica or Ritchie today! 
THORNHILL MOTORS LTD. 
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace ooa,o, No. 7041 (604) 635-7286 
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Landscape painter Edward Epp 
is exhibiting his recent works at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre this May. 
Visitors will be treated to a dis- 
play of 13 acrylic paintings, many 
of them Epp's impressions of the 
Terrace region. 
"Acrylic paintings uit the wet 
environment here," says Epp. 
A strong .influen.ce upon Epp's 
paintings is his committment to
the teachings of the Eaha'i faith, 
and Epp has dedicated his exhibi- 
tion to its founding. 
Epp's work has been shown 
throughout the world, including 
galleries in Africa, New York, 
Seattle, Edmonton, Toronto, Sas- 
katoon, and many British Colum- 
bian towns. 
Epp holds a Masters in studio 
art and has taught art courses and 
lectured in Saskatchewan, Al- 
berta, British Columbia and 
Botswana, Africa. 
Though he usually has five or 
six paintings on the go at any one 
time, he would like to instruct art 
courses here as well. 
In the meantime he said, "I!m 
hoping people will come out to 
Painter puts on a show THANKS FOR 
YOUR SUPPORT 
EDWARD EPP's paint ing Hi/Is over the Skeena is one work in his exhibit ion of acrylic 
landscape paint ings on at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre  this month, Epp has shown many t imes 
across the province and internationally, but this is one of the first opportunit ies local people 
have had to see his work. 
view my paintings. One of the 
problems I've had here is that 
people can't believe interesting 
art could be produced here." 
VALUE-ADDED 
WOOD PRODUCTS SEMINAR 
The City of Terrace is pleased to sponsor a Value- 
added Wood Products Seminar on Friday. May 
22nd, in room 2001 at the Terrace campus of Nor- 
thwest Community College. 
Participants will gain valuable knowledge on: 
• Timber information 
• Utilization past and present 
• Value-added opportunit ies in the northwest 
• Domestic and international markets 
• Types of sources of special ized equ ipment  
• and more 
The seminar fee is $85 .00  plus GST. Registration 
deadline is Wednesday, May 20th. 
For registration information call the City of Terrace 
at 635-631 1, local (238). 
TRAVEL TAL 
The, Fill Is lands 
The large expanse of lagoons and beaches that sur- 
round the islands of FlJl,provlde a never ending fesst of 
coastal variety. Along the South coast of the main 
island, known as the Coral Coast, It seems that all these 
characteristics have been gathered together and ar. 
ranged by nature for the express purpose of offering an 
easy sampling of ell that is FIJL 
The main highway, Queens Road follows the 
southern coastline from Nadl and gently winds its way~ 
through fields of sugar cane, past local villages and on" 
through lush tropical ralnforest o the capital city, Sure. 
on the South East coast. But the sea Is always them, 
sometimes a a broad blue expanse reaching to the 
horizon, sometimes as a tranquil lagoon lapping a 
sheltered beach only metres from the road, 
From the Coral Coast the choice and flexibility of holl. 
day experiences for the whole family are almost 
endless, Visits to villages, local festivals, swlmmlng, 
snorkalltng, diving, golf, tennis, trekking, shopping, ex. 
plorlng the countrye!de, discos and dining are to name 
Just a few. 
The northern highway of the main island, known as 
Kings Road, starts at Nadl and follows the coast 
throught he commercial centre of Lautoka and the rural 
towns of Ba, Tavua, Rak!rakl, and Nausorl, ending In the,i 
city of Suva where it meets the southern coast C~ueens 
Road. For the adventurous first time visitor, a. ddve~ 
around the north coast road, overnlghting at Raklraki 
and on to Suve, then returning via the southern coral 
coast Is a rewarding experience. 
Many visitors combine a stay at a coral coast resort 
with a Blue Lagoon Cruise or a few days on an Island. 
Whatever you choose, you will find It In the FlJl Islands. 
FIRST CHOICE TRAVEL 
"FOR PEOPLE 
GOING PLACES" 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 'V6G 1 R6 
635-2277 
T 
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", " ~t Marble Maze 
z\, I : " * Couniry,Cbtloge ' 
troction . Power Pla~, 
/, Outdoor O,yssoy 
' ; / '  ~r Kiel'S KastJe Room 
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All new, 391 cc  4-stroke single cylinder, l iquid-cooled, Single 
OverHead Cam engine employs 4 valves for efficient perfor- 
mance & increased torque, 
• Improved centr i fuga l  c lutch Is 20% stronger .  
• Speedometer  with odometer  is standard equ ipment ,  
Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
Recreational Sales and Service 






The Officers and members of Terrace Elks Lodge No. 425, and,!he 
Order Of The Royal Purple Lodge No. 216, would like to take •this op~r: 
tunity to thank the people of Terrace and surrounding area for tfelr, 
very generous upport of our May Speech and HearingTag Day. i 
We would also like to thank those merchants who gave us the p r,~d. 
mission to canvass at their business locations. It is much apprec at( 
All funds derived from this tag day go to Purple Cross, our Natlor~al 
charity fund, for the assistance of those children with speech and he~; 
ing problems. The program consists of testing the child from birth, p 
evaluate the problem, and give medical support. Not only to the chld, 
but to the family as well. ~ 1,~ 
You can be assured that your generous donation will assist a chil 
or children, to hear, or to be assisted to cope with this handicap impal~!~ 
ment. i ,~ 
From the children who will benefit because of your support, they., ,= 
thank each and every one of you. , ' 
o jo¥ 
!i 
Baby's Name: Justin Roland 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 12, 1992 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Carol Oegerness & 
Richard Barton 
Baby's Name: Logan Nosbitt Lapointe 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
April 23, 1992 at 1:55 pm 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 5oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Michel and Jill Lapointe 
Baby's Name: Monique Amanda Rose 
Robinson 
Bale & Time of Bi~:  
April 18, 1992 at 4:25 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 11oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: James D. Clayton & Joyce 
J,L. Robinson 
~;P  .I 
Baby's Name: Olivia Deandra Mirgan 
Date & Time of Birth: 'i 
April 19, 1992 at 3:35 a~ 
Weight: 9 Ihs, 11 oz. hx: Feilale 
Parents: Marvin Morgan & Donna 
Azak 
Baby's Name: Travis Jay Tolhuisen 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 20, 1992 at 10:10 am 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: M~le 
Parents: Rod & Carole Toihuys!n 
Baby's Name: Michael Benlamll 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
April 23, 1992 at '12:26 pm 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 15 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Jamie & Carol Laird' ~ 
,. 
THERE'S A COLD XEARTED 
THIEF IN YOUR HOME. • 
WE'LL GIVE YOU $50" TO TIIRH IT IN. 
It's lurking outside the back door. Or in the shadows of the 
basement. I 's the humming, whirring, clicking, old second 
refrigerator. And it's robbing you of cold cash - an 
old inefficient second fridge can cost you up to 
$100 a year to run. 
WE'LL COME AND GET IT. 
We can take the problem off your hands. We~,ll pick up your 
old operating fridge (10 cu. ft. to 24 cu. ft. size)~free ofcharge, 
dispose of it in an environmentally [~~[~[~ 
safe manner and sendyou acool $50. 
This program is a Power Smart 
initiative from B.C.Hydro. ~[~[~[~ 
X 
The Refrigerator Buy-Back Program -currently available 
in selected areas - will be expanding region by region, and 
should be available throughout the province by September, 
1992. To register in the Program, call the Refrigerator i 




*B.C.Hydro reserves the right o change or cancel the rebate offer at 
any time without prior notice. 
oP!oneer., passes cn  
:~,' ~;t'~l;h:iS::~aE There" 
' English.born David came to by Yvonne Moen 
Terrace with his parents in 1922 
at the age of three. 
;His father was Captain John 
.Bowen-Colthurst, an Irishman 
who was a veteran of the Boer 
War. His mother was the 
"~laughter of Lord and Lady Dun- 
boyne. 
~ David's family settled in Ter- 
race and bought land at the bot- 
tom of Kalum Hill Drive. They 
li~,ed in aqog house where Ter- 
irace Steel is now located. 
He and his brother Theobald 
i 
were first taught at Mrs. Lan- 
fe~rls hduse, and later attended 
the. old Kalum school. 
In  1929, the family moved to 
Sooke, on Vancouver Island. 
At.th~ age of 19 David received 
his commercial f ying license and 
at that time was the youngest 
pilot]in Canada to hold a com- 
mercml license for light aircraft. 
~.During W, orld War I David 
joined the airforee as a flying in- 
structor. However, after one of 
his legs was damaged in a ear ac- 
cident, he lost his commercial f y- 
ing license and was discharged. 
The accident didn't hamper him 
for tbo long, and David was soon 
working at the Vancouver ship 
i ~'ards and on fishing boats in the 
Frasi~r River. 
,?.David met his wife Mary 
(Wilkinson) in 1940 at the Van- 
couver airport. Their sons 
Michael and David Jr. Were born 
in Vancouver. 
In 1950 David and his family 
moved back to Terrace and began 
clearing land for a cabin at Water 
Lily Bay on Lakelse Lake. The 
family was later developed the 
present day Water Lily Bay 
Resort. 
To raise money for the develop- 
ment of the resort, David and 
'":Michael. worked on construction 
WATER LILY BAY Resort owner David Bowen-Colthurst died 
here April 19. He was a Iongtime resident of the area and.led 
the drive to raise money for the hospital expansion. 
Monk to 
speak 
Tibetan Zcn buddhist Am- 
ehok Rimpoehe will be here 
Thursday to talk about Tibetan 
culture and buddhism. 
He'll be at the Skeena Jr. 
Secondary school library from 
8 to 10 p.m. to speak and ans- 
wer questions from the 
audience. 
Rimpoche heads the Gaden 
buddhist monastery in India 
where about 1,000 Tibetan 
monks live in exile. 
He will also speak at local 
high schools this week. 
Tibetan monks have been 
~erseeuted since the 1959 in- 
vasion of Tibet by Maoist 
Chinese forces. More than 
10,000 Tibetans live in refugee 
camps surrounding the Gaden 
monastery in Buxa, India. 
Rimpochc is presently on a 
North American speaking tour. 
bees. One season his bees pro- 
duced over one ton of honey! 
David became involved with lo- 
cal boy scout groups and often 
led the boys on nature hikes. He 
was eventually presented with a 
special award for his involvement 
with the boy scout organization. 
His other community involve- 
merits included membership on 
several Royal Canadian Legion 
committees, and his fundraising 
work with the Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
A memorial service was held 
for David at the new Anglican 
church on April 24. Lance 
Stephens officiated. Mary-Ann 
Burdett sang "Closer Walk with 
Thee", Rusty Ljungh ~pl~. ~d t~e 
/ 
and!surveying crews. 
i~i O~e the resort was developed 
DaCj~ bought a trapline from 
, Peter De'Boer which ran along 
,:tl~tmt~':hreS o  f I~ ak:li~lea!s)ker;rl ~ S 
organ, and Murray Hamer played 
"Flower of the Field". 
The Legion Honour Guard was 
• in attendance and the reception 
which followed the service was 
held at the Legion. 
David leaves" his son Michael 
and daughter-in-law Melinda, of 
Terrace, and son David and 
daughter-in-law Darlene, and 
grandsons Monte and Matthew of 
Prince George. 
He also leaves his brother 
Theobald of Ladysmith, his sister 
Dorinda of Christ-Church of En- 
gland and many friends. 
When we hear someone say 
"God only takes but the very 
DONNA KELLAR came all the way from Tel~,wa to shop & save at the Terrace 
Shopping Centre. Donna's name was drawn by Miss Terrace Shopping Centre, 
Dana Johanson. Prize was awarded by Woolworth Manager Walter Pearce. 
NEWitRhEmF21eG2RpAaJt ORS MATdCHiglnNeGdd2AyNou tocoDISplHiethlste~Rrifictrlo 
Get In Touch With 
Quality • Service • Price 
PRO'RAM COMPUTERS 
# ~  TERRACE PHONE 798-2491 
~,,,~ -- WHERE YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY... 
. IT'S THAT SIMPLEI 
HARDWARE . SOFTWARE 
Internal CD-ROM Drive ......... $299 $ 2 9 .0  0 
NEC 4FG Multi Sync 15" SVGA Nova 9 Stellar 7 
Monitor .......................... $900 Katies Farm Fun Fair 
Star 2420 24 Pin Colour 
Printer ............................ $350 
Star 2410 24 Pin Printer ..... $250 
ATI 1 Meg XL SVGA Video 
Card .............................. $165 
Internal 2400 Baud Modem...$60 
PC Trac Ball Mouse ............... $80 
Dexxa Mouse ..... ~ ................. $26 
Cordless Mouse .................... $70 
McGee Space Quest I 
Days of Thunder Star Control 
 $39.00  
Eco Quest Fair/Tales 
Rocketeer Earthquest 
Castle Dr. Brain Playroom 
Kids Works Red Baron 
Thunder Stick Joy Stick ........ $39 simant secret Weapons F117A Stealth Fighter Neptune 
TEAC 80 MEG HD ............... $335 Spell Bound Star Trek 25th 




2 MEG RAM 
5.25 FLOPPY 
85 MEG HARD DRIVE 
ATI FX SOUND BOARD & 
SPEAKERS 
CD ROM DRIVE WITH 5 CO 
TITLES 





We've Slashed The Prices 
10 ea  s 
Yes Believe It, 
,ll/tJl Prmces Are Dropped 
10 Yea rsAgo 
• Built-in 
• Filtra Plus self cleaning filter 
system 
• Super rack 
• Interchangable col0ur panels 
Only =429 _~ 1 RANGE • Easy clean oven 
• Optional rotisserie 
• Variable broil 
• Golden Touch baking 
_ . .  Only 
$629 
HOTPOINT REFRIGERATOR : 
• 18.2 cu, ft. total capacity : . . . .  
• Separate meat storage . . . . .  .  : -  or,m0n, • , White 
\ ~ c,x,,,, On ly  =699 
No Payments, No interest Until Jan. 1993 . :. • ' 
TERRACE FURNITURE MART 
4434 Lakelse Avenue 638-0555 
$1000 WINNER 
In Easter Midnight Madness 
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WHAT'SYOUR 
HURRY, B.C3 
THANK YOU TERRACE 
For your response at the Terrace Trade 
Show. We are looking forward to serving 
you in the future. 
Roy Eldridge 
Marne Eldridge 
Your Design Professionals 
i 
i~'~:~::(<;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~:~:~:~:~::~::~::~" +:' :::':::? ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~':-:~',: " : ' : :  : : : : :  : . ' : ' ; i : : i l  +: " :  : ' : :  .'.:::;:.:;z : :: :';';::': .: x, . :  ,~ :,  ,.::~ .), ::,::???:.:~ : : -7 : , :  : . : : , . . ,  ,: 
~ best," I 'm sure we.all will agree ..... 
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Tour ing 
a smel ter  
Summer is nearly here, the 
mosquitoes are starting to bite, 
and if you're heading to Kitimat 
to do some fishing it could be a 
good time to tour Alcau's giant 
aluminum smelter. 
The warmer temperatures 
means that Kitimat Works' daily 
tour program will soon be getting 
into full swing. 
With the completion last year of 
the Kitimat smelter's new docu- 
mentary tour fihn -- Kitimat- 
Kemano: New Dhnensions .- 
there's a whole new show lined 
up for visitors. 
Back for another.season is sum- 
mer tour guide Cynthia Bolton, 
who is joined by Kitimat Works 
retiree Miles Bode. 
The smelter moves to a more 
convenient tour schedule this 
summer. 
Right now tours are run Tues- 
days and Thursdays at 1:15 p.m. 
by reservatiori only. You must al- 
low at leasl two days notice to 
book a tour. 
But starting June 1 and running 
through until Sept. 1, tours will 
run daily Monday to Friday with 
tours scheduled at 10:30 a.m. and 
1:30 p.m. There are no tours on 
weekends or statutory holidays. 
The aluminum smelter is the 
only one in B.C. and is the largest 
in the world, with an annual rated 
capacity of more than 270,000 
tonnes. It exports Sigh-quality 
aluminum ingots to Pacific Rim 
markets. 
I hopes P~/s OFf 
CORRECTION 
Re: May Circular Vol. 25 No, 20 
The coupon for the Free Halsa 
Shampoo cr Conditioner 350mL 
should have read "FREE (excluding 
applicable taxes) WITH MAIL-IN 
COUPON". See store for mail-in 
coupon. 
o u~... ,]We apologize any for inconve- 
nience this error may have caused 
ustomers. 
. . . .  ~. :... .. 
Weather Watch 
LAST Max. MIn. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (hrs) 
May 2 11.1 0.8 0 2.8 3.2 
May 3 13.2 5.6 0 2 0.2 
May4 11.5 6.1 0 2.4 0 
May 5 12.3 5.9 0 5.2 1.4 
May 6 15.3 1.3 0 0 13.3 
May 7 10.3 2.6 0 1.2 1.4 
May 8 13.1 4.9 0 Trace 10.4 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (hrs) 
May 2 22.0 4.6 0 0 13.8 
May 3 23.1 7,0 0 0 13.8 
May 4 21.8 4,7 0 0 13.1 
May 5 l 1,2 4.7 0 2.0 0.9 
May 6 12.0 6.4 0 6.0 7.5 
May 7 13,6 1,7 0 0.2 3.9 
May 8 I 1.8 5,8 0 2.6 0 
Environmentalists 
Start Here ,   
MOWERS 
WE F IX  ALL  
BRANDS 
NO WAIT ING 
We have two licensed mechanics, Fred Dunn and 
Willie Dehoog to better serve you. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreat iona l  Sa les  & Serv ice  
4925 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Fax 635-5050 Phone 635-3478 
• I 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the following people who have 
kindly donated their time, efforts and talents towards making the Barn Dances 
such a huge success. 
The Fall Fair Society began the Barn Dances in an effort to raise funds towards 














































A special thanks also goes toalFthe members of the SkeenaValley Fall Fair 
Society and to the following busin~ssesfoi:thelr;donations of doo~;i~fizes and 
dance prizes: ~ • 
- -  Thornhill Motors -~iTerrace Co-op 
- -  Safeway --Central Gifts . . . . . .  .... 
Northern Motor Inn ,, .~ - -  He*athers Balloon 
T0temBeverages & i,i. ,,:/~:~--- C.F.%K. :~'" '~  
Distributors : ':; ; / ; ;  } "~: i  , 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information line: 635-4192 
Consultations: 635.3224 
• May 18, 1980" Mt. St. 
Helens erupted. Ash was 
hurled 24knt into the at- 
mosphere and within three 
days had crossed North 
Anterica; withht 19 days it 
had circled the globe. 
• May 19, 1780: Black Fri- 
day in North American 
weather  history. Birds 
throughou/ eastern portions 
of the continent went to 
roost as smoke.[rom western 
forest 'fires blotted out the 
sttn, turning the noonday sun 
as black as midnight. 
It's a crime. 
Make A Fashion Statement 











See our selection of toppers and draperies. 
Hundreds of styles, designs and colours to choose from. 
Includes Installation. For a FREE Consultation Call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
635-4444 
 May SpecialsAt 
McEwan GM 
l.~,= 
1984 MERCURY TOPAZ 1987 PONTIAC 6000 SE• 
2 Dr., 4 Cyl., 5 spi,= 3 4 DR., Air, pW/PL, Cruise ::' 
st, ,o 920 0z _ ,995  st, ,o 92022 z 77;995i 
.On  p,,_ , ' 
~,  .~: ~ ~ ,~!!~ i~ ~,  ~: ~ :, *'!~ ,~ 
, ,~, ; : 
," ~i-'L 
1987 TEMPOL - 
4 Dr. Auto, ,Grey ;;. $ 
8,, ,,4.2:,.......: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~,0:,~ 
1987 FORD TEMPO 
4 Dr., AWD, 'Auto, A r 
Ext. Warranty $ A dmd~P 
8,, 9.9~1 ................ : .................. o .~.o  
1988 FORD TEMPO 
20,.. Rod. 7 995 Slk 91323-1.,;,; ................................. $ 
1990 DERRE'I'rA GTZ 
Quad 4, 5 Sp., Air, 
PWIPL, Red. $ 4 .4  irt I1 I~  
Slk 91498.2 ........................... ; .... I q ,~ ~]1  
1990 6RAHO AM 
4 Dr., Auto; Air, Cruise, 
..R,d '11 ,995  Stk. 91493-1 ................................. 
1990 TOYOTA COROLLA ~ 
,wos,.u,o ,ed '121995 Stk. 91496-1 .................................. 
1990 LUMINA EURO 
2 Or., PW/PL, Air, R~. ' 12 ,990  
81k, 91348-1 ................................. 
1990 LUMINA 
4 Dr., Air, Cruise, Till, 
Red" 91492-1 ............................... $11,990 Stk. 
1990 6ERRETTA 
Auto, 6 Cy'., Air, Crul=e $11 ,9  9 0 
Sik, 91497.1 ....... ; ......................... 
1990 CORSICA 
Air, Cruise, Ok. Red, $1  O, 9 9 5 
Stk. 91491.1 ................................. 
199o CORSICA 
4 Dr., Auto, Air, Cruise, 
Blue. 
s,, 918061 ................................. $10,995 
1990 LUMINA EURO 
4 Dr., Air, PW/PL, 
Cruise, Dr. Red, $12 995 
SIk. 91482.1 ................................. 
1990 LUMINA EURO 
4 Dr., All', PW/PL 
C~ulse, Dr. Red. $ 
=,  91 ,96 .1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 12,995 
1990 CORSICA 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cass., 
Cruise, Grey. 
8,,. 91807.1 ................................. s10,995 
1991 SUNDIRD 
, Dr..An,o. A,,. Gre,. $12,323 
SIk, 92520.1 ................................. 
1991 TEMPEST 
4 Cy'., AUI0, AIr, B lue  ' 13 .973  
Stk. 92519.1 ................................. 
1991 CAVALIER 
1987 GMC $15 - 
2 WD., V6, 5 Sp., : :~i,!~,~! i,,,,,,_ 
Stk. No. 92003-2.. . i i ; . '4,:99b 
1991 SUNBiRD : 
QUT'OF TOWN CUSTOMERS 
PLEASE'CALL COLLECT 
635.494!  
' DEALER NO. 5893 
The Bn~ld ~t  On 
JUIt~L. . . . . . .  • ,~ man_ _J. 
Loaded, Canopy, ,4  12 ~J l~  
Slk. 9,1404-3........... .............. ;,.-~ I U~ ~ U 
,Dr,Ao,.,,r, wh,,,. ~1 923 1990 GMC12 PASS VAN, '." : 
Stk. 92510-1 ............................... -e - -  1 j  VO, Auto, Air, - ~4111 ~na,~ 
SIk. 01000-1 ................................. " |  O] ;~U 
ALL FINANCING O.A.C.  
4 Dr., AuIo;~A!~',' Red. ' $ '4  mid, i1,~ L ~]1 ' :~, j t j  t , j  ' Stk.92517. !. :.. .................. ,,  q L 
19917TEMPEST: . ~, 
4 Cyl.,~Auto, AIr, Blue $41'41 4 ~"1  
Stk. 92522-1.,i;.~: ....................... , ! ~ ;~l U I~ 
199t FIREFLY 
4 Or., A~io, While, 
8,~ 92.oi~ : .............................. 69 i745  
1991 RII~FLY 
4 Dr,,Auto,,Red, 'Q '  ~11=~ 
Stk, 92826:1,~ ............................... ;,,, v l~- -~O 
1991:FIREFL'Y .: '  " ' , i ' .  " ' * ' 
4 Dr,, Aulo, Red, ,, - , i l i .  =#.4 12: 
Stk. 92520.1 ...... :... .......... .- ........ . . . . .  ~ l  l~til, U 
• i991:BUICKnE6AL ] '  
4 Dr.,?Air,; PW/PL, ii. 
c~,,o *h,,o , ~_qTO_q 
Stk. 92529-1; ......... i.,;" .................... 1_,___ 
CHEV $10 
~OWSD4., V6 8 Sp., White, ' , a  If, lllf, l l i~ 
Stk.'92061.3,,..~.'... . ............... ~ . . . . . . .  j ~ ~ ~1 
1984 CHEVSILVERAOO PICKUP 
Stk. 92145.!, ...... , ....................... . "~v~l~vqlq~ 
1985' FORD RANGER 4X4 
8 cyl, 5Sp,G~y, i ,~  nn= 
Stk, 92147.1 ................... : ~ .............. ; I I~ :~1 
1986 GMC $10 2WD 
8 o,, A.,o Whll. '~,""~O:'~O 
Stk. 91461-2.,..; ................................ 
1986 CHEV 4X4 " .~ 
V8, Auto, 
W/Gas Conversion, 
8,. 9.41~ ....................... ........ ' a .~o~ " ~ "  
1988 CHEV PICKUP 2WD . "~. . 
vo, Auto, Ca,a, ~wo, , in  Q(I~ 
Stk. 92144-2 ............. ~............~....-. '* J L '~rw V 'V  i 
1986 GMC 4X4 
Reg. Cab,, V6, Auto, :' 
Red. 
81,.o20,.~ ................................ '13 995 
1909 FORD BRONCO 9 
4x,,., A,,,o, B/u,. '12 ,995  Stk. 92030-1 ........... ; ..................... 
1969 CHEV 1/2 TON 4X4 
PIckup, V6, 5 8p., Cass., 
SBlt~:'92023-1 ............ 7 ................... 13,995 
1989 GMC $15 EXT. CAB 
4X4, V6, Auto, 
Red&White,  i" ~44 ~a~ 
Stk 92127-1 , " l i ' t  ~ D  
1990 FORD F150 PICKUP 
4X4, XL, VO, AUto, "~ * '  
/i~ i~i~i ~i?!:~ ~"~ :' 
i 
, . • ! ,, .. 
. '  q 
EAL, 
_ ' Featur e Bye, . 
' ~  ~ ' , . - 638-1400 : . 
' ' i '  j • " . " .  
: . . . .  .' 
~.~!~>~:~ :':~: "~:.,:~!~e>' ~ i ~: !.' " 
A 
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"BUY DIRECT" From Owner[ [ 
I 
- ' ' "  " PHOTO'S "BUY OLDER" Home I I 
' - - ~ ~ '  II are~ookingforpicturesFe°O~nt g~a Skeena HOMES FOR SALE I I We scenes 
Phone: 635.9080 I | in the 
Pager:. 638.3996 I I 
Two bedroom home, natural gas, i i 
in town ......................... $54500 I B 
Three bedroom home full base. I [ 
ment, garage, natural gas, big lot, I [ 
in town, has had suite in base- I [ 
ment .............. ............. $89,500 I [ 
Two bedroom home, with garage, I | 
natural gas, in town. "Handy Man I [ 
0nly". .......................... $55,9001 I 
Two bedroom home totally I [ 
renovated, new fridge, stove, I I  
washer, dryer, in town,..$74,900 I | 
Three bedroom home, new foun- J I 
In photos dation, P.W.F., In town. Handy I I Please identify any persons pher 
Man 0nly". ................... $55,900 I I We will give credit line if picture is used. Stan- 
dard by May 20, Attention: Janet Viveiros. Marked: Please at- 
stamped returned, For the entrepreneur. Apartment I I tach self.addressed envelope if you wish 
bid. in town. Will consider home I | 
on trade ...................... $284,900 I I The Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 3L2 
A new 
: p lace, ,  i 
activity is increasing as 
construction contlziues. ' 
Each day, : completion .. 
draws nearer. Why not : 
pick your lot now and 
start the preparation 
work on getting your 
new hom e underway? "' 
This family area close 
to Uplands School is 
ideal to raise children 
and build your per .  ~ 
sonalized home. Be part 
of this exciting new sub, 
d iv i s ion ,  a p lace  
everyone will be proud to 
call home, ,  
All lots will he r fully 
serviced by city water, 
sewer and streets paved. 
Prices, range from 
$24,500~to $29,900. 
MLS. Contact Erika 
Pelletier at 638-1400 Or 
in the evenings at: : 
635-4773 for complete 
information. 
I 
A sa lute  to  
our bestse l ler  
DAVE REYNOLDS 
JOHN CURRIE  
PRES IOENT OF NRS PRUDEN & CURRIO (1916)  I .TD.  
Wishes to extend congratulations to
DAVE REYHOLOS on attaining the poslti~" 
iOI TOP SALESPERSON for the month of 
Apdl, 1992. ' 
I f  you are thinking of buying Of selling your 
home and would like a c~rrent evaluation 
Of the. present reaJ estate market In Ter, 
;race please contact Dave, he wbuld be 
:very pleased to' assist you. ' ' 
' FOR ASSIsTANi~E WITH'ALL YOUR 
REAL ESTATE REOUIHEMENT$, CALL 
! OUR BEST SELLERS TODAY 
HRS PRUDEN & CURRIE 
:,i ~ :.•!'~ (i971])LTD. :• {.': 
i //635 S'i42 
LIUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
, .  ~ ,• 
MAY1992 PALACE 















3Terrace 4 Terrace 
Athletic Minor 
Association Hockey 
10 11TH iO  Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 




~ / I  Terrace 25 
~ "Jl: Athletic 
Association Terrace 
.i Terrace Minor 
Community,1 Baseball 












i Air Cadet 
Terrace 
1 B ig  2 Minor 
Brothers 'Softball 
N,T.C. J Klnettes 
Terrace Local I Figure 
Skating 
Canadian -9--L.iti le ...... 
Paraplegic Theatre 
Association Kinsmen 
N.T,C. Search & Swim Club Anti Poverty Terrace Local Rescue 
13 14 Order o~l 1'5 Ca ad,a, "1 Ringette 
Royal Paraplegic J .V - 
Terrace Purple AsSociation Terrace 
Peaks ' Soccer 
" Terrace NTc ; Fi,,ure 'ii Gymnastics, Ant! Poverty Terrace Local Skating 
~'~.'=" ..747 =""-Paraplegic v,,,,J Theatre 
Air Cadet . Assocat Ont ~,Parents I-or~ 
Blueback French Terrace t N.T.C, I 
Swim Club Anti Poverty • Terrace Local : Shames 
Terrace Purple I Association.. Kinettes 
Peaks Terrace ~ N.T.C. ' Figure 
Gymnastics Anti.Poverty / Terrace Local ' Skating 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
).;/!J~,.~.~ii:' i, "~ '~. ~ !'~"""'~"' ...................................... OPEN HOUSE ~ ...... .................... " .. " ~ .... 
~;~ ....... 
' ;,:, MOVE RIGHT IN TOO GOOD TO BE TRUe FAMILY HOME, GOOD 
Conven ent Bench location. 4'hrm full Immaculate family home in Caledonia . YOU WON'T BELIEVE SATURDAY, MAY 16 
basement home in very good condi- I Subdivision. The features are endless. 
' tion. 'Natural gas heat, ~o  dining '5 brms, ensuite, fully linished base.' 
areas, 2 baths, good rec room, fenced ] mont. New flooring and blinds 
yard and lots of space for parking, throughout. Double .paved driveway 
Listed at $111,900. MLS. Call DICK wllb. carport. Call ERIKA for further. 
EVANS,: . . . .  . . . .  details. $'127 500 EXCL . . . . .  
I I  I 
JUST LISTED 
luality I built 5 bedroom home in Im- k PLACE TO CALL ROME ~ 
laculate condltidn. Fully finished'on two . Close to elementary school and on Cily 
3vols..Natu~l.gasheat,2 baths plus en. transit route, Priced economically at 
uite and Walk;in closet In the master $56,500. 14 x 70 mobile.home, very walt 
edroom. Large roe room with fireplace, kept and maintained. Yard includes a 
;nd a second.fi[eplac:e In the livingroom ' sundeck and Is fenced. Call ERIKA today. 
vhich offers a spectacular.i, mountalrY MLS 
,iew, 'Listed' by OlCK. EVANS .at  L 
;142,SOO,EXCL" • " '~ : '  BUNGALOW ON PEDERSON 
JUST LISTED STREET 
"ired of bungalows? Then check out this Large lot 100 x 150. Over 1,500 sq. ft. 
,325 sq. it, post and beam 4 bedroom Nicely upgraded. Natural gas fireplace, 3 
mine on the Bench. Listed by DICK bedrooms, 1V2 baths, $89,000, Call 
~VANS at $109,900, MLS ERIKA for details. EXCLUSIVE. 
J experlence In ~F~y:~'~ 
[ real estate.. L 
. . l I  6354773 
, i~ .  erika pellotler 
this fop'qua!try home in exclusive 
' area. Over 2,700 sq. It. of top quality. 
Vinyl and brick facing. 3+ 1 brms, 
N.G. outlet in master brm. Call GOROIE 
for highlight sheet. $245,000, MLS. 
Owners prefer serious enquiries. 
AFFORDABLE LIVING 
Consider this 4 brm mobile in Copperslde. 
Great large addition. 4 brms, n.g. installed 
during 1990. Wood stove and ceiling fan. 
Lovely cedar hedge. Give GORDIE 
SHERIDAN a call. Asking $57,500 MLS 
LARGE HOME ONACREAGE 
Take time to view this great family home 
on 1.47 acres. 3 + 1 brms, ensuite, great 
rec room. Road access to rear of property. 
$119,000 MLS. 
12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m. 
Lot 1, Huckleberry Lane 
2.66 acres -- horse facilities, 4 brms, 
3 baths a STEAL at $119,900 Call 
JOYCE lot more details. MLS. 
635-2697 
LOOKING FOR ACREAGE? 
8.4 acres in town. 1,740 sq. It., 3 level 
split. House has been upgraded and is in 
excellent condition. 5 brms, 2 baths, n.g., 
large barn/shop. Some corral fencing. 
$149,600. Call JOYCE for more details. 
MLS. 635-2697 
LIKE NEW, FRESH FACELIFT 
AVAILABLE NOWIII 
Great view hum kitchen end dining room. 
Only 11 years old. 1,225 sq. ft., fireplace, 
4 bedrooms, 3 baths, large fenced rear 
yard. 500 sq. It. shop. Call JOYCE lor 
more details. 635.2697. EXCL. 
"I experience In ~@j~'  
I real estate ~L~'  
u~ 635-2697 ._ 
joyce findlay 
LOCAt~I~N] 
3 bedroom ~ e n l  home in 
Thomheig~,J~res a double eal- 
puN, spa~ rooms and is In top 
condition. Priced to sell at $92,900. 
Call JOHN for more inlolmation. MLS 
GOOD START~OME 
n the Hmseshoe. j~=dr~1'ns, n.g. heat, 
16 x 24 shop. I,,l;l~l~l~ll the 4700 Block 
of Hamer. Call ~llgTo=o= moremo  n ormation. 
$44,§00. EXCL. 
LARGE LOT 
12 x 68 mobile home on a~l~l F corner lot 
in Tbornheights. MoI: j~'~"3 rmdrooms 
plus a family =o,o~ijz,~6"n witlt a wood 
stove Iol that ex'i~l~t-Of space. It's only 
S38,500, Catl'JQl~ for fwther details. 
MLS ' .  ' 
i 
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Tyrtan Weekly Features 
Plan of the Week 
.~ "~ ~:,~ 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD.  
13e~-106th Avenue, 8m.rey, B.C. 
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Call Suzanne Now 
For Best Selection 
635-6142 or 638-81 98 
Priced From 
SOz 0 $29,000- $:39,900 .  olo 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 [ 
2 games for 4 games for $1,000. I $1,000 each week every other week 
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simoighets, Benson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & Son, ~lorthem Health 
"Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & CIW, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperside III, Rhode 
Seymour Kitselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thornhill; Gitlakdamix Youth 
Group, New Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Aiyansh; Ron Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
Tait, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
r ~ 
~wm(! ! ' t -  "~, / /  
...... I__1 
w.4- .w .e .  
MAIN ~'LOOR PLAN I I~G NO, FT. 
L .12~ RJ.t.  ~.  ~. ,=t. J 
; i 
UPPER FLnDR PLAN B' /5  SO, FT 
TOTAL FLOOR ARE~ 265 I  50 FT. 
This two storey design boasts a arrange furnishings to your 
fashionable stucco exterior liking. 
featuring pillars, and a classic All of the bedrooms arc a good 
raised entrance-way, size. The master features a walk- 
Inside, the living room, partially in closet, and a raised three piece 
open to the dining area, has a ensure in a carousel. 
cozy fireplace and an attractive 
arch window. This kite!ten boasts Plans for U-795 may be ob- 
an efficient working layout with tained for $395.00 for a pack- 1 
ample cupboard and counter age of five complete sets of 
I s-ace and a -antr" An o-en working prints and $39.00 for "14~ ..... ~,~,~ P , Y.' . P each additional set of the same ,.¢~ognzey~. gC~., as a aanay.~pass- _ ,=:  ~li,w ¢1500 extra to 
thr~,,ugh, t?,~e catouse~:aook. A v . . . . . . . . .  . . ~ . .  cover the cost of postage and 
spacmus,, semt-pnvate family handling (B.C. residents add 
room provides plenty of room to applicable sales tax to plan to- 
Licensed Premises 




Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a .m, -4  p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
tel) (All Canadian residents add I
7% GST to plan total plus 
~ostage and handling). 
[ This is one of our new de- 
signs. Many innovative plans 
are now available in our NEW 
Two Storey Plan catalogue for 
513.65 including postage and 
handling and 7% GST. 
I Please make all cheques, 
money orders, and Visa or 
MasterCard authorizations 
payable to: Terrace Standard 
l)lan of the Week, 13659-10gth 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C., V3T 
2K4. 
FOR THE FAMILY 
ON A BUDGET 
~pacious five bedroom, non- 
~asemem, home located on Pine 
~treet in Thornhill. N. gas and 
,,lectric heat, large family kitchen, 
:arport and it is situated on a 80 x 
.~00 ft. landscaped lot. Asking 
~49,500 MLS. 
PUT THE CITY AT 
YOUR FEET.., 
/hen you live in this comfortable. 
bedr., full basement home. You 
,ill love watching the sparkling 
ly lighls at night and the 
amatic view of the Skeena 
alley and Coastal Range Moun- 
ires by day..Enoy' the cozy: 
~a, ruth el a Ibeplace ettlier in the 
w u= Rec. loom m relax on one 
I the patios outside su.ounded 
y iockgardens, shlubs, and 
eautiful bees. Yours for 
~174,500. Owner will consider 
,mallet home as part payment. 




12 x 68 mobile. 2 bedroom, ~e- 
painted mte~o~, prolessionally 
built 'loey' shack. Pmle=able Ioca. 
t=or~ along side the Skeena Rive~ 
n Skeena. Valley M.H.P. Only 
$14,900 EXCLUSIVE. 
ROSSWOOD ACREAGE 
2 parcels totalling 78.75 acres i~ 
this quiet rural community north 
of To=race. Oleal C~eek ~uns 
Ih~ough both ~)mpeHies. A small 
cabin, well. and cooceete founda. 
tion on nodhefly plope~ty. Mostly 
second growth timber, These 
)alcels can be .pmchased 
separately or as a ~)ackage. Fo~ 
maps and more information, call 
tnday, Asking $55,000 MLS. 
DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL 
OPPORTUNITY 
Ih~s unique parcel fronts on low 
(lowntown streets and is divided 
down the centre hy a 16', alley.' 
Cuveflng.:an : ama'--appm xim ately 
186' x 200', the total package 
consists el six lots - three Iron. 
tmg on Park Ave. & three honting I
on Lazelle Ave. Ihat can be pu~. 
chased sepaeately o; as a 
package. Few homes provide 
~evenue. For lurthel inlolmation. 
call today! MLS 
 II/B 
Ralph Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski 
635-4950 6~5-5754 635-5~fl7 
~ ~ ~ ~ . 
QUIET STREET 
Good neighbourhood location on a 
no-thru street on the Bench. Close 
to school. 4 bedrooms, 2 
fireplaces, 2 baths, family room, 
covered sundeck and fenced yard. 
$102,500 MLS, 
ACREAGE AND TRAILER 
P~ivate 14.62 acres on 
Oueensway with 32 It.. 5th wheel 
trailer. All appliances a~e includ. 
ed, New septic system. 
Underground hydro and telephone 
cables. Ideal homesite. $45,000 
MLS 
COUNTRY SPLENDOR 
View the Seven Siste~ Mountain 
Range I~om youl living.room win. 
dew on this 1,50 ac~e larm at 
:Codarvatei~ Highway/, :16 East 
dissects the property that borders 
on the Skeena River, Approx- 
imately 35 acres cleared and 
lenced. The balance is wooded 
with some timber. Older style 
home. guest cabin, barn, and 




t , / i , , , i l l lU i  • n l , .h  nU l lhnuh  
Devotee you~ week.end retreat on 
Ihese 276 ac~es of wooded hilly 
& fiat land with a wonderful view 
of the Seven S ste= Mountain 
Range Property ~s accessible 
hem Kitwanga, lies on the west 
side of the road before Woodcock 
Ale slfip. $45,0.00 MLS 
ROOM TO ROAM 
Make an appointment to view this 
1,600 sq. ft. full basement home. 
Open family kitchen, 5 bedrooms. 
3 baths, nat. gas heat & hot 
watm, eec loom wilh sink & 
li~ep]oce, hobby room, storage 
and mo~e areas to finish in the 
basement. Price $89,500 MLS.. 
TOP OF THE WORLD VIEW 
Exciting p~operty to build a view 
house, served by paved eear ac. 
cess, hontage on Birch Ave, all 
so=vices available, and lot has a 
good staet on landscaping with 
u t tees and established sheubs, '
P cod at $69 900 M ES.,. ,,~. .c/" 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
4.700 sq, It. o=esently used as a 
~estamant. Full 4,700 sq. [t 
basement. Upper lice, above 
,estamant is 5.0go sq. It, All 
Iloo=s have 10 It. ceilings, All 
~estamant equipment is included, 
MLS. $650,000 
" i 
Cam Simon aon Redden 
635-9549 638-1915 
IDEAL FOR THE "FIRST 
HOME" BUYER 
II you qualify, 5% down will get 
you into this comlo~table and cozy 
3 bedroom bungalow, Adde(~ 
leatu~es a~e a llom to ceiling dou. 
hie t,eplace and extra stmage off 
tire carport. The large 81 x 13"2 
~ot ~s attractively landscaped with 
lawn, shlubs, and evelgleens. 
Call Io~ mine ~etails today. Asking 
$79,500. MLS 
5 MIN. FROM TOWN 
Located at the dead end of Park 
Avenue you'll find this charming 3 
bedroom full basement bungalow, 
located on a 80 x 122 ft. land~ :~ 
scaped lot: Hardwood flools in the~ .~ 
iving,.& .d ning areas: irepiac;~;~G | .  
vestibule to WelCome guests ,~, -  
basement with 3 pce. bath, faun. [] ' ;  
dry area, rec room, 4th bedroom, [ ]  
oil lumace and wood stove. Real ~ 
patio with privacy lence, garden • 
pool, established fruit heMS and 
shrubs, carport and paved drive, [ ]  









14 X 70 
You can purchase a 3 bedroom 
mobile with 1 ~h bathrooms, tridge & 
stove in an excellent location on the 
Bench for a low price el $29,500. It 
also has natural gas heat & hot 
water. For an appointment to view, 
call Sheila or Joy. Exclusive, 
"GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY " 
to own your own business, Fully 
equipped restauiant with liquor 
license and cabaret license lot 74. 
~h ac~e property on the ocean on 
Shingle Bay Includes an oldei 3 
bedroom home, This excellent in. 
vestment is in Sandspit, Queen 
Charlotte Islands, one of the newest 
tomist areas of B.C., a hot spot for 
salmon fishing. Listed at only 
$129,500. Call Joy tol more info. 
il 
SPRING IS HERE 
and the time to garden is right, this 
home has lots of good garden soil, 
23 hull trees on a double lot in a 
quiet area el town, close to schools 
and hospital. A wonderful family 
home over 3,400 sq, It, of comlort. 
4 bdrms, 3 bths, large kitchen with 
oak cabinets, e~ng area and 
separate dining, laundry on main 
level, large garage with high ceiling. 
You'll love it - Call Wanda tor ap- 
oointment to view. $154,500 MLS. 
OPEN HOUSE 
4003 MUNROE ST. 
SUNDAY, MAY 17 
2.4 p.m. 
D~op by and see this unique house 
on double sized lot. Joy Dover in at- 
tendance. 
OLDER HOME 
Ideal fo~ the young couple or as a 
retirement home. Situated on a 
fenced V= acre park like setting 
close to hospital and schools, 3 
bd=ms, 1,120 sq. It, The full base- 
ment has a root cellar, large,storage 
area and a one bedroom suite to 
help with tl~at mortgage. Call Dedck 
fo~ an appointment today, 
$109,000 MLS, 
A GREAT LITTLE BUSINESS 
with lots of room for growlhl Conve. 
nience store/laundromat nd 3 bay 
ca~ wash. Recently built cement 
block buiding designed for a second 
floor. Comes complete with a home 
next door for owner or rent. Call 
Derick lor more details. EXCLUSIVE 
STARTER HOME 
on '/~ acre in town features twin 
seal windows and vaulted ceilings. 
This beautiful ittle home is in im. 
maculate condition and has natural 
gas furnace & hot water, You'll 
have to hurry to see this one at 
$59,500 EXCL, Call Joy, 
i 
"NEW LISTING" 
ai 4940 Aoal Avenue. This 
spacious well kept home has many 
'exbas. The finished basement has a 
huge bright rec room and:4th' 
bedroom plus a roomy 3 bedroom 
in.law suite with separate ntrance. 
The double paved driveway gives 
exha parking space in addition to 
the attached garage, Listed at  
$139,900. Call Joy, 
NEW LISTING, SURPRISE 
PACKAGE 
This lovely 3 bedroom home has 
been fully renovated and includes 
large lamily ~oom, new kitchen 
.cabinets and french dooes from the 
foyer 1o living room, Decorated in 
light bright coloufs with new 
calpeting throughout. $79,500 
must be seen. Call Suzanne to view. 
SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX 
in town has been tastelully 
redecorated and renovated including 
new vinyl siding and new cabinets, 
Excellent revenue, Listing at 
$92,500. Call Suzanne. 
LARGE ACREAGE 
160 acre parcel of land, small creek 
on ploperty. Building site was 
cleared. For more information call 
Dave, Asking $35,000 MLS 
' , • 
Suzanne Gleason ~ '-: Dertck Kennedy Wanda Walberg 
638-6198 635'3042: :~ 635-3734 
QUALITY HOME :; 
with quality features in a good Iota. 
lion, over 2,500 sq, ft, of living 
area. 4 bdrms, 2 bths plus ensuite. 
Vaulted ceilings in living room and 
hardwood flooring in dining area, 
large family room. Mountain view 
from thesundeck. For more details 




12:30 • 3:30 p,m. Sunday 
May 17/92 at 2305 Evergreen 
Stop by and view this newly built 





PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. i i i 4650LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
i ~ }i i ii~/i~ / } i !: 
i i 
S 
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HOME PLAN Fireplace Adds 
, ,~, ,a, ~ Cozy Atmosphere 
o ~ .~"  ~ s " ¢ . , % ~ ~  ~" . . . .  ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ DESIGN NO.  WP-935 
_ -  ~ , '~y . .~ J~ l~ r :~.  ~ 7 ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~  . . . .  : ;- ~ . ~  ~ ~ ' ~ ~ . .  
"'" ............ '"°""'"""'"'°" ON THE MOVE?  i -=-- r FF N _3 IFl I I 
~ ~ _ _  . ,~r~@ ~ The NRS Catalog 0, Homes will 
put your home front and center 
across the natlonl Thousands of 
prospective buyers will see a pic- 
_ _ . ~ -  . - . _ ~ ~  ~ ~  _ ~ ....._....~. : ture and read a complete descrip- 
Width:  36L0"  
Depth: 58'-0~t 
(plus 10' -0"  deck) 
MaJn Floor:  1289 sq. f t .  
MEMBER OF  T IM.DR-MARTS LTD.  
House Plans Available Through 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
tion of your home's features. 
Which other company can give 
your home this kind of market ex. 
posure? 
NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
635-6142 
t 
As you step inside this lovely 
non-basement rancher you 
will be immediately impressed 
with its overall roominess. 
it has special little touches 
throughout as well that will 
endear this desiBn to you. 
The plan ts well zoned with 
the sleeping areas down a 
quiet halL..the formal zooms 
grouped together end the family 
area at the rear. Take a close 
look at that family zoom ad- 
jacent to kitchen end nook. 
Notice that the warmth of 
the fizeplaee can be enjoyed 
in all three rooms, Anothnr 
well-appointed room Is the 
Master Suite with bil~ closet 
and good-sized easuite beth. 
]f you decide to parchase this 
home you can look forward 





~, to the ., 
upcoming '~ 
I ~'' Victoria Day 
/ Holidaythe [ 
/ Deadline for ,,~l 
~, May2Oth 
| issue ofthe | 
~, Terrace Standard 
~ : will be 
~ Thursl;r May '4th 
t ;  ' 5: p . .  
for aft 
~~, display & classified 
ii :~ advertising 




The management of TERRACE REALTY 
LTD, - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
JOE BARBOSA as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of April 1992, We 
value his excellent performance and ser- 
vice to the public In the field of Real 
Estate. 
Joe's determination and motivation have 
awarded him "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH". 
. CONGRATuLATIONSI 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
MEMBER 
B-- 












- 4 Bedrooms -- Study & Rec Room 
$114,951. Ric and Deborah 638-0268 
Off., 635.6508 Hm, 
i [ [iil/ll 
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST 
This lovely 6 bedroom home puts comlort 
first. Staoding on 4.26 acres, i1 has 2 
wood burning stoves, workshop, den, 
guest ~oom and 3 baths. Well water. A 
gleat location for a bed & b~eakfast. MLS. 
Call Bic White al 635-6508. $139,500 
TERRACE VIEW HOME 
rh,s home on the Bench has a beautilul 
mountain view. Features include, 
sundeck, lamily ~oom, garage, and new 
~oot. Priced at $94,951. Exc. Call Ric at 
635.6508 (920038) 
RURAL PROPERTIES 
- 4 bedroom ~ancher style home with 
lovely country style kitchen, 26 acres ot 
leltile soil with a 30 x 40 It. shop an add- ' 
ed bonus to this propelty. Country living 
minutes hem town centre. 
-10  acres plus small cabin in 
Rosswood. 
LOTS OF ROOM 
fo~ the family. Ove~ 1,900 sq. ft. on one 
level, 3 hed¢ooms & 1 mo~e tel nursery. 
Maste~ bedroom is 20 x 13 with built in 
sunken tub in ensuile. Dining & lamily 
morn is 16 x 27. Games room down 24 x 
14. All on lully fenced 75 x 200 It. IoL 
Close to schools & IlanspoHation. Priced 
at $135,000. Call John Taylor at 
635.0268, ollice & home 635.7603 
LAKELSE LAKE 
2 bedloom house on a palk like setting. 
Cleek on plopelty contains hout. Addi- 
tional bedroom in sepaate building for 
guests. Call Ric m Deborah 638-0268 or 
6356508. $66,900 
REVENUE ON WALSH 
Fol convenience and size, it oilers it all. 3 
bed=gem up with l 'h bath and 2 bedloom 
suite down bling in $1,200 a month. 
Natural gas, paved drive, carpmt, stmage 
a~eas and large yard make it a g~eal in- 




Choice commercial p~ope~ty in central 
location. Ideal fOl apaltment building, 
motel o= condominium complex. Build 
against the hillside with a beautihd view 
of the Skeena. $69,500. Call Veme 
Fe=guson 635.3389 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM 
14 x 64 mobile on a large rental pad, Bay 
window in tire lying ~oom. Maste~ 
bedroom is 14 x 12, 10 x 12 porch. All IOl 
$26,900. Contact Brenda Erickson el 
John Taylor. 
REDUCED BUNGALOW BARGAIN 
Hmseshoe bungalow which has been 
totally lernodelled has all Ih[i amenities loi ~ 
a new homebuym o~ a ~etidng couple as i l  
is close to schools and town, Kitchen ap. 
pliances included. Reduced Io $56,000. 
The yald is lanced and has a wi=ed shed 
at leaL Call Blenda at 638.1721 el 
638.0268 (900170) 
CITY PROPERTIES 
-Olde~ style home on very lalge lot 
located on quiet cut de sac, Garage, shed, 
paved ddveway and fruit trees add to this 
city property. South side area. 
- 2 bedloom home in Hotseshoe area, 
choice fm the handyman to develop. 
- Some good lenovations done on this 2 
BB home in Horseshoe area, price has just 
been reduced. Available 1o= immediate o~, 
cupancy. Located on a quiet street. 
- Also a 2 BR I~ome, this is located on 
southside. Large well maintained lot and 
lots el parking area. Deck is an added plus 
el this properly. 
- 2 BR home on large Southside lot - 
peopezty is fiat with good potential lot pub 
chasel. 
II 
- 3 bedroom executive home. All 
taslefully decmaled. The characte~ of this 
p~operty lemains intact and the moder- 
nization has to he seen to fully appreciate. 
Garage, b~eezeway and the option to put. 
chase adjacent lot make Ibis an excep. 
tional value for those who appreciate the 
spectacula¢ view that this home affords. 
-- Also a view home on a quiet street that 
will allow pulchasels to update and 
change to thei~ needs• Large rooms 
thloughout his home. it has 3 bedrooms, 
double garage, and garden potential. 
-- PLUS 11 building lots and 5 acreages 
am cuueney listed by us!! Call Even 
Young 638-1273 or Olga Power 
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ir j wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
® 
LARGE HOME WITH SHOP 
EXCEPTIONALLY NICEI 
This home and property is a must to 
see to really appreciate all of the 
leatu=es and immaculate condition. 
Some features include: 1,350 sq. it. 
plus a fully finished basement, 3 
bed=gems, 3 bathrooms including a 
full ensuite. Family ~oom off kitchen 
plus 22 x 20 rec ~oom, Beautilully 
landscaped with shrubs, lawn, fruit 
hoes, 40' greenhouse. 20 x 40 
shop, wired, heated gyproced, and 
cement floor. All kitchen appliances 
Included. Asking $115,000 MLS. 
Call Laurie Ior viewing, 
YOUR CHOICE 
This 1,610 sq. It. home p~esently 
under construction on a 75 x 185 
Lot on a quiet dead end street, gives 
you the opportunity to select your 
own colours, carpet, and make it 
you~ personalized home. Call 




Squeaky clean best describes this 
home, every thing in its place and 
very clean. 3 bedrooms, 2 bathroom 
and ensuite, linisbed aA basement. 
Close to town and schools. More in. 
Iormation - Call Ted 635.5619. 
Asking $110,000. Listed MLS. 
STARTING OUT 
Look at this 2 bedroom home! New- 
ly renovated with oak trim cup. 
boards, new line and carpet. Call 
Now! Ask for Ted. 635.5619. 
Listed at $62,000. MLS 
BRAND NEWI 
And waiting for you is this two 
storey home nearing completion in 
choice Horseshoe subdivision, this 
home offers a lamily room, kitchen 
with breakfast area, separate dining 
room, tour bedrooms upstairs and 
2V2 baths: Natural gas heat. Double 
garage. Call Jim today for more in- 




~ N N  
THE ULTIMATE 
This 3,103 sq. It. home is el quality 
finishing and comes with 5 
bedrooms, family room, dining 
~oom, living room, 3 bedrooms, and 
including a 4 piece ensuite. Full 
basement, double garage and 
many more extras. Call Shaunce for 
more tnlormation. MLS 
COMPLETELY REFINISHED 
1,400 sq. ft., 4 bedrooms, family 
room 12 x 24, N/G heat plus BSF 
wood stove, completely refinished 
with modern decor. Attractively 
highhnhter) in Pine, Don't hesitate at 
this value package at $52,900 
MLS. Call Laurie today for viewing. 
Gordon Olson 
638.1945 
: k  . ' ,~  
COUNTRY CLASSIC 
- 2,400 sq. ft. - 3 Bedrooms 
- Fireplace - 3 Baths 
Asking $140,000 EXC. 
COUNTRY TOUCH 
With 3 rental units to help with the 
mortgage, you could live in country 
peace and quiet with a shop, bam, 
several out buildings and a 1,430 
sq. It. comfortable home with 5 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, and many 
mine features. Call Shaunce Io~ 
more inlormation. MLS 
KITWANGA HOME 
This home has a lot to offer you and 
you= family. 1,028 sq. It. with a lull 
basement. Four bedrooms, Rec 
~oom. Workshop. 12 x 20 sundeek: 
This home is Iocaled on a 90 x 130 
lot which is serviced by a communi: 
ty water and septic sewice: Priced 
at $47,500 MLS. 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
- 1,200 sq. ft. - NIG heat 
- 3 Bedrooms - ,42  Acres 




NO QJESTION AB( 
QUALITY HOME IN QUALITY 
LOCATION 
This modern home provides many 
exceptional fealures and a sure pro. 
spect il you are needirLq spacious 
living, 2,400 sq. ft. over 3 levels. 
Plus finished hall basement, 4 + 
bedrooms, family room, plus rec 
morn. 4 bathrooms, full ensuite, 
finislred double garage. Paved 
driveway, and much, much more. A 
must to sect Located in one of our 
prestigious new developing subdivi. 
signs in the Horseshoe area. Asking 
$156,500. Call Laurie today lor 
viowing~ 
FAMILY HOME 
Located in the Horseshoe, close to 
schools, we have this fully ltnishod 
basemenl home. Fireplaces in living 
and recl room. Dining room. Five 
bedrooms, 2rh baths, Carport, 68 x 
131 lot. Call Jim for your appoint. 
menl to view this home priced at 
i $104,900 EXCLUSIVE. 




CALL US ABOUT IT] 
Truly one of Terraee's finest homes, 
This home oilers 2,250 sq. ft. of liv. 
ing space on the main floor plus a % 
basement. It also fealures 7 
bedrooms, living room, dining room, 
family room, rec room, 4 
bathrooms, N/G hot water heat, at. 
tached garage, workshop and much, 
much more. For more information or 
your personal appointment to view 
call Hans. MLS. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY' 
If you're thinking of starting a 
business, this is a must to consider, 
Living quarters upstairs, 1,456 sq, 
ft. ot retail space downstairs and a 
40 x 22 heated and wired storage or 
work shop area, All this on just 
under a r/2 acre lot. For more infer. 
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USINESS DIRECTOR 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
 oat 
Repairs 
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize In conveyor belt Installations, splicing and 
repairs, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
124 HOUR SERVICE I 638-0663 
BUSINESS. OF THE WEEK 
r~ 
, . , : .  
BRIDALBOUTIQUE 
/ * Wedding Dresses • Invitations 
• Tuxedo Rentals • Lingerie 
• Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes 
Complete wedding service to make 
that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
4617 B Lakelse Ave., 638-1773 
RICHARDS ON EMERSON 
The Drycleaner &Shirt Laundry 
NEWLY RENOVATED LAUNDROMAT~ 
WITH FULL TIME ATTENDANT 
Monday - Sat. - -  8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
~EMERSON 635"5119 BACHELOR SERVICE 
OPEN DAILY 7 A,M, -- 8 P,M. 




"FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION" 
Ride in elegant luxury; 
Celebrate in extravagance; 
Create an unforgettable memory. 
Featuring: bar, TVIVCR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY N0n-Smoking Vehicle 
BLAKEBURN FAMILY 
WOODWORKS 
Personal ~ S~rvlce 
liCitAll Your Cabinet and Finishing Needs 
Resldentlal and Commercial 
Cabinet Refacing 
mone 635-4250 ~o.  BLAKEBURN 
Thornhill Electric 
Residential & Commercial Wiring 
24 hr. Answering Service 
Service Calls our Specialty 
635-9787 
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd. 




LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800-681-2676 
SPRING CLEANING SPECIAL 
carpets  In Any 
Three Rooms... / t  0 q R 
I GREAT RATES ON Imf  ~ II V V 
Terrace & Ki t imat  Bui ld ing Ma intenance  
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
• toques .ro.= P to 24 HOUR /'A 
01RtIEilOtl St m Answering and Pager Service /~.~ 
Terrace Kitimat, Smithers "==-'~444 FuneralService 
& Prince Rupert v ~  ,,.K. Association 
Wherever You're Going, 
We're Going Your. Way! 
Dependable Door.To-Door Taxi Service 
24 Hours/7 Days A Week 
NOW OFFERING 
Prompt, Courleous & Reliable Delivery Service 
24 HOURS A DAYI 
For Complete Details Call 
4449 Lakelse KALUM KABS 635-7177 
CANADA LTD. 
Mobiles Starting As Low As $699 
Portables Starting As Low As S519 
Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No 4-5oo~ Pohle 638"0261 
"~~n n ie '~~-~]  
I WE FEATURE AN EXCITING NEW SPECIAL 
I 
EVERY WEEK. CALL US FOR DETAILSI 
Perm Special s4 9.0 0,0., hair extra 
6-471 7 Lakelso Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-3637 
Will Cut Down Any Tree Safely 
$1,000,000 Liability To Protect Your Property 
DANGEROUS TREE REMOVAL 
BY CERTIFIED CLIMBER 
Pierre Lussier 635-7400 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
Specializing In Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
• Renovations • Mill Work 
638-8478 
Hairwav s 
SALON BARBER SHOP 
4~48, ~kelao Avo, Te,ace, B.C. 635"5727 or 635-4555 
t 
, '  , ' ' .  " " " ; i ' " ,  , , ,, : ,  , . .  
~ Skeena Valley 
VIDEO CLINIC 
Specializing in repairs to: 
• VCRs • Camcorders  * CD Players • 
I make it work for you/ 
202 - 4716 Lazelle Avenue 635-7762 
When you gotta' have it, We'll ~ ,  r:it[ 
!P! 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIM0 DELIVERY 638-8530 
, ,~  Windshield Repair/Replacements 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES ~~_- -  • Auto Glass 
Bonded "A"  ~,~/ , . .~b~:~,  ~ • ICBC Replacements 
Class _ J J~~.~d l~~I  • Mirrors 
Gas Fitter ~ ~ ~ 1  • Windows 
For all heating Instalation service, I ~ ~ ~  • Sealed Units I 
Industrial, commercial nd realden. 
" I  AL-C'S GLASS LTD I CALL STAN HOLLAND 
Ph ,  635"7979 I ' ' - '~~l~*  3720.River Drive Terrac | 
! Fax. 636.2208 ~ 638'8001, m Kitimat 632,4800 
i I 





The Terrace Tennis Club's 
open tournament takes to the 
courts this weekend. 
It all gets underway Saturday 
with the singles events, con- 
tinues the following day with 
doubles and closes out Sunday 
when the mixed doubles duos 
take to the Kalum St. court 
tarmac. 
If you want to catch the 
men's and ladies's ingles 
finals, be at the tennis courts at 
10 a.m. Sunday. 
For more information on the 
tournament, contact Richard 
Kriegl at 635-2347 or 638- 
0385. Deadline for entries is 
11 p.m. tomorrow, Thursday 
May 14. 
Tri, tri again 
Young triathletes are 
reminded registration for the 
Terrace Blueback Swim club's 
Try-a-tri-athlon takes place 
tomorrow, May 14 at the 
Blueback office from 5-7 p.m. 
Entrants will have to 
demonstrate their swimming 
ability when they register, so 
will need to bring along a ba- 
th ing  suit. Also needed at 
registration time is the $5 entry 
Ice. 
Peak performance I 
Seven girls at the Peaks 
Gymnastics club competitive 
level turned in strong per- 
formances at a May 2 meet in 
Quesnel. 
Taking part in their first 
competition for more than a 
year, the septet were well 
p leased  with the results 
achieved in the five club meet. 
In:the=Argo division, Felleia . . . . . .  ' " 
Arbugh took third on the 
beam, sixth on the bars and 
finished fifth overall. Corisa 
Berlin was one back at sixth 
overall and also scored third in 
the vault. 
Eva Mateus finished fourth 
on beam and sixth in the floor 
exercises while Shannon 
Chalupiak and Kelly Julseth 
took fourth and fifth respec- 
tively on the bars. 
Tyro competitor Trina 
Mateus put together a win in 
floor, second in vault and 
beam and fifth on the bars for a 
fourth place overall finish. 
Teammate Charlotte Jordan 
earned fourth spot on the beam 
and took sixth overall. 
Bluffing it 
Target for this weekend's 
Terrace Hiking Club is Beaver 
Bluff Lookout, 20 miles out on 
the Nass road. 
There's a two mile walk in 
on an old logging road fol- 
lowed by three-quarters of a 
mile of trail. 
For more information contact 
hike leader Vicki at 635-2935. 
SMASHING TIME. Tavin Longridge (above) of Veritas was one of many students giving their 
all in last weekend's inter-school badminton tournament. Above, he unleashes a smashretum 
in his round robin game against Uplands opponent Jason Hawkins on his way to a 15-8 vic- 
tory. See next week's paper for full results. 
Bowling's best take 
their ..... b-anquet bows  
A fine time was had by all Saturday evening as 
Fall bowling league members got together for their 
annual banquet and presentations. 
Recognition awards were handed out to the alley 
aces who recorded the highest single game total, 
highest riple game tally and highest end-of-season 
averages. 
On the ladies side the winners were Sherry 
Lopushinsky with a high average of 247 and triple 
score of 901 and Lisa Mailloux with a high single 
of 379. 
Among the men, Bob Fisher's 435 secured the 
high single award while Greg Sannders took the 
high average (257) and high triple (1001). 
Winners of' the team Champ of Champs rolloff 
were the Optimists from the Tuesday Coffee 
league. Lorna Dyck, Wynn Hill, Vivian Raposo, 
Leslie Allan, Lyn Kinney and Vikki Bulleid were 
presented with this annual award, donated by Ter- 
race Lanes owners Dong and Marg Mumford. 
Picking up awards as members of the season's 
elite 400 club were John Wiebenga (401) and Greg 
Saunders (429) of the Monday Men's league, Sun- 
day All-Star leaguer Larry Lopushinsky (411), Bob 
Fisher (435) from the Tuesday Mixed and Leif 
Thomsen (403) from Thursday Mixed. 
There was also a belated medal presentation for 
the local bowlers who took the Northwest Open by 
storm early last month -- they were missed out at 
! 
the Mackenzie presentations. 
Winners of the '92 Open Aggregate title were 
Sherry Lopushinsky, Cecile Boehm, Dianne Camp- 
bell, Darlene Frank, Loft Roberts, Diane Francis, 
Greg Saunders, Leif Thomsen, Randy Durand, Glen 
Brink, Don Collison, John Rasmussen, Roy Camp- 
bell, Dennis Ward, Jim Duffy, Dave Wiebe, 
Monica Peacock, Debbie Middletou and Marlene 
Thornton. 
Receiving special recognition was Donna Duncan 
who was the leading money-raiser during January's 
B.C. Bowls for Kids campaign. She contributed 
more than $300 to the grand total of $3,900 col- 
lected by local bowlers. 
Picking up trophies as top teams in league action 
were Terrace Builders in the Monday Men's, the 
Half Ass Gang in Monday Mixed, the Optimists in 
the Tuesday Coffee league, Flying Start for Tues- 
day Mixed, the Cobwebs in the Wednesday Coffee 
league, Strikers Bunch from the Wednesday Ladies 
Thursday Mixed's Moonlighters and the Hagen 5 of 
the Friday Mixed. 
Trophies and awards were also handed out to the 
members of the victorious teams in the end-of- 
season rolloffs and the winners of individual 
awards in the various leagues. 




Terrace athletes picked up 44 
placings to lead all comers in a 
high school track and field meet 
hosted by Skeena Jr. 
Secondary.. 
Spearheading the attack for 
the local Midget girls was 
Candace Griffith who included 
two wins in her five plaeings. 
Griffith broke the tape first in 
the 400m to add to her third 
place finishes in the 100m and 
2OOm. Her second win came in 
the girls open triple jump but 
the margin of victory couldn't 
have been narrower .- one cen- 
timetre. A third in the long 
jump rounded out her stats for 
the day. 
Also putting in a powerful 
performance in that division 
was Stella Haigh with a win in 
the shot and seconds in the 
javelin and discus. 
Picking up a trio of wins in 
Bantam boys track was Kevin 
Teixeira, first across the line in 
the 40Ore, 800m and 3,OO0m. 
Chasing Teixeira home in the 
3,000m was teammate Harjap 
Grewal who also recorded a 
third in the 400m and second in 
the long jump. 
Finishing tied with Grewal in 
the long jump was fellow Ter- 
racite Jake Smith who also 
picked up thirds in the javelin 
and 200m. 
Also in Bantam boys, Clayton 
Muller won both the javelin 
and 15oorn to add to his track 
second in the 800m 
In the Juvenile boys division 
Geoff McKay added four plac- 
ings to the Terrace tally with a 
win in the open triple jump, 
seconds in the high jump and 
400m and a third in the long 
jump. 
In Bantam girls action on the 
infield, Jenn Shepherd led a lo- 
cal sweep of the javelin as Julie 
Gillanders and Alison Chase 
took the remaining spots. 
Gillanders and Chase also fin- 
ished two-three in the discus 
while Shepherd added a third 
in the shot. 
Adding their names to the lo- 
cal win column were Sarah 
Weston in the Bantam girls 
800m and Mike Davis in the 
Bantam boys high jump. 
Rounding out the Terrace 
haul were Steve Preyser with 
two seconds and a third, Neil 
Bothelo and Matt Ball, each 
with a second and a third, John 
Veilleau and Justin Keiteh with 
runner-up track finishes and 
Will Geier, Trevor Muller and 
Quinton Rafuse with thirds. 
The Terrace contingent fin-: 
ished with 12 victories, 16 sec- 
onds and 16 thirds. 
Although that/44 place total 
was top in the seven team meet, il 
Stewart took the honours in: 
wins with 18, just one more: 
than a strong Queen Charlottes i 
entry. 
Stewart also picked up 11 sec- 
onds and nine thirds for a 40; 
platings total while the Char-: 
Iottes added 10 seonds and two! 
thirds for 29. 
Prince Rupert finished at 13-i 
11-9 (33), Kitimat at 6-7-6 (19): 
and Kltwanga at 0-3-1 (4). 
A SHOE-IN. Looking for an entertaining way to spend a Sun- 
day afternoon? Why not join the Skeena Horseshoes club at 
their pits next to Heritage Park. Not only can you have some 
fun, you'll likely get a chance to see Canadian champion Joe 
Wideman (above) in action. The action gets under way 
around 1 p.m. 
Tides, trials and tribulations 
Our first trip up the Khyex 
was my idea, I admit it. 
When we arrived at the 
river's mouth the tide was out. 
Webb deftly flipped the canoe 
up and onto his shoulders, 
slipped his neck into the yoke 
and trotted own to the river. 
He insists on doing this him- 
self, which is just fine with me. 
With the river spread out all 
over the tidal flats there was no 
opportunity to paddle. Webb 
pulled a length of rope from 
his pack, fastened one end to 
the bow, the other to the stern. 
With the current keeping the 
boat away from our feet, we 
plodded upstream, our boots 
making sucking sounds as we 
pulled them out of the glop 
with each step. 
. After two miles of mud trek, 
the-valley narrowed and we 
were able to paddle for short 
stretches until the valley 
steepened once again and we 
were able to stay in the boat. 
The architecture along the 
valley was typical of those ad- 
joining lower Skeena, mag- 
nificent and at its best in the 
cool, fragrant, clear air of 
Spring. We stopped paddling 
to gaze up at the stone walls, 
waterfalls and to listen to the 
avalanches roar in the distance. 
The river bottom was sandy 
with nice places to find coho in 
the Fall but poor spots to look 
for stcelhead in Spring. 
"At least we'll have the cur- 
rent with us on the way out," 
said Webb confidently as we 
circled and began our trip 
back. 
And for a while we were able 
to enjoy the luxury of being 
borne Skeenaward by the river. 
The the current died. 
The tide had come in and the 
wind decided to follow it 
upriver. 
"It's a law," said Webb, 
"when you're paddling a canoe 
the wind is always blowing in 
your face" 
If anything, the last two 
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miles through the tidal reach 
was more difficult than the ten 
we had paddled earlier. 
This Spring, however, we 
were ready for the Khyex. 
Webb had purchased an in- 
flatable powered by an out- 
board with jet leg attached. 
We waited for!the tide to rise 
then powered up the river. By 
the time we reached the end of 
the navigable water, it was 
raining...hard. 
After securing the boat, we 
hiked an hour alongside can- 
swim our flies in the first and 
last bit of inspiring fly water 
we'd encountered on the way 
up. 
Nothing doing. 
The rain fell harder. 
My coat turned to a sponge, 
We climbed aboard the boat, 
motored downstream and 
settled into a nicely kept cabin 
across from the month of Ar- 
den Creek. 
Once the supplies were un- 
loaded we wolfed down some 
cuisine a la Webb (moose 
yon and catamct just to assure hamburger and canned beans) 
ourselves we weren't missing then crawled into our sleeping 
any fish.filled pools further bags and listened as mice 
upstream, then returned to scratched around in the dark. 
I 
When we awoke the next day 
the sun was out and the woods 
were steaming. We boated 
across the river. Webb tethered 
the boat securely next to the 
bank and we struck out for Ar- 
den Lake in neoprene waders. 
For the first two miles the 
going was easy thanks to a 
well-defined trail alongside 
what turned out to be a natural 
gas right of way. The right of 
way left the river, and so did 
the trail. 
We kept on through ancient 
trees and along banks thick 
with berry bushes. Strange, 
moss-covered knolls separated 
by cave-like depressions, some 
as deep as 30 feet, made our 
passage difficult. 
Through a clearing we 
spotted a lone billy goat 
perched like a gnat high on an 
invisible ridge thousands of 
feet up a sheer ock wall. 
We crossed the stream a 
couple of times. "Grizzly," said 
Webb, pointing to fresh tracks 
in the sand. 
"A good place to turn back," 
I suggested. We did. 
Return trips are always 
longer. We arrived back at the 
boat to find it resting peaceful- 
ly on a sandbar. 
"Tide's out," I observed, 
looking forlornly across the 
unwadeable river to the cabin 
where our gear and food was 
safely stored and thinking of 
the time Mike Whelpley, 
similarly snookered by the 
tide, had to spend an un- 
comfortable night on an island 
in the lower Skeena. 
Inflatables in this position 
are about as movable as 
beached whales, we learned. 
But, with much rocking and 
rolling and the inflation of the 
keel, we made an inch, then 
another and another and finally 
floated free. 
"We'll have to fish this river 
some time, eh Webb?" I said. 
"Yeah, some time when the 
tides are right," said Webb. 
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Track and Field 
Below, the results from the recent high school meet hosted by Skeena 
Jr. Secondary. Abbreviations are as follows: Ter = Terrace; PR = 
Prince Rupert; Kit = Kitimat; Ste = Stewart; Kga = Kitwanga; and QCI 
= Queen Charlotte Islands. 
100m Bantam Girls 5:42:46 
1- Charly Stratton (QCI) 14:51 2- Justin Keitch (Ter) 5:50:15 
C E BO, kRD  
Men's Slow Pitch ~J  
M.~y! . . . . . . . . . . .  I I~ ,  
~'~'~ \ ' ";if! 
'~ For Unique Gift Giving 
Ideas Be Sure To See Us 
SKB Wreckers v Inn of the West 
t6" :...! 2- Jody Greaves (QCI) 15:29 
3- Monique Goffinct (Kit) 15:51 
100m Bantam Boys 
1- Tomaz Mann (Ste) 13:78 
2- Daniel Willan (Ste) 14:84 
3- Justin Squires (Kit) 14:94 
100m Midget Girls 
1- Emma Ray (SIc) 14:78 
2- Vienna Wroblewski (PR) 
15:50 
3- Candace Griffith (Ter) 16:04 
100m Midget Boys 
1- Tysen Hodgson (Kit) 12:59 
2- David Kelsey (PR) 12:72 
3- Nell Bothelo (Ter) 13:53 
loom Juvenile Girls 
l- Tanya Bob (PR) 14:48 
2- Trisha Hubbard (Sic) 17:53 
100m Juvenile Boys 
1- Mike Elliot (Ste) 12:17 
2- Dwight Kroon ~R) 12:37 
3- Alan Lambright (Kit) 12:50 
200m Bantam Girls 
1- ~ C I )  32:09 
2- Jody Greaves (QCI) 32:29 
3- Pare Kuemper (PR) 34:40) 
200m Bantam Boy 
1- Tomaz Mann (Ste) 28:97 
2- Justin Squires (Kit) 32:72 
3- Jake Smith (Ter) 33:52 
200m Midget Girls 
1- Vienna Wroblewski (PR) 
33:25 
2- Emma Ray (Ste) 33:78 
3- Candace Griffith (rer) 34:08 
200m Midget Boys 
1- Trevor Crantz (Ste) 27:07 
2- David Keisey (PR) 27:43 
3- Tyson Hodgson (Kit) 27:54 
200m Juvenile Girls 
1- Julia Bernard (Kit) 31:94 
2- Tanya Bob (PR) 31:94 
200m Juvenile Boys 
1- Mike Elliot (Ste) 25:50 
2- Dwight Kroon (PR 1 26:03 
..... 3- Steve Austin (Ste) 27:10 [ ": 400m Buntam Girls 
c. i " 1- Charly Stratton (QCI) 1:19:72 
:... 400m Bantam Boys 
I i 1- Kevin Teixeira (Tar) 1:07:81 
2- Justin Squires (Kit) 1:12:62 
3- Harjap Grewal (Tar) 1:12:75 
400m Midget Girls 
1- Candaee Griffith (Tar) 
1:30:09 
3- Jerenlv Guerne- rStO 5:58.10 v,~q,u,, av,ttata vonus ~uuy ruo 
1500m Midget G~rls / '" (Both games rained out) 
1- Nicole Slater (PR) 5"56"83 May 4 
9 v~,, C~h~,~;t~, ~'~ ~.~.o~ Terrace Paving 3, Inn of the West 16 
1500m Midget Boys Terrace Custom Cycle 6, SKB Wrecker= 
1- Justin Cheer (PR) 5:07:34 May 6 
' 3  P~. I  Pm~tn ,=r  [ t " l ( 'T ' ,  g. / 'Y7 .Rq  . Westpoint Rentals 6, SKB Wreckers 12 ;: ~;;/~;iFE$?~ii?"- Rudon 12, Terrace Custom Cycle 13 
1500m Juvenile Giris 
- - - -  learn 
1- Marian Brlecic (PR) 6:23:61 SKB Molson Wreckers 
2- Trisha Hubbard (Ste) 6:23:61 t . , , . . ,  
Westpoint Rentals v Back Eddy Pub 
~:kers10 
W L T GBL 
3 0 0 
First 
Stop In Today And See Our Newly 
1500m Juvenile Boys 
1- Terry Tsacaris (Kit) 4:50:34 
2- Chris Putterili (QCI) 4:50:83 
3- Lance Hubbard (Sic) 4:57:84 
3000m Bantam Girls 
~ C I )  no time 
3000m Bantam Boys 
1- Kevin Teixeira (Ter) n/t 
2- Harwap Grewal (Ter) 
300m Midget Girls 
1- Nicole Slater (PR) n/t 
3000m Midget Boys 
1- Justin Cheer (PR) n/t 
2- Paul Prussner (QCI) 
3000m Juvenile Girls 
1- Marian Brlecic (PR) n/t 
High Jump Midget Girls 
1- Kate Oberreiter (PR) 1.32m 
Long Jump Bantam Boys 
1- Tomas Mann (Ste)3.92m 
2- Daniel Willan (Ste), Jake 
Smith (Ter), Harwap Grewal 
(Ter) 3.64m 
Long Jump Midget Girls 
1- Kirsten Jasper (Ste) 3.76m 
2- Vienna Wrobowski (PR) 
3.59m " 
3-Candace Griffith (rer) 3.55ra 
Long Jump Midget Boys 
1- Shane Olson (QCI) 4.77m 
2- Nell Bothelo (Ter) 4.56m 
3- Trevor Hodgson (Kit) 4.51m 
Long Jump Juvenile Girls 
1- Trisha Hubbard (Ste) 3.1m 
2- Tanya Bob (PR) 2.69m 
Long Jump Juvenile Boys 
l- Mike Elliot (Ste) 5:45m 
2- James Greaves (QCI) 5:02m 
3- GeoffMeKay (Tar) 5:01m 
High Jump Bantam Girls 
1- Jody Greaves (QCI) 1:32m 
2- Monique Goffinet (Kit) 1:23m 
3- Charly Stratton (QCI) 1.20m 
High Jump Bantam Boys 
Inn of the West .. 2 1 0 1 
Terrace Custom Cycle 2 1 0 1 [ . [ 
WestpointRentals 1 1 O 1.5 ! i _ ] i 
Rudon 1 1 0 1.5 I I  ~'~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . .  I l l  
Back Eddy Pub 0 2 0 2.5 I i \ v f ,  --=.e,~ .,.,  .,m ,m=,. .. ] 'Wasn't That A [ I i 
Terrace Paving 0 0 T.4w~9?;~I.hvAS~O:IK7 I L°ggersParty?!'' I l l  
May4 Youth Soccer I I/~..,',~.iiii~i";,i.0. I ~!~:~:i!,!:!=!i=~r:~oi~::~ll I 
UNDER 17 DIVISION I II i l  I ~oyo .~y. , :o_~_  I I I 
Northern Drugs 5 Braids 4 I 1| ! I i ~arety Manaoement [ "~~". . . . . . . . .   2"o~,~2,? I I I 
Manuels 4 Takhar 5 i I~ I [ ~ ~ e ; ~ ' ~ ; ; .  I I i 
GIRLS DIVISION 1 I I \~  ~ ~ ' b ~ ~  finance, ' [ I I 
Tide Lake 0 Kinettes 4 I I  ~ ........... ~ I I I I  
May5 I I  ~ ~ 1  
UNDER 14 DIVISION i i , . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
Sanberry 2 Bavarian 3 I I  .~%"~Yf f?2  .... I 
Terrace Builders 3 Overwaitea 1 I I " " ' "~"~'"  " '  "°'~°'" I 
May6 I 
UNDER-10 DIVISION [ . . . . . . . .  - ! !  .......................................... 
AGK 2 Coppemide 0 I " " 
Carlyle Shepherd 6 Co-op 2 I ~ ' , l , . ,d ,  ~.--~ I= , . . . .  v ,  . . . .  u7 :_ . I  . . . . .  
Centennial Lions O Surveyors 2 I ~V©l) ' t l t l , J~  _PUF IO l~F  ~ t i t~OW3'  
Skeena Cellulose 3 Shoppers 1 I // I ,  II"] ~ /~r~n 
GIRLS DIVISION 1" I ,, .U~l t t t  I r J- U' ~u,  
Terrace Travel 4 Pizza Hut I i ~ 
Richards 1 Kinettes 1 I ~'~;~i~;'~'~"~'~  N~: 
May ? "2-IV'SIO " " I 'N~!~i!ii~,'~illt~/~N~iiiii~!iil 
UINJL~IP;J[~ X U J -IN . . • ~ ............................ ~:~:::~:;.~:;:~:"~ 7 l ' :li~i~i~i~i;i~iii~ 
F~i~ndan~!~nFdC i SB ~ag!i?t ~! d°und6 62 !~i~i i i i i i~ ~ 
31.61m 
3- Steve Preyser (Ter) 21.66m 
Shot Putt Bantam Girls 
1- Jody Greaves (QCI) 9.1m 
2- Charlene Auger (Ste) 7.26m 
3- Jenn Shepherd (Ter) 6.95m 
Shot Putt Midget Girls 
1- Stella Haigh (Ter) 8.01m 
Triple Jump Girls Open 
1- Candaee Griffith (Ter) 7.43m 
2- Monique Goffinet (Kit) 7.42m 
3- Nicole Slater (PR) 6.89m 
Triple Jump Boys Open 
1- GeoffMcKay (rer) 9.78m 
2- James Greaves (QCI) 9.65m 
3- Quinton Rafuse (Ter) 9.51m 
¢~:~,..~¥~i~i. ~- , g:iii!i~i'i'i~i 
i~!~,:::!!:i!!!iii:!,iii!ii~NN!!~!!!iN!i!i!!iill 
400m Midget Boys 1- Mike Davis (Tar) 1.38m 
1- Shain Olson (QCI) 1:02:38 2- Tomas Mann (Ste) 1.34m 
2- Nathan Livingston ' (Kit) 3- Daniel Willan (Ste) 1.27m 
1:05:17 High Jump Juvenile Boys 
400m JuvenileGirls ..... . . . .  :'~ 1- Chris PUtterill (QCI) 1.68m 
1- Mic~911esRigonie2,(Kit) !:14:87 y' 2, GeoffMcKay O'er) 1.66m~ 
2- Jfilie'Benard (Kit) 1:24:98 ' 3-Dwight Kro6ff(PR) 1.66m 
400m Juvenile Boys 
I- Chris Putterill (QC]) 58:91 
2- JeffMaeKay (Ter) 1:04:04 
3- Steve Musklow (Kit) 1:01:06 
800m Bantam Girls 
1- Sarah Weston (Ter)2:58:06 
800m Bantam Boys 
1- Kevin Teixeira (Ter) 2:29:14 
2- Clayton T-Muller (Ter) 
2:44:44 
3 - Will Geier (Ter) 2:50:90 
800m Midget Girls 
1- Nicole Slater (PR) 2:47:50 
800m Midget Boys 
1- Justin Cheer (PR) 2:31:77 
2- Matt Ball (Ter) 2:34:53 
3- Paul Prussner (QCI) 2:36:61 
800m Juvenile Girls 
1- Michelle Rigonie (Kit) 2i48:81 
2- Katy Oberreiter (PR) 2:53:20 
3- Reagan Kemledy (PR) 3:08:22 
800m Juvenile Boys 
1- Terry Tsangaras (Kit) 2:19:07 
2- John Veilleau (Ter) 2:20:59 
3- Lance Hubbard (Ste) 2:24:39 
15OOm Bantam Girls 
1- Sarah Khohnan (QCI) 6:52:32 
1500m Bantam Boys 
1- Clayton T-Muller (rer) 
Discus Bantam Girls 
1- Charlene Auger (Ste) 16.30m 
2- Julie Gillanders (Tar) 14.01m 
3- Alison Chase (Ter) 12.94m 
Discus Midget Girls 
1- Ericka Janzen (PR) 19.19m 
2- Stella Haigh (Ter) 1Z55m 
3- Crystal Olson (Ste) 14.12m 
Discus Midget Boys 
1- Trevor Crawl2 (Ste)20.40m 
2- Steve Preyser (Ter) 19.43m 
3- Joseph Andrews (Ste) 18.65m 
'avelin Bantam Girls 
1- Jenn Shepherd (Ter) 15.26m 
2- Julie Gillanders, O'er) 15m 
3- Alison Chase (Ter) 11.79m 
Javelin Bantam Boys 
1- Clayton T-Muller (Ter) 
27.28m 
2- Hal Hobenshield (Kga) 
24.42m 
3- Jake Smith (Ter) 22.31m 
Javelin Midget Girls 
1- Kirsten Jasper (Ste) 25.35m 
2- Stella Haigh (Ter) 19.06m 
3- Ericka Janzen (PR) 17.85m 
Javelin Midget Boys 
1- Shayne Olson (QCI) 38.22m 
2- Ryan Hobenshield (Kga) 
The sw~,c. 
Terrace B lueBack . / : .  
• ~..-~- Swim Club -=¢~ BLUEBACK 
SWIM CLUB 
in conjunction with 
McDonaldg Restaurant 
and 
Swim B C 
are pleased to invite 
all youngsters, 19 years of age and younger 
currently attending any school 
in the Terrace -Thornhill area 
~ ~ l  t° participate in the ~ 
First 
TRY- A -  TRI- ATI-ILON 
Thursday, May 28, 1992 
Canada Fitness Week 
May 22 to 31 
All children must register on May 14th at the BlueBack Swim 
Club office between 5:00 and 7:00. Participants will be 
required to demonstrate their swimming ability at this time, 
(Make sure that you bring your swimsuit) 
The padlclpant must also show their bike helmet and bike to 
the "bike pros", Should the bike or helmet be found lacking 
recommendations will be made and must be implemented by 
race day or they will not be allowed to padlcipate, 
i 
2- Ericka Janzen (PR) 7.35m I TO J,et your results on 
3- Crystal Olson (Ste) 7.2m I ___  ~ " 
Shot Putt Midget Boys I 3~C01t_E. BOAR.D __drop 
mem m at me office at 1. Trevor Crantz (Ste) 9.1m J 
2- Steven Freyser (Ter) 9.05m [ 4647 Lazelle, phone  
3. MarcPage (PR) 8Agm . . . . . . . . .  i Malcolm at 638-7283 or : 
• ShotPutt Juvenile Boys ;. ~ [ fax them to 638-8432. 
1- James Greaves (QCI) 11.86m I This ~ . . . .  "" - "  
- - - -  _ [ Ja r . I ;  i~  i i l l i  2- Chris Putterill (QCI) 11.16m I ~1 
3- Trevor Muller (Ter) 10.66m I yours. 
T i le  Qua l i ty  of Custom. . .  " 
at  Depar tn lent  S tore  P r i ces ,  o r  Less !  
SPRING CREST  
Window Decor  :' 
1012 Columbia Street, Smithers * Phone 847-3977 
STANFIELDS THERMAL 
UNDERWEAR 
Drawers $ 1 2 9 9  Reg. $16.75 ......... II 
Long Sleeved $ 99 
Rag, $16,75 ........... • 
TREE PLANTERS 
A!-- 
MAY 11 - 23  
DELTA FLANNEL 
SHIRTS 
Reoular :$10  99  Reg, $14.98 ....... i 








HELL Y HANSEN RAINWEAR ~ 
Jackets 5 s ee 
 oo.* ............. 45  " '51"  
Pants ................ ,4 3 " -  a 8 o o 













SLEEPING LEVIS BOOT 
BAGS CUT & 
2 LB. Polyester Flbrefill STRAIGHT LEG 
comes With A Handy 








UNDE 10s - 6:30 p.m. 
O---opperside v Survey~ 
AGKv Co-op 
Carlyle Shepherd v Shoppers 
Cent. Lions v Skcena Cellulose 
Terrace Travel v Kinettes 
Pizza Hut v Tide Lake 
THURSDAY, MAY 14 
Try-a.tr l -athion 
REGISTRATION and test day 
for entrants, 5 p.m. at the Terraco 




UNDER. 12s - 6:30 p.m, 
Cedarland v Finning 
Sight and Sound v Wildwood 
Brady's FC v Bandstra 
SATURDAY, MAY 16 
Tennis 
TERRACE OPEN: May 16-18 at 
the Kalum Street courts 
Fastball 
TERRACE JUNIOR MEN'S 
tournament: May 16-18 at the 
Northwest Community College, 
TUESDAY, MAY 19 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 14s- 6:30 p.m. 
Overwaitea vBavarian 
Sanberry v Terrace Builders 
SATURDAY, MAY 30 
Running (Terrace) 
KERMODEI CLASSIC 
10 a.m, start to !km, 5kin and 
10km walk, jog or run. 
I . . . . . . . . .  Allan Banner I 
CARPETCL~N-~-G |
.~  • Free I.+ 
!,,~,x~:... .. EstimateS:~ i +~i 
{~+~+ ". Reasonable +'  
Pdces 






OTHEtT SERVICES PROVIDED: 
• Fire & Water Oamage Restoration 
• Odour Control * Pet Odoar Control 
I 
l ~ PHONE = 
I~  e3b-3ss8 ~1 
ARE YOU SURE Seles and Sabatini started this way? Learning the co-ordination that makes 
for dynamite tennis involves enrolees in Richard Kriegl's Junior Volleys training program in 
some interesting exercises. Above, one youngster with Wimbledon on her mind bounces a ball 
on her racquet while walking backwards and threading her way through a zig-zag course 
marked out with plastic bottles. The idea is to complete the course without losing control of the 
ball or knocking over any of the bottles. Not easy and requiring a lot of concentration, as her 
expression shows. 
I> G 
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RUGBY 
Camels come up 
dry in opener 
It's now three off the reel for 
the Terrace Northmen following 
an impressive 18-7 drubbing of 
the Smithers Camels May 3. 
Playing on their home ground, 
the Camels came out strongly in 
the opening minutes of the match, 
Ralph Kossman producing an un- 
converted try for a 4-0 lead. 
That, however, was the last the 
Camels saw of the scoreboard un- 
til late in the con~ontation. 
Only moments after the 
Smithers scoring play, the  
Northmen struck back. 
After an exceptionally strong 
scrnm by the forwards, propped 
up by Dcas Des Meullea who has 
recently returned to Terrace and 
the Northmen, scram half George 
DaCosta went over for the 
visitors first try. 
Bayles literally used his 
head at the critical mo- 
ment. 
Doug Wilson made good on the 
conversion to give the Northmen 
a 6-4 lead. Before the day was 
out, Wilson was to add two more 
conversions for a six-point haul 
and top spot in the North Coast 
Rugby League scoring stats. 
Also playing a strong game for 
the Northmen was flanker Gra- 
ham Bayles who contributed 
eight points with tries in each 
half. 
Bayles also made his mark by 
literally using his head at the crit- 
ical moment, blocking three 
Camel punts during the contest, 
two with his face. 
The second of those sacrifice- 
the-body blocks saw the ball 
rebound into the Smithers end 
zone where Bayles completed the 
play by pouncing for his second 
half try. 
Wilson's conversion opened the 
gap to a yawning 14 points which 
the Camels were able only to 
slightly reduce with a penalty 
kick by captain Blaine Harrison 
late in the game. 
Willie McClcary's high, arch- 
ing kicks and superior control of 
lineouts were a strong factor in 
the Northmen's smothering of the 
Smithers attack in the second 
half. 
With emotions running high as 
the match neared its inevitable 
conclusion, Northmen's Graham 
Bayles figured in the action 
again, this time an altercation 
with Camel Ray Euvermann 
which saw both sent off. 
Magnanimous in victory, Ter- 
race's Northmen Emie Dusdal 
pointed out the match was the 
Camel's first of the season. "They 
appeared a little rusty," he con- 
ceded, adding "It takes time to get 
into better shape." 
Pronouncing himself happy 
with the home team's effort, Har- 
rison agreed the Northman's 
kicking game had played a key 
role in his team's defeat. 
The two squads were back at 
Sunday afternoon when the 
Camels made the trek to Terrace. 
The return match was the sec- 
ond of the weekend for the 
Northmen who also faced Prince 
Rupert the previous evening. See 
next week's paper for full details 
of those two battles. 
E ~]  = : . . :  : := : ,  1~ H E.V I 
EVE 
Because agreat car at a gmat price is something 
we .can all aNtee on. 
"Give me one ~ '~ "Give me the best . 
• • - tt of the most fuel- selhng car m Canada. 
• efficient cars in Canada." • []Automatic [346 Mpg Hwy (6.2L/ 
Transmission 100km), 29 Mpg 
[]Air Conditioning City (9.9L/100km)t 
3 Year/60,O00 km (4.5I~/100 km), 50 
Warranty Mpg City (5.6L/ 
lOOkm) t
8 * 






1992 C I |EVROLI'TI" CAVAHER 
CASH BACK 
* Based on 48 month Smart l.ease TM and MSRP o[$8590 including freight, o qualified retail buyers, Offer may not be combined with cash 
back fro n GM Buyer w be responsible forthe payment of insurance, lkense and aplllkable taxes at the time of transaction. GMAC may 
require adownpayment, Some re*leave conditions apply, Dealermay lease for less, f Based on Transport Canada test methods, tt'Based on 
1991 Compuseareh data, 
At Your Local Chewolet Geo Dealers Now 
H-..E Vt .... :...... ' ~. # I 
, , .  ~ , ,  , - . . . . , ,Q ; , -= , ,  ti: ~ .- .,~ . i 
Jim McEwan Motors 635-4941 
E O 
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l CALL 
Le3e-SAVE] 
CTION AD S 
BUY II 'SELL v" RENT I I  TRADE 
VISA ] 
i i  i R i 
ACTION AD ATES 
638-SAVE 
iDEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a slat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display end classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All oleo.sifted and classified display ads must be prepaid .by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning In ads pleaee have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready, 
20 words (first Insertion) S5,25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addl- 
ttonsl Inssrtlons) $3.60 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non..¢ommerclsl) Prices Include 7~A G.S,T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15, Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16, Farm Produce 






28, Card of Thanks ,: 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. 
8. Cars for Sale 19. 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. 
10. Aircraft 21. 
1, Recreational 22. 
Vehicles 23. 
i 
Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
Pets & Livestock 31, Auction Sales 
Help Wanted 32, Legal Notices 
Careers 33, Travel 
Work Wanted 
I I  ~i l 
1. Real Estate 
136 ACRES, 2'h MILES SOUTH OF TDPLEY. 
Close to Sunset Lake. Would make excellent 
recreation property. 1-696.3605 4p3 
4 BEDROOM HOME IN HOUSTON. on 3,6 acres 
on Viewmont Court. Full unfinished basement. 
To view contact 635.3592 or 845.2728 after 
5 p.m, 4p3 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under apprspdate headings and to set rotes therefore and to 
detennlrm page location. 
The Terrace Standanl reminds advertisers that It is against 
the provincial Haman Rights Act to d~dmlaste ~ the t~ls 
of children m~ital status 8nd eml~oYment when plucn~g "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-amoVJag prsfamrce, 
The Terrace Standard res~es the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any adverUsument and to retaJn any 
answers dlrectnd to the News BOX Reply Sarvlce, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid for the advorUsamant and 
box rental. 
Box replies en "Hold" InofmcUons not picked up within ro 
Uays of expiry of an ndve,'~asrnent will be d~Ynyed unle,~ 
mailing Insb'ucUons am rocofved. Those answed~g 8ox 
Numbers are requested not to seal Or~glnals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of enors In advorUsemante must he received by 
the publisher within 30 days alter the nrst publlcanen. 
It Is agreed by the advereser equesUng space that the 
Ilahilny of the Ten'ace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid. by the advertiser for only me Incorrect lusereon 
for the portion of the advertlsJng space occupied by the Incor- 
rect or omitted Item ou~y, and ezat here shall be no Ilahifllyln 
any event greater than the amount paid for such advorUslng. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE, Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational proporty 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro- 
pane stove, cook stove and propane ligbting.. 
Finished cupboards and interior water system. 
No field or well. Lake has pdvate air strip. 
Asking $16;50.0, for~ qu!ck-sale.:CaQ,Indra "Qra- ,
inger =at R~alty'Worid i~ern  for lurther into, ; 
398-8266 days o~r~'~.7~70 ~v'enlngs. Lease 
is assumable or available tot purchase from 
the B.C. Government. 44tin 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! You're 
reading this aren't you? 638-SAVE, tin 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B,C. V= hour from Salmon Arm -- 45 
min. from Kamloops,'lO rain. from Shuswap 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return In an 
area of growth and terrific climate. Start the 
New Year on a positive note. Phone 
1-879.8904 If n37 
PRIVATE SALE. 1,525 sq. ft. custom design- 
ed rancher in Thornheights. Three bedroom, 
large kitchen, 2th baths, double jacuzzi, 5 
skylights and many more features: Asking 
$129, ~00, Phone 635-2833 lor appointment 
to view. - 4p2 
CABIN FOR SALE, 16' x 20' LOG CABIN. 
Located in Kitsault. Must be relocated. Offers? 
624-6359 or 624-3379 3p2 
LOG HOME FOR SALE, 12.76 acres, 5 
cleared. 27 miles north o1" Terrace. 
Greenhouse, generator, drilled well. Asking 
$47,500. Phone 635.7228. Ask lor Gunther. 
3p2 
RANCH: 240 acres, six bedroom home, 150 
acres fenced, 70 acres in hay. With or without 
3 bedroom rental. Call Houston 845.2417 4p2 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, 4915 GAIn AVE. 
(Bench area) Comfortable and clean 2 plus 
bedroom home, Completely finished base- 
ment. 2 bathroom, natural gas heat, Single 
garage, large lot (fenced back.yard), 1 block 
from Uplands School. 638-8578. Please call 
between 6and 9 p,m. for viewing, 4p3 
FOR SALE 8YOWNER, 3bedroom house, 2 up 
and 1 down: Full basement, corner lot. Metal 
shed in bask. Newly renovated $78,500. 
Phone 635.4694alter 5p.m. 3p3 
LARGE 92' x 140' CORNER LOT on Cotton- 
wood Cresc,, Thornhill. $17,500. 638-1843 
3p3 
3 BEDROOM HOME, renovated, 2V= baths, 
sauna, two fireplaces, large landscaped lot, 
fruit trees, shop. 3687 K'san Ave. $119,000. 
638.0273 3p3 
HANDYMAflS SPECIAL, Four bedrooms. 1Vz 
bathrooms, living room family room, laundry 
and shop. Located on 1/3 acre fenced lot. 
Close to school. Natural gas heat and auxiliary 
wood heat. $58,000. Phone after 5 p.m. 
635.9207 4p3 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE In Granisle, Full base- 
ment, view o! Babine Lake. $20,000. Will 
consider small truck as part payment. 
842-5197 3p4 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON QUIET STREET. Close 
to park and schools. 1,100 sq. It. Full un- 
finished basement, natural gas heat with 
woodstove in living room. Asking $75,000. 
Call 636.0202 4p4 
BUILDING LOT 4400 BLOCK Walsh. $26,900. 
Phone 635-9593 6p4 
CHARACTER HOME IN HORSESHOE. Wood 
floors, 3 bedrooms, family room, basement, 
g~rage,; barn,, organic: gardens, 5 appliances. 
33 ACRE'S,'i/= ~ORTH 'COT 1712 off the Na~s 
R. Asking $19,500. Call (313) 725.6303 
Michigan, USA. 3p4 
COMPLETELY RENOVATED 2 bedrooms house 
on 70' x 230' lot. N/S cable, 1ridge, stove, 
washer, dryer and many extras. 635.5410 
3p4 
6.35 ACRES IN TOPLEY, On Vatleyview Drive. 
Asking $10,000. House in Granisle. Backs on 
greenbelt, 3 bedroom, garage, $25,000. Call 
845.7568 4p4 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE ON HALF ACRE. Year 
round creek, garden', new bathroom with 
whirlpool tub. Numerous features, $46,000. 
Call 696.3380 ~p4 
FOR SALE: 160 ACRES IN ROSSWOOD, B,C. 
Includes beautiful stand of Birch trees, some 
merchantable timber. Picturesque setting. 
Asking $50,000. Phone 638-1161 or Fax 
638-1162 2p4 
FOR SALE: 2.6 ACRES OF PRIME property on 
downtown Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. In. 
cluding 2 rental homes. Asking $250,000. 
Phone 638.1161 or lax 638-1162. 2p4 
RANCHER/BUNGALOW with large yard or 
acreage wanted in Terrace area. $75,000 to 
$100,000. 635.4237 lp4 
2, MObile Homes 
PARKWOOD 12 X 68. 2 bedroom, blinds 
throughout, air condition unit never, used, 
brand new. Fddge, stove, shed 9x9. Call lor 
appointment 638-1937 3p2 
1,254 SQ. FT. DOUBLE WIDE TRAILER in Fort 
St, James with carport on a village lot, Newly 
decorated. Natural gas& wood heat, 
$49,500. Call 996.8313 3p2 
1986 14X 70 MOBILE HOME. Skylights, 
sunken living room, oak throughout, Double 
bath, patio, uUltty shed, N,G, Mint condition. 
638.0388 3p2 
1979 OOUBLEWIDE, Three bedrooms, two 
bathroom~, Irides, stove and dishwasher, 
wood and oil heat. Call today $37,500, Phone 
696-3270 Uplands Mobile Park. 41)3 
14X70 MOBILE HOME. 10x12 porch. Factory 
size snow rooL Located in Stewart, B,C. Can 
be moved. Will consider trade on holiday 
trailer, Phone Craig 636-2603 4p3 
1967 KNIGHT 12'x56' 2 BR, CIW 6'x22' ad- 
dition. Propan heat, c/w w/d, f/s, propane 
cookstove. Located Topley Landing. Excellent 
condition, $8,000 firm, 1989 11V2 Big Foot 
Camper $14,000, 1979 F-250 Camper 
Special Pick.up (New motor, 1 year) $5,000, 
1980 Canaventura 14' runabout with 1985 
Mercury 50 HP outboard, c/w trailer. $4,000. 
1.692-7625 4p3 
12 X 68 TRAILER WITH JOEY SHACK. 2 
bedrooms, laundry, large newly renovated kit. 
chen and bath.Four new appliances. Must be 
seen. 635-4228 3p3 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building 
With 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 
conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John or Marilyn. 
I II 
2. Mobile Homes 
MUST BE MOVED 12 X 68 Safeway with 12 x 
38 addition. 3 large bedrooms, 5 appliances. 
Owner will pay $2,500 towards move. 
635-4563 3p4 
"1 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. It. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tin 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc, $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 tt. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $1 9500. 82 lade 2-door auto • good cond, 
$1500. 14 It. Trl.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
.hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kuboda Ills plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle, Ph. 697-2474 19tin 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT dght down town. Lake Woodworking Ltcl. Our products are all 
Ridge/stove, security entrance. Paved park- 
ing. On site management. 635-7957 15tfn 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Ideal for single person or 
couple. Fridge, stove, no pets. 635-5464 4pl 
FOR LEASE: F:IANCH - 240 acres, six 
bedroom home, 150 acres fenced. 70 acres in 
hay. Call Houston 845.2417 4p2 
NICE TWO AND THREE BEDROOM TRAILERS. 
Between $400 and $50O/month depending on 
size. Only non drinkers. Phone 635-4315 0p2 
3.4 BEDR, HOME, BASEMENT," FIREPLACE, 
carport, large yard. Quiet cul-de-sac on Bench. 
Available May 1. No pets, rots. $8OO/month 
638-1468 3p2 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT CLOSE to town. 
Fridge, stove, drapes, laundry and parking 
facilities. Available June 1. $425/m0. No 
pets. 635-2556 4p3 
ROOMATE REQUIRED for 2 bedroom house in 
Terrace. $250 per month, utilities included. 
Phone Mike 638-1261 3p3 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT AVAILABLE 
June 1. Appliances included, laundry and 
parking facilities. $4851mo No pets. Clost to 
town. 635.2556 3p3 
ONE BEDROOM FOR RENT FOR gentleman with 
kitchen facilities. Phone 635.5893 3p3 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE IN THORNHILL. 
Comes with fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
635-4313 2p4 
FURNISHED APARTMENT lor single or couple 
with references, No pets. Phone 635.6950 
evenings. 3p4 
nooMATE TO SHARE APT. on Davis St. 
$230/month plus utilities. Availabe June 
1/92. Call Mike at 638-1224. lp4 




880 & 1.320 50, FT. 
12'xl 2' overhead oor, washroom an~ 
natural gas heat. Central ocation. 
Phone 635-7459 
i FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 






1,000 sq. ft. of retail 
space in Thornhill 
For more into. call 638-1972 
FOR LEASE- 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq. ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re-decorate to suit te- 
nant. 





CORNER OF KALUM & 1¢011" 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Ffldge, stove, heat and hot water Includ-' 
ed. Carpeting, storage space, References 
required, 
1 Bedroom Apt, $400.OO 
2 Bedroom Apt, $470.00 When 
3 Bedroom Apt, $540.00 Available 
No pets, 





Starting at $350 per month. 
Cleanest suites in townl 
Attractive two bedroom 
suites, close to schools. 
W/W carpets; heat & hot 
water included, professional 
on-site staff. 




Viewpo int  
632-4899 
4. Wanted to Rent 
SINGLE PERSON TRANSFERRING from Pr. 
George to Terrace approx. June 1/92, Seeks 
accommodations in the way of apartment, 
basement suite or 'h duplex if reasonably pdc- 
od. Ph. 563.0136 days. Ask for John or leave 
message, 3p4 
5. For Sale Misc. 
ONE HOTPOINT STOVE $200; One dryer $200; 
One ~amper for small trtJck $500. 635-6366 
lp4 
kiln dried. Birch clear 23/8", $4.15 per sq. ft. 
Birch knotty 23/8", $3.10 per sq. It. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq. 
It. Pine knotty 23/8" $1.50 per sq. ft. 
".695.6616 12tfn 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and 
all demands for size and volume. Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur. 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695-6365 
or 695.6391 If n44 
PRE-FAB GREENHOUSES, garden and utility 
sheds.. Affordably priced and assembled. 
Phone Dirk Bakker at 638-1768 eves. 3p2 
FLEA MARKET STARTS MAY 3. Oct. Every 
Sunday 12- 4. Set up at Farmers Market lot, 
sellers wanted. $3/space. $20/season. 
635.5740 3p2 
PINE BABY ROCKING CRADLE $300; wood- 
' work, jewellery. Thornton Cralts at Farmers 
Market. Sat. 9.1, Flea Market Sun. 12-4 May 
-Oct. 638.0436 3p2 
ANTIQUE DINING ROOM TABLE, 4 'Chairs, 
hutch & buffet $1,500, 66 Austin Healy Spr. 
ing convertible, Asking $3,500. HD16 AlMs 
Chalmers Cat needs some work. Has all the 
necessary parts, blade & winch, Asking 
$6,500. 1977 International heavy duty 
transtar tandem gravel truck, 440 Cummi'n,~i 
G,C. Asking $12,500.635.7640 4p2 
2 VANCOUVER AIRLINE TICKETS. 
Male/female. Depart May 14th p.m. Arrive 
back May 18th p.m. Asking $350 OBO. 
638-0514 2p3 
170 LITRE ELECTRIC HOT WATER TANK, one 
year old, exc. condition, $150 OBO. 
632-5775 [after 5 p.m.) 3p3 
FAX MACHINE -- SANYO SANFAX 520. C/w 
telephone. Like new. New price $1,700, will 
sell for $800. Phone 635-6146 3p3 
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS FOR SALE. China 
cabinet $400; 3 pce. livingroom set $300; 
rocker/recliner $50; rocker & couch $300; 
dresser $50.635-4313 2p4 
16 FT. FLAT DECK TRAILER. Brand new, tear 
drop fenders, ramps, brakes, radios, GVW 
7500, pinstripe, introductory price, Call 
845-7785 (Houston) 4p4 
PAINTBALL BUNS AND ACCESSORIES sales 
and rentals. New and used. Hobby shop 
located in Studio 4 MalL, Smithers. 847-4606 
4p4 
-VHS MOVIES $19.95; 2,500 titles. Studio 4, 
Smithers 847-3454. Beta movies $7.50, 
2,500 titles. Smithers Surplus 847-5138 
4p4 
IMPROVE YOUR SUCCESS AND SAVE $. Hand 
crafted spinners and lake trolls. Write Boyce 
Fishin' Works. P.O. Box 1347, Burns Lake, 
B.C. VOJ lEO 4p4 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timber, siding 
and firewood. We can supply and and all 
demands for size and volumn. Will negotiate 
custom sawing, logging and/or purchase of 
private wood.-BuraG-Lake 1-695.6365 or 
1.695-6391 4tin 
TWO 1&SPEED BIKES in excellent condition. 
21" frame, 635-3418 after 6 p.m, 3p4 
IM'AGINE BUYING A COUPON BOOKLET that 
lets you buy 2 for 1. Tapes, CD's plus 
bonuses. For morelnformation write to 
Pakman Enterprises, RR1, Burns Lake, B.C, 
VOJ lEO 4pl 
EQUIPMENT 
Dual whee l  sel f  steer ing lift 
axle, 1 1 R22-5  low profile 
f irst run recaps (3 -4 ,000  ml) 
new brakes ,  d rums and 
bushings, c /w  air bags.  
Call Rick 635-7649 
SS::: c I 
HEMLOCK & 
CEDAR FENCING 
Buy Direct From 
Mill 






3 cu. ft. drum 
IRLY  B IRD 
638-8700 
Hwy 16 E Terrace 
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 
i i 
i 
MAGNETIC HEALTH THERAPY I 
This art of Healing has entered the "Self I 
Care" field and offers astounding benefits, I
Various products available. I 
Insoles, Bracelets, Necklaces, Wraps, I 
Strips. Big-Magnetic Mattress Overlays, 
Call 632-7547 J 
PHOTOCOPIER KONICA 1500 




1 - Sharp UX-170 
Facsimile 
1 - Canon PC-GRE 
Photocopier 
For appointment p view, 
call 635-7649. 
All sales are on an "as is - where 
is" basis, no warranties or 
guarantees implied or given. 
TERRACE TUBS 
Mays Hot Tub 
Specials 
Rent As Low As 
$99 Per Night" 
Own As Low As 
s2,599 
6-7 Man Hot Tub 
Terrace Tubs 
635-9731 






Specializing 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, SMITHERS 
AND KITIMAT 
Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Steve 638-0838 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur. 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acoi. 
dent but also is a violation of. the Hazardous 





4:30  p,m. - 8 :00  p,m, 
Now Buying 
VERPA & MOREL 
MUSHROOMS 
No Brain Mushrooms Accepted 
~ Fo:)'~More ,r~mat.o~n  
635-6479 
MO-NA FOODS 
7. For Rent Misc. 
FLAT DECK TRAILER to pull behind ATV and I 
Arch with hand winch to pull behind ATV, 
Phone 635-2151 after 5 p.m. lp4 
8. Cars for Sale 
1985 WHITE HONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD,, 
AM/FM r~dio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condi, 
tion. Must sell. $8,800. 635-7867 43tin 
1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL HATCHBACK. 
Automatic, excellent condition. $4,000, 
Phone 635-7378 3p 2 
1982 MERCURY COUGAR in excellent condi. 
tion. Asking $2,500 automatic. Phone 
635-3102 3p2 
1976 PLYMOUTH VALIANT BROUGHAM, 
Driven daily. $900 ODD, 635-5275 3p2 
91 FORD RANGER PICKUP. Extra cab, 
aluminum wheels, stereo, 8,000. miles, 
$14,000. New condition, 697.2474 or 
697-2393 4p2 
1975 LINCOLN MARK IV:Completely restored, 
Must sell. 635.5494 3p2. 
1Q85 oMERCURY,MAROUIS.-.:4 door sedan ~ 
c~ sc~..tdt,,.VG; gdod cond lion nsld~a~ ouL 
W~ell maintpined. 78,O0p.mges. :$16,000 
new. A~kin~]" ~onl~ ;$3~995 ODD. 635:3351 
alter 6 
3p2 
1988 SAMARA ECONOMY CAR. One owner, 
excellent condition, new tires. $3,350 OBO. 
Phone 846-9690 or trade for small tractor 4p2 
1980 Z28. Grey/re stripes, P/B, P/S, 4 new 
tires. Very good condition. $4,500. 638-8578 
after 6 p.m. 4p3 
SHOPPERS 
TERRACE,  B .C .  
1989 PONTIAC 
GRAND AM 
SE, 2 dr. coupe, fully loaded, 
cruise, tilt, A/C, PW/PL/P Seats. 
Great sound system. Custom colors 
wheels. One owner. Excellent con- 
dition. 
DROP IN AND LET US 
'DEMONSTRATE IT FOR YOU 
635-5553 
635-3348 Nights PLeaS0 
BAILIFF SALE 
1989 Ford Aerostar V6, Auto, 
Cruise, Tilt Wheel. 
AM/FM/Cassette, Running Boards, 
75,290 kms. 
1990 Rockwell 40' 5th Wheel 
Trailer, double expando, completely 
furnished Including VCR & Stereo. 
1989 Pontiac Tempest LE Auto, 
A/C, AM/FM/Cassette, 75,000 
kms. 
1991 Mustang 5 spd., Cruise, 5 
Litre, V8, 34,214 kms. 
1988 Ford 450 4 Spd,, Diesel, 
Complete with Thermo King Reefer 
and Box, 
For appointment to view. call 638.7649. 
All sales am on an "as Is - whom Is 
basis", no warranties or guarantees Im- 
plied or given. 
G.n. Batty 
ALL UNITS REDUCED! 
10 % OFF STICKER PRICE 
1991 Blazer, 4 w.d., demo 
1991 S15 p/u, 4x4, canopy 
1988 Olds Calais, 2 dr., loaded, 1 owner 
1986 Pontiac Parislenne, 4 dr., low mileage 
1986 Ford Tempo, 4 dr., air, clean 
1985 Chevy Citation, ,$ dr. 
1983 Chev Blazer, 4x4 
1978 & 79 pick-ups, 4x4 
1980 Citation, good motor & transmission for : 
parts 
• 3 USED CAMPERS IN STOCK • 
REUM MOTORS LTD. 
4521 Lakelse 635"2655 
~ 8. Cars for Sale 
1987 FORD THUNDERBIRD. "Power steering, 
power brakes, air conditioning, new tires. 
Grey. Excellent condition. Must be seen] 
Phone 635-7411 3p3 
1986 FORD ESCORT. Two door hatchbacK 5 
speed. New tires. New paint. No rust; Very 
clean.Low km.$4,900080 635.9294 3p3 
1967 MERCEOES BENZ 250 SE, Looks and 
runs l ike your dreams. $4,800 Houston, 
845'2529 4p3 
MAZDA: RX7 GX 1989 (blue), Loaded, 
sunroof, security system and much more. 
24,000 km, Excellent condition. $13,900. 
Phone 638.8894 3p3 
1986 DODGE ARIES. 4 door with PS/PB, very 
Ow mileage good brakes and muffler. Years 
of reliable driving. 635.9359 3p3 
1980 DODGE OMNI. 4.speed, 4 cyl, standard, 
good condition, $1,200. Phone 635.3048 3p4 
1990 VOLKSWAGON JETTA, Turbo drive. 
' 55,000 kin, Dealer maintained. 1'1/2 years 
warranty le f t .  Excellent condition. 
= :' : 1'847!2743 = .~ 4p4 
i977 GRAND MARQUIS. Excellent cond. No 
rust, auto, air, etc. 4.door. $3,500 0B0. Ph. 
638.1109 i : 3p4 
/9;Trucks for Sale 
.1986 FORD RANGER 4X4. Extended cab. 
canopy. 5 speed, V6, cassette. Low miles In 
excellent condition. Asking $8,000 OB0. 
:638-8737 after 5. 3p2 
1990 DODGE 4WD 150. Only 13,000 km. 
Like new. Will consider full size van as partial• 
trade. Asking $16,000. Firm. 635.5959 3p3 
1989 CHEV SILVERADO Z71 4X4 Pickup. Has 
dual fuel, propane gas, new Yokohama tires, 
White with black moulding. $16,000 OB0. 
t 635.5426 • 3p3 
 PERS 
I A , . . .  R T 
I 1988GMCS15 
I EXTENDED CAB I 
I 2 WD, P.U., V6, 5 sp., canopy. Ex- . 
I cellent condition. Low kin. 
: I = DROP IN AND LET US 
I .DEMONSTRATE IT FOR YOU 
'163_5,5553 
: 1 ' 1990 CHEV STEP SIDE 4X4. Short box, load- 
ed, 8,600 kin. Extended warranty, diamond 
Coat, Chrome running boards by Neid Enter- 
prise. $21,500 No GST. Chrome tool boxes 
and cover not inc. Will sell separately $2,500. 
635 .9080 4p3 
" :]976 FORO ECONOLINE E250 Custom 8 
passenger window van. 24,000 miles on 
: motor and transmission. $3,500. Ph. 
635:2777 evenings.. 3p3 
1988 FREIGHLINER CABOVER 444 Cummins. 
456 rearends. RTO 15 speed transmission. 
Just inspected. $37,000. Call 635-5793 3p3 
1979 JEEP 4X4 % TON PICK UP. 20,000 km 
on reMilt 360 V8, Also has new tires and ex- 
haust. $2,500 0B0. 638-1621 evenings. 3p4 
1984 CHEV PICKUP HALF TON 2WD, New 
lures, •rebuilt motor and transmission, good 
• ;conditiod: $6,500. Phone 635-3334 days or 
i638.8255 eves. 3p4 
1983 GMC S15 V6, 4X4, 5 spd, sunroof, 
tapedeck, canopy. $4,500. 1.697-2720 4p4 
1990 SS454 CHEV PICKUP. 6,800 km. Sum- 
mer drlvern, extended warranty (4 yrs. left) 
i $19,800 da~/s 635.3334, evenings 
1638.8255 3p4 
1990 CHEVY S10. 2.5 Lt. 5 speed. 6,200 
kin. Like new. Asking $8,400. 635-3104 3p4 
HOT ROD 1929 CHEVROLET PICKUp. All steel 
body, straight frame, good rungs. Great project 
ivehlcle. No engine or transmission, stored in 
Smithers. $2,000. 1.564.0265 Prince 
:Georgk 4p4 
1991 GMC $15 4X4. Balance of warranty, 
sun roof, alum. running boards, tilt steering, 6
cyl. automatic. $14,000 OBO. 635.6893 3p4 
1!9e7  FORD F150 
I SUPER CAB XL 
I 2 WD, low kin, two tone, 6 .c71.~ 
I automa6c.;Super clean, excellent 
I condition. 






21 FT. TRAVELAIRE, 5th wheel in excellent 
condition. Complete with awning and towing 
package. 635.2087. 3p2 
1989 35 FT. FIFTH WHEEL Road Ranger, top 
of the line. Fully equipped, washer/dryer, 
microwave, airconditloning, in excellent con- 
dition. Asking $30,000. Phone 635.7364 p2 
1984 VW WESHPHALIA CAMPER. Clean unit, 
air cond. $11,250. Vanderhoof 567.4446 4p3 
1982 FRONTIER MOTORHOME, Chevy 
chassis, 350 engine, cruise control, intermit. 
tent wipers, tilt, roof air, AMIFM cassette, 
new BF Goodrich radial tires, highback captaln;'~. 
chairs, full size awning, forced air furnace, full 
rear bathroom, eye level oven, 2 swivel 
chairs, snack table, 4.burner stove, double 
sink. Serious enquiries only. $23,000 firm. 
Phone Doug 632-2303after 6:30 p,m. 4p3 
8V=' SECURITy CAMPER. Hyd. jacks, Iridge, 
stove, furnace, excellent condition. $2,000 
060. 1-692.7463 after 5 p.m. @3 
1990 21 FT. 5TH WHEEL RUSTLER TRAILER. 
Spotlessly clean and in excellent condition. 
$16,000 firm. Phone 638.8172 after 6 p.m. 
3p3 
1974 TRIPLE E GMC 350 Automatic. 46,000 
miles, awning. Would consider:trade for 
Sobaru station wagon. View at Terrace Totem 
Ford. 849-8495 3p4 
10' CAMPER WITH FRIDGE, STOVE and 
bathroom. Aski,ng $20,000 OBO: 635.9192 
3p4 
1984 WILDERNESS 19' TANDEM AXLE 
trailer. Self contained, sleeps 6, super clean, 
stored undercover. Used 20 nights, awning, 
storm windows, electric furnace. $9,000. 
697-6256, 699.6466 4p4 
12. Motorcycles 
HARLEY DAVIDSON 1984 FXRT. Very good 
condition. Approximately 30,000 kin. $8,900 
Serious inquiries only. 1-692-7676 or 
1.692.7968 4pl 
1984 VIRAGO 1100 cc. Three helmets, ra-: 
ingear, cover, heated vest, (hooks to battery), 
gloves, 1990 new motor, brakes, battery 
seat, pipes, recent paint, Dan at 845.3134: 
$2,800 or best offer. 4p2 
14. Boats & Marine 
20 HP MERCURY OUTBOARD. Excellent condi- 
tion. Also 7.5 HP Mercury outboard. Call 
635.3592 or 635.9156 after 5 p.m. 52tin 
SKI BOAT CONQUEROR. CIW 1986 140 HP 
Johnson. 011 Inject, power trim with trailer 
$6,800. 19h Crestliner, 75 HP Johnson with 
trailer $4,500. Burns Lake 1.692-7380 4pl 
19% CALGLAS DEEP V, completely rebuilt 
from fore to aft. Exterior efin., new interior, 
new 1992 140 Merc and leg - "0" hours, 
9.9 Johnson kicker E.C., Roadrunner t ailer. 
new tires & spare, excellent lakeor salt chuck 
boat, many extras. $15,000. Ph. 635.3662 
after 6 p.m. 4pl 
30' SAILBOAT -Fast  fibre glass cruiser. 
Racer/cruiser, excellent condition, fully rigged 
for speed & comfort. New upholstery and 
engine overhaul. Lots of custom gear and 
custom interior. Ready to race or cruise. Must 
sell below appraised value. Phone 
1 .627 .4818 
3p2 
15'5" ZODIAC MARK III FGT. Phone 635.7411 
3p3 
E~PTY BOAT TRAILER!G0iNG TO lower 
m~inland 17th, 18th of May, Will carry up to } 
30 ft. boat, 681.8825 . . . .  ' 2p3 
18 FT. FIBERFORM BOAT. 140 HP in- 
board/outboard Mercury leg. Full soft top catty 
cabin and toilet, 7.5 hp kicker, depth sounder, 
VHF radio, and trailer: Serious enquiries only. 
$9,200 firm. Phone Doug 632.2303 alter 
6:30 p.m. 4p3 
HEAVY DUTY E-Z LOA'DER BOAT Trailer. 
635-6907 lp4 
Affordable Rzhlng Charters 
• Salmon • Halibut ,,COd •Crabs 
• Sports Diving 
• Commercial Fishing Charters 
Bob Warren 
604.624.8641 
P,O, Box 728, Pdncs Rupert V8J 3Sl 
15. Machinery 
TDS15B WINCH, ARCH, RIPPER TOOTH, tilt 
blade, first class condition $17,000; 9UD6 
Cat, good condition $10,500; 350 JD loader, 
new under carriage and engine $12,500. Call 
697.2474 or 697 2393 tin2 
10 FT. BRILLION SEEOPACKER. $600; Bale 
elevators (2) $200 & $50; 6 section diamond 
spike harrow draw bar $300; 2 cream 
separators $100 ea.; Oliver model D.crawler, 
blade, winch, air brakes. $3,500; round baler 
Massey 560 $1,500.1-692-7072 4p2 
1988 PETERBILT. 1988 BRODEX TRIAXEL log 
trailer. H plate. 1981 Fruehaut super B train 
5th wheel. Many pads, tires and supplies. 
Comes with job to haul 17,000 m= logs. 
$70,000 firm. Serious inquiries only please. 
1-694.3546 Burns Lake. @3 
HARWOOD BAGSHAW 7 wheel root rake. 
$6,5Q0; 12 ft. Rome breaking disc. Excellent 
condition. $9,0001-698.7348 eve. 4p4 
16, Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMBS from Cummins Ranch Meat 
MarkeL Lamb available year-round. Also goat 
meat. Cummins Ranch, Highway 16 West. 
South Hazelton. 842-5316- 6p51 
GOOD CHEAP HAY, ROUND BALES $20 to $30 
per ton. Haul now pay later, call for more infor- 
mation Mike Bond at 567.9856 Vanderhoof. 
4pl 
RED & YELLOW POTATOES for sale. $15 for 
1 O0 Ibs. or 20¢ a lb. 635.5289 @2 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638.SAVE. tfn 
GARAGE SALE 4813 DAVIS. MAY 16, 23, 
30.9:00 a.m.. 5 p.m. 3p4 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classilied. Phone 638-SAVE belore 12 
FOUND: 35 MM CAMERA ON SKOGLUND 
Avenue. In camera case. Phone 635-2455 
and Identity, 2p3 
LOST: BLACK LEATHER WALLET with I.D. 
Robert Holmberg, 635-7019, Reward offered. 
2p4 
FOUND: 3 INCH FRICTION BEARING. Magill 
il.40. Contact 635.9333 during working 
hours. @4 
1972 CESSNA 182 P. 1357 TT Continental 
230 HP. TBO 1,500 hr. SMOH 150 hr., full FOUND IN CHRISTY PARK. One watch on May 
7 Phone 635 2383 audio panel, Intercom/4 David Clark headsets, ~ .... _ ,.,,,,-,~o~ ,.. _ ~ ,  2p4 
,C of A April 93. $58,000 firm. Salmon Arm. RING FOUND IN THE CEOARvALE AR~', 
1,604.832.1029 : 4p3 Phone 638.1324, Ask Ior KIm,. 2p4 
• : , 
847-4400 - Smi thers  
• * Flight Training 
• Sightseeing 
• Air Craft Rentals 
M & M ACCOUNTING 
For Small Businesses and Self-Employed 
• Confidential Service • Accounting 
• Bookkeeping • Payroll 
• Accounts  Payable/ - Typing 
Receivable • Financial Statements 
• Banking 
Your office or Mine/Pick-up and Delivery 
Call Mary at 635-7474 
Jane's Pet Gallery 
o Dog and Cat Grooming 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
Pet Portraits 
Original Pastel Portraits 









- Walk through windshield 
- 460  Ford inboard engine, 3 stage Kodiak Jet  
• Painted hull, upholstered interior 
• Full canvas top, small engirje bracket 
- Tandem trailer 
Bu i l t  in Prince George, B.C. 
Asking $32,000 OBO 
For appointment to view, Phone 635-4843 or 635-9396. 
i 
Recycle newspapers, corrugated cardboard, 
: magazines, non-commercial glass, and. tin s. 
Glass and tins rfi'ust beclean - -  (prefer withqut 
labels). 
BEHIND THE BINGO PALACE 
• MONDAY- SATURDAY ........................ ,10 AM- 4PM 
24 HOUR DROP OFF AVAILABLE IN THE BINS OUTSIDE 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 13, 1992 - Page C5 
20. Pets & Livestock 
CHICKASAW 4 HORSE STOCK TRAILER. 
$3,000, Will consider 2 horse trailer for par- 
tial trade. 1.692-7671 Burns Lake eve. 4p2 
STANDING AT STUD. Nega Jet Bar registered 
quarter horse. 16.1 HH. Pure black, More in. 
formation call Jam/Cummings Z847.3311 or 
write Box 4548 Smithers, 8.C. V0J 2NO 4p2 
COMPLETE REDUCTION. Gentle, safe bay. 
appaloosa mare. Well started. Also profes. 
signal jumper and several others, Plus two top 
quality youngsters. Hillcrest Farm: 
26. Personals 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? If so, you are not 
along. Phone 1.847.4354 for reoorded 
message, lfn40 
LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE...Fly air combatll 
Be a fighter pilot/or a dayll Call Elan Travel 
635.6101 tfn51 
D/W/M/. 42 N/S, SID. Due to being a shilt 
worker it makes it difficult o meet women. 
through normal activities. I!you're employed 
1.692-3403 4p3 and like you~;sett and wish to expl=e a rela. 
REG, O/H MARE. 9 yrs. old. Trained western tionship then consider this ad: P,S. a snapshot 
wou d be appreciated1 Send replies to File 89 
gentle, needs work. $1,500. Also hor 2 yr. old clo The Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave, 
lilly. Very Idendly, gentle, registered. $2,000 Terrace, BiG • 4p2 
847.9554 4p3 
100 MILE SELECT SALE. Featuring 75:100 MONIQUE- DON'T LAMENT, if you would tike 
quarterhorses, paints, other eg. breeds, grade 
saddle horses, "Our intention is to keep this 
annual sale a safe and honest place to buy 
quality horses" Sat. June 6.12 noo n. Bddge 
Creek Arena. 100 Mile House. Phone 
1-395.2485 or 1-397.2537 4p4 
HORSE CAMP GIRLS. 8-18. English/Western. 
Certified coaching weekly. July and August. 
Write/can Saddle~Tramp Ranch, Southbank 
B,C. V0J 2P0.1-694-3521 4p4 
BARREL RACING PROSPECT. Excellent quality 
gelding, if: you have the training - we have 
the horse! Call 1.692-3722 anytime. 4p4 
BEAUTIFUL OUARTERHORSE GELDING. Broke 
and gentle for lady or youth. Halter and perfor. 
mance. Box 562, Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO, 
4p4 
SOME OF THE BEST POMERANIAN puppies in 
Canadal Come see! Ph. 1.692.3722 - Let it 
ring! Box 562, Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO. 




FOOD CONCESSION: Skeena Valley Fairs 
Assn. is advertising lot tenders to operate the 
lood concession (Thornhill Community Hall) 
for the 1992 Fall Fair. It will operate two days, 
labour day weekend, Sept. 5 & 6, 1992. 
Please apply to Skeena Valley Fairs Assn,, 
Box 495, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5.For further 
intormation phone 635.7582 or 635.7402, 
Deadline is June 5, 1992. 4cl 
TANNING & TONING SALON FOR SALE. 
Owners wish to retire. Serious enquiries only 
please. 635-5109 alter 6 p.m. 3c2 
DICKIE DEE ICE CREAM has a proven ice 
cream bike vending business available. Train. 
inn & support provided. Fastest growing Ice 
cream company in Canada. Kirk 765.2699 
BUSINESS FOR SALE. Established 25 year 
business. Mobile home towing, house moving, 
and raising equipment. Phone after 6 p.m. 
635-6755 ' 3p4 
WELL ESTABLISHED BUSINESS Opportunity. 
Wolfe tanning bed with or without client 
cards. 635-2474 3p4 
WANT TO START A BUSINESS? We have a 
complete set-up, Griddle, deepfryers, fan, 
hood, chemical system. Worth $2,656. Sell 
$1,950. Will sell hood, fan, chemical ex. 
tinguisher for $1,100. Burrls Lake. 
1.692-3474 4p4 
PRICED RIGHT 
Newly decorated beauty 
salon for sale.4OWner ~ retlr. 
Exce ' 




a fireplace like Nigels~ installed in your home, 
give Mike a call at Tweedsmuir Plumbing and 
Heating Ltd. 1-695-6373 4p3 
27. Announcements 
THERE ONCE WAS A GUY NAMED KING 
Who's birthday is close on the wing, 
He wants "red and racey" 
Or maybe "black and lacey"! 
But at 40 - who can do anything. 1 p4 
FERN AND ALAN 
PERRY 
Are Pleased To Announce 
The Birth Of Their Daughter 
Born In Edmonton 
KASANDRA LEE 
DATE: Nov. 24188 
TIME: 6:61 p.m. 
WEIGHT: 6 Ibs. 3 oz. 
FERN AND ALAN 
PERRY 
Are Pleased To Announce 
The Birth Of Their Son 
Born In Terrace 
MICHAEL ALAN 
DATE: May 7191 
TIME: 8:46 s.m. 
WEIGHT: 0 Ibz.13 oz. 
Brother To Kasandra 
JEAN AND DIANE 
MAILHOT 
Are  Pleased To Announce 
The Birth Of  Their Daughter 
Born In Smithers 
JESSICA JEANNE 
DATE: Aug. 24191 
TIME: 9:51 a.m. 
WEIGHT: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sister To Kdsten 
JOANNE ~ND':,JAMES 
Are Pleased TO AnnounCe 
The Birth Of Their Daughter 
Born In Hazelton 
OLIVIA ANNE 
OATE: Apd116192 






.Ewo.^ PE~ 2 5 5 ASSOCIATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Nakusp Centennial Home- 
comlng August 1- 3. SIo-pltch 
Tournament, Dances, Water 
Sports, Golf Run, Much Morel 
Plan to come home for fun 
and visiting. Pass the word. 
AUTOMOTNE 
Engines rebuilt for cars & 
trucks. 6 Cyl. from $995, 8 
• Cyl. from $1095. 5 Year or 
1OO 0OO Km limited warranty. 
Bond Mechan cal $72-O641 
8-7 p;m, 7 days. Toll-free 
Mon-Fd 1..800-663-2521. 
1985 Ambulance Maxlvan, 
dual alr, $1,000 miles. Com- 
pletelyequlpped, scissor bed, 
oxygen beacons, siren, 
clean, ready to go. Only 
$15,900, Truck Stop Auto 
Sales 1-597-2022. 
CANADA ENGINES LTD. 
Quality Rebuilt Engines: cars, 
light trucks. 6 Cylinder from 
$995., 8 Cylinder from 
$1005., 5 year, 100,000 Km 
ltd. warranty. 7 Days, 
(604)580-1050, 1-800-665- 
3570. 
Samurai, Tracker Bikini Tops. 
Sale $39.95. Replacement 
tops for Samurals $189, Bi- 
kini tops for Jeeps $54.50. 
Gemini Sales, 4736 E. Hast- 
Inns Street, Burnaby, B.C. 
Phone: 294-4214. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWSI Inte- 
rior and exterior wood, metal 
and French doors, wood win- 
dows, skylights, MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW in Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Be your own bossl Earn $25 
- ~0 per hour working pert or 
full-time as a totally tropical 
silk plant consultant. Phone 
~598-O105 collect. 
PROFIT FROM THE RECES- 
SION? Every fawyears atruly 
different opportunity comes 
along from ANYTHING you 
have ever seen. Minimum 
Investment $499. CALL TO- 
DAYI 1(519)__....__944-6000, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS for2s 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon $ 1 9 5  w°~" 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222, $3.70eachaddltlonolword 
| IIIll II 
FOR SALE MlSC, HELP WANTED PERSONAL 
COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
Do you have a flair for colour 
anddes!gn? Decorating Den, 
Canada s fastest growing In- 
terior Decorating Franchise 
Is expending In B.C. Training 
provided. Lower Mainland 
525-8722, Provincial 1-800- 
565.6722. 
Travel Business From Homel 
Hawaii, eto, Materials, Train- 
Ing, List ngs provided, Minor 
Investment produces excel- 
lent Income potential, travel 
benefits. Wdte: E,V.A., $57 
Stuart, Kelowna, B.C. VtZ 
108. 
Make $$$ Dflveway sealing 
units for spraying asphalt, In- 
terlocking brick, acrylic seal- 
ers, foundation coallngs. Line 
painters, blowers, heated 
tank~. Commerciallawnspray 
equipment, Information call 
1(416)372-3902. 
EARN $100's WEEKLY DO- 
ING PLEASANT Honest 
Work. Start Immediately. 
Free Supplies. Rush Self 
Addressed, Stamped Enve- 
lope: GREEN, Box 42069, 
2200 Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C. 
VSR 61"4. • .... 
BUSINESS PERSONALa 
ADD A LITTLE SPICEI B,C. 
College Roommates - Cindy, 
Wendy and Lisa - have excit- 
Ing Personal Photos of them- 
selves for sale. For discreet 
Info write to: Spice, Box 670- 
GB, Kalowna, B.C, VIY 7P4. 
Adults only please, 
EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condomlnlum 
building. Many jobs available. 
Government licensed home 
studysertiflcatlon course. Call 
for &tails: (604)601-5456 or 
1.800.665.6339. 
Backhoes 2 & 4 W.D., 950, 
960, loaders, 18' x 36" Jaw 
crusher, dump trucks and 
pups, 455 case loader, water 
truck, excavators and more 
equipment not listed. Call VIc 
493-6791. 
Golf Cars 1988 E-Z-Go Gas, 
2 Cycle, oll Injection, air cooled 
engine with roof. Excellent 
condition $2,200 and up. 
Falrmont 1-345-6465, 1-345- 
6423. 
HANDLE STRESS. GAIN 
CONTROL OVER THE RE- 
ACTIVE MINDI It starts with 
this book Dlanetlcs: The Mod- 
em Science of Mental Health 
by L. non Hubbard. $7,50. 
To order call 1(604)681-O316. 
Vise/MC eccaptad. Hubbard 
Dlanetlcs Foundation, 401 
West Hastings Street, Van- 
couver V6B 1L5. 
ATTENTION SMOKERS. 
Beatthetaxhlke. Grow beau- 
tiful or outdoor Tobacco 
plants. Easy and Fast. Start 
now for summer, Valuable 
info and starter packet. $2.00 
TekTrede Box 8625 Victoria, 
B,C. V6W 3S2. 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP, B.C. Greenhouse 
Bulldera Ltd. 7425 Hedley 
Ave., Burnaby, B.C. VSE2R1. 
FREE BROCHURE. Al- 
uminum/Glass or Alumlnuml 
Aoryllta SDP, Double-walled 
GREENHOUSES Solariums 
and complete line of Green- 
house Accessories. Tel- 
ephone (604)433-4220, fax 
433-1285. 
HELP WANTED 
EDITOR required for weekly 
newspaper. Experience pre- 
ferred. Will consider reports 
with two years experience, 
Strong writing, editing, pho- 
tography and layout skills 
needed, Job demands solid 
performance In a two.news. 
paper town, Faxworkmstory 
and byllned copy to Publisher, 
The Golden Star, Golden, 
B.C. 1(604)344-7044. 
Pre-employment Auto Me- 
chanics 10 month full-time 
program starts SepV92. Small 
¢ asses, two Instructors fl• 
rmnolal help available. Call 
MalesPina College, • Poweli 
River Campus 1485'2678, 
HERE'S THE CURE FOR 
THE'No Money Blues". In- 
dependence,Job flexibility and 
unlimited potential can be 
yours. So..sheke oil those 
blues. Call ustoday at 1-800- 
661-3305. Ma Chede Home 
Fashion Shows, Oakvllle, On- 
tsdo (Eat, 1975). 
6/Sheet club requires Exped- 
enced Icemakerwith success- 
ful track record. Resume and 
selaryexpoctatlon to: Salmon 
Arm Curling Club, Box 555, 
Salmon Arm, B,C. V1E 4N7 
by May 31/92. 
CAREER OPPOR:rUNITY: 
Service Representative re- 
quired. Comox Valley based 
fuel distributor. Basic knowl- 
edge of plumbing/electrical, 
oil-burner service an asset. 
Reply drawer 289 c/o Box 
3039, Courtenay, B.C.V9N 
5N3. 
MOBILE HOMES 
ATTENTION PARK OWN- 
ERS and mobile home buy• 
era. We have a good selec- 
tion of used and new mobile 
homes In stock, Buy factory 
direct. Noble Homes 
1(403)447-2333. . .  
Oneyear lease. Single wide 
pad for rent $475/mo. Port 
Moody, 40 rain. from down- 
town Vancouver. 1(604)469- 
2690. NOTICE 
Notice to Shareholders of 
Genalle T.V. Co.op Society, 
Notice Is hereby given that 
the Genelle T.V. Co-op Sod• 
ety has becn sold. Anyone 
ownlng shares in the society, 
that has moved away from 
Genelle, laaaked to send their 
name and address to the 
Genelle T.V. Co-op Society, 
Box 165, Genelle, B.C. VOG 
1GO. Please reply by June 
15,1992. THE EXECUTIVE. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and Injury dalme. 
Joel A. Wener trial lawyer for 
22 years, Call collect: (604)736- 
5500, Confingenoy fees avail- 
able, Injured in B.C, only; i 
STOPIIiSINGLE? SEARCH- 
ING for semeonespedal? TW 
our Mall Order Dating Serv- 
Icel Reasonable fees, confi- 
dential. For FREE details, 
write: P.O. Box 2222, 
Kelowna, B.C, V1X 4K6. 
REALESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaidtaxes, Crown Land 
availability. For Information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept, CN, Box 6380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, K2C 3J1 
FORECLOSED & repos- 
sessed properties. Going 
once, going twloe...For Infor- 
mal]on wdta: A-RED Comm., 
#3-20306 Dewdney Trunk 
Rd., Maple Ridge, B.C. V2X 
3E2. 
NATIONAL HOME OWNER 
MARKETING franchises 
available In B.C. Complete 
set-up and training. Real 
Estate license not required, 
minimum Investment 2OK. 
Phone 1(604)837-4960, 
SPORTING GOODS 
O'NEILL SPORTS Hockey, 
Lacrosse, Baseball Softball, 
Soccer, Curling & In-Iln e 
Skatea(Rollarblade). We sNp 
anywherel Equipment repair, 
Team & Uniform Sales &com- 
plete retail. Excellent pdces 
& delivery, 1(604)876-2600, 
934 Klngeway, Vancouver, 




pear In all BCYCNA 
member newspapers 
and reach over 3 mil- 
lion readers every 
week. 
The cost per Insertion 
la $195.00 for the fret 
25 words and $3,70 
for each additional 
word, 
I 
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CTION AD --------[ CALL 
638-SAV i BUY /, 'SELL  RENT/,"TRADE 
tE~L P WA::; T[D 21, Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur- 
niture chain in North Amedca: United Buy and 
Sell Furniture. From High School graduation to
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor In 4 yrs., to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings for 2 individuals who are deter- 
mined to become leaders in Ihis exciting In. 
dustry. No experience necessaff, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard. No smokers. Phone 635.4111 9tfn 
HOUSTON PRESCHOOL REQUIRES A super- 
visor starting September. Six classes per 
week. ECE preferred, Send resumes to: Box 
791, Houston, B.C. by May 31,1992. @2 
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTOR wanted for Terrace. 
Part-time.Call collect 876.6268 or leave 
message. 3p4 
RELIABLE BABYSITrER with relorences In 
non.smoking household for 8 me. old beginn- 
ing September, for approx. 25 hrs. per week. 
Must have flexible schedule and live in Ben- 
ch/Horseshoe area. Call 635-2629 2p3 
WANTED ELECTRICIAN. Some sawmill ex- 
perience required. Must be certified and have 
experience with PLC's, shift work required, 
competitive rates, company benefits, send 
lesume to Box 5, Fort St. James BC VOJ 1PC 
4p3 
320 ACRE RANCH needs emi or retired older 
(over 40) couple to maintain ranch by Burns 
Lake, B.C. Must experience in carpentry, elec- 
trical, cooking and general repair. 
(206) 884.2619 4p3 
FULL TIME OR PART TIME DENTAL assistant 
needed in Burns Lake. Please call 
1-692-4362 @3 
TELEMARKETERS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. 
Commission only, Apply to Charleen or Marloe 
at the Terrace Standard. 638-7283 3tin 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS required. Ex- 
perienced operators only need apply. All in- 
terested applicants please reply to File 101 
c/o the Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, 6.C. VSG 1S8 3p4 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON TO CARE for 
kindergarten child. 11:15.4 weekdays: Thor- 
nhill area preferred. 638-1575 lp4 
LPN OPPORTUNITY. Permanent part.time posi- 
tions at Burns Lake District Hospital. Salary 
and benefits according to the H.E.U. contract. 
Phone collect or write to Barb Pederson, Box 
479 Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO. 1-692.3181 
@4 
FULL OR PART TIME. High earning opportunity 
for college tuition; Plus cash bonus award pro- 
gram. Apply at 4719 Lakelse Avenue, Ter- 
race or phone 635-3066 lc4 
STO_.._.PP 
Wasting time at a dead end job with no 
training, no advancement opportunities 
and no Incentives. 
LOOK 
For a career where advancement and 
financial compensation is not limited, but 
is truly based on your own elforts. 
LISTEN... 
We are a large multinational company, the 
Leader in our field, We offer excellent 
training, benefits and Unlimited opportuni. 
ty for advancement. 
QUALITY PEOPLE QUALIFY 
If you are bondable, dependable, and am. 
bitious and available for limited travel, 
then this may be the Career Opportunity 
you've been looking fed 
Please mpiy to file no. 86 do the: 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazeh Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V88 lS8 
23. Work Wanted 
• ROTOTlU . ING 
Quality Work, Reasonable Rates 
635-9369 
i i 
Keep Your Full Time Job and | 
Earn 2 - $3,000 A Month ! P.T, Call 1-979-0089 Toll Free. 2 Minute Record- 
ed Message. 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication ofany advertise- 
ment in connectlou with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires a job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
framing, siding, finishing Inside or out. No job 
too smati. Mike Gray. 638-0822 32tin 
EXPERIENCED APPLICATOR WILL supply and 
install vlnly siding or asphalt shingles to your 
home. Excellent rates. Call Tom at 635.6230 
3c2 
ATTENTION SONGWRITERS! We will arrange 
your songs with complete instrumentation and 
vocals. $75 per song. 632.7114 or 639.9217 
3p2 
CLEANING SERVICES, PAINTING ETC. Please 
call Lana 635-3112 or Lavina 635.4655, 
references available. 3p3 
LOOKING FOR FULL TIME WORK. I have ex- 
cellent secretarial skills as well as bookkeep- 
inn, typing and cledcal skills. I have several 
years experience. Please call Sharon at 
635-2678 2p3 
RELIABLE MATURE WOMAN would like to do 
your house cleaning. Reason;ible rates. Phone 
or leave a message. 635-5230 2p4 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE WILL TUTOR all sub- 
jects, specialize in Geography, History, 
English and Essay writing. $10/hr. Phone 
635,3048 3p4 
CARPENTER WITH TRADE QUALIFICATIONS. 
15 years experience will do carpenter work. 
Also condo and apartment maintenance. Call 
638-0136 3p4 
t 
21. Help Wanted 
III I I 
Advertising Salesperson. 
Required Immediately for local firm, Must be 
energetic, a team player, and able to get along well 
wlth the public, Rellable transportation Important, 
Sales experience Is a definite asset, but, we will train 
the right person, 
We can offer- 
-Good startlng Income 
-Personal growth potential 
-Good work surroundings . 
-Tralnlng program 
-Co, benefit package 
Send resume to Advertising Sales Manager, c/o The Tribune, 
188', N. lstAvenue, Williams Lake, B.C. V2G 1Y8 
HELP WANTED 
PHOTO & STEREO SALESPERSON 
We have a full time position for a photo and stereo 
salesperson in our Terrace store. The person we are looking 
for should have a good sales background and at least a basic 
knowledge of cameras and stereo equipment. This person 
should enjoy meeting people and get along well with his 
fellow employees. 
PHOTO TECHNICIAN 
We require a person that is interested in photofinishing and 
is looking for a career opportunity. This person should have 
some work experience in a one hour photo plant but we will 
train if necessary. 
Employment applications are available at our main 
store in the Skeena Mall. 
GITANYOW INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
The Society governing the Gitanyow Independent School will accept 
applications for 
. . . . . . . . . . .  • Teach ing  Pos i t ions  
in Gitanyow. Thd community is located between Terrace and 
Smithers in Northwestern British Columbia. Gitanyow is a Gitksan 
speaking aboriginal community that believes in quality education. 
The core curriculum followed is approved by the Ministry of Educa- 
tion in the Government of British Columbia: The additional programs 
include culturally appropriate programs in history, art, theatre and 
language. 
Applicants must have B.C. certification. Letters of application with 
resume should be forwarded to: .... 
ADMINISTRATOR 
• P.O. BOX 369 
iTWANGA, B.C. : i :  • . . . .  i 
. . . . . . .  VOJ 2AO ' 
For specific •information on positions phone 
849-5384.  
Jacqueline Smith at 
nave an excellent opportun|- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you know 
is Interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
Carriers . , BACKUP CARRIERS 
Needed For: ARE NEEDED 
Keefer, Cramer, FOR ALL OF 




Person required for 
Full-time, Permanent 
MAINTENANCE POSITION 
for Veritas School and Sacred Heart Parish. Applicant must 
be fully certified in at least one building trade and 
knowledgeable In others. Must be able to work independently 
and/or with supervision. Competitive salary and benefit 
package available. Please reply with resume and handwritten 
covering letter to ,School Principal, 4836 Straume Avenue, 
Terrace. Closing date for application s is May 25, 1 992.  
JOBONORTENITY 
HOSKIN'S FORD SALES 
REQUIRES A: 
Excellent benefits, excellent wages, 
four days/40 hour work week. 
Please submit resume to: 
Hosldn's Ford Sales 
Box 400 
Smlthcrs, B.C, 
VOJ 2N0 . 
Attention: Larry Reh~boldt 
MOTEL 
MANAGEMENT 
If you are a hard working, results oriented couple we 
have employment opportunities for you. We are a 
Western based motel chain with properties throughout 
B.C. & we are looking for the right couple to run our 
motels. Successful candidates should have previous 
motel or apartment management background. In- 
- ,terested couples should.~send their resumes to: 
~ . . . . .  ~ ;  ~' ,~ T I I . . . . . . . . .  
General Manager : ' 
clo File 35 
Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
• HEALTH CARE SOCIETY  
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
NURSING MANAGER 
Terraceview Lodge is a 76 bed multi-level Long Term Care 
facility. Recent reorganization has led to the creation of a Nur- 
sing Manager position.. The encumbent will be responsible for 
overall management of the nursing department and be com- 
mitted to ensuring a high standard of resident care. Duties in- 
clude responsibility for the depa .rtment budget, hiring, evalua- 
tion and discipline. 
Qua l i f i ca t ions  inc lude  cur rent  reg is t ra t ion  w i th  
RNABC/RPNABC, BSN or nursing unit administration, ex- 
perience in a geriatric setting, supervisory experience and 
excellent communication skills. Applications will be accepted 
until May 29, 1992. 
Apply in writing to: 
Dods Mitchell, Director of Resident Care 
Terracevlew Lodge, 4103 Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. VGG 5G9 
Telephone 638.0223 
JOB OPPORTUNITY 
DIRECTOR OF RESIDENT CARE 
A senior management position, responsible to the 
Administrator for all day to day activities and resident care 
programs within the facility. 
Candidates must be graduates of an approved School of 
Nursing currently registered with RNABC, Baccalaureate 
Degree preferred, with post-secondary education in Health 
Administration orLong Term Care Management. Significant 
continuing care clinic and managerial experience r quired. 
This is a new free-standing 30bed multi-level care facility 
slated to open August 1,1992 and will be an integral part of the 
burns Lake & District Hospital operation, which is a 36 bed 
acute care facility. 
Interested persons may apply in writing by May 27,1992 to: 
1'. Smith 
Administrator 
Burns La]<e & District Hospital 
Box 479 




24. Notices Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 13, 1992 - Page C7 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
• dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
lion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
• welcome• Call 635.3646, 5tfn 
80RED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- " 
ment' perhaps a tr°pical island? Call Elan t The Pub,,c I BUY v"SELL  i i '  RENT I I  TRADE Travel at 635.6181and catch the spiriff 2tfn 
• I ' N ~ ' ~ U ~  re-~a. 
" _ _  tio.nships workshop sponsored by Northwest 
. • Training Centre. Room 311, 4722 Lakelse 
27 ,  Announ,-~me--e-~-s-~ "~ " 3 ~ - - ~ - -  32--'-~'-.-.-.-.-.-.~'g'~ Not ices"  Ave: (3rd Floor of Tillicum Theatre) Ma, 21,7 is invited to a I • lO p.m, $25/coupte. For further information 
I i ~ / / ~ : =  I II ' ~ - - ~ - - i  and reaistration 638.8311. Men.. Fri. lc4 
I I T H I {~"~ Pr0vinceot Ministry0, ] ' ' ' 00"0 '0" ' '0  , p resentat ion  o f  I ' S IG TSEE ING I ~c.,.Esemo¢,NE , I | May 21 at 7. $50.00. Pro.register | t l I OURS ! e~tis, ColurnUa For.s~ |atthe'centre. | 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION I 3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 I
i ~, ~. ~ .~ PO.T,,...SA'EUC~N~ RESOURCE MANAGEMENT I! 
..... '~ ~:i; " ~ '~'~ =:~i to t~o, theFor.tAo, .ai 
I :11 I ed tender applIcatIOns will be Occspted by the CONSENSUS REPORT 
Ofetdct Manager, Kelum Forest District, Terrace, ~ Pf0vince 0l M~nlslry of 
Orltlah Co~u,'nble, up to 10:30 8.m., on the 21st I for the I II day of May 1992, to be opened at 11:30 e.m. ~ British Columbia Forests 
, ~" - - i "~ '  , II Specializing in custornized , ont~ 21atdsyof May 1902, fore Tk~b~" Sale , Kispiox Timber Supply Area 
Ucence to authorize the harvesting of 10.g23 I Y°u only turn 30 once  I i t°wn & country scenic tours, I .o.,o. , . . , . . . .=. . ,o .  I cubtc metres, more or less, of limber located In i i  I Happy~ ~Bi r thday  I I .overloy Greening, Owner I thevlcinUyof15kmontheV=DykeFerastSer. FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE I ~ ~ - - ~ / / P ~  1 vice Road In the Kaium Timber Supply Area. A3§561 I 
I~ l tosact i cn  16 ol the ForeM Act, seaJ. I I JOE and TONY I |, (604) 635.7868 | rOTALVOLUME: 10,923 cubic metres, more edtef~derapfY~catlonewlllbeaccepredbythe I 
or less Dtstdct Manager, Kalurn Fo~eat District, Toil'ace, I 
I Love, I • • SPECIES; Hemlock: 86%. Balsam: 14%. Btlt']ah Columbla, up to 8:30 e.m., on the 21st I 
I Kittyand Willie I r~.M: o.o,, ,~.a. =,o,~.,,o..~.c..ed.,e:so.o On, 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $4.82 on the 21 at day of May 1902, for e Timber Sale I 
I I =~J~/  I Bidd,ng ,s restricted to persons reg,stered ,n Licorice 1o anthodze the han,'satlng of 16,7, o , cubic metres, more or leM, of timber located in I 
i~:~ A ~ Ihe Small Business Forest Enlerprtse Prograrn. the vicinUy of 17 km on the VanDyke Forest Set- , 
: , t '  ' Category One (1) or Category Two (2,. vice Road in the Kaium Timber Buppty APse. I 
E i ~ i  ' MonsgeratNo. 2OO.e220KelthAvanue. Ter. TOTAL VOLUME: 10,, 10 cubic metres, mo~e , I .De. orni,, co, u,.01a, red 1,1. or,,. , 
l llr II " - : " "  ' 
TERM'. (~e tl) Veer I 
"24 HRS. 635-6181 INVITATION TO TENDER Biddlngts reatrlcted to persons regtstered in i 
~ I I CLUB NED - -  CANCUN I ..o Hydro invites tender for the Category" S~oneBus--F.at,,) or CategoryE"t~"Two (2).Pregrem' il 
I I $1 .q.¢l.Q 
lollowlng work: par,cuWs may be obt~ from the Dtstdct I 
I 
' " " "  J i ' i  " gated resource ,== 
Manager at No. 200.5220 Kelth Avenue, Tel'- I 
; !~  | I Includes air from Vancouver for 13 I 1) LWC E703-135/92 -- Slashing race, ern~h Columbia, vaG 1L1. , 
~ i "  I ~ and disposal associated with B.C. 
Hydro power lines within (he Green- 
ville/Klncollth Area of Pdnce Rupert ~ and accompanying Resource Analysis ItEAR YE, HEAR ~i= ~ _~ ~ management strategy ~:~ i I 
Look Who's ~!  I I . . . . .  ,~_~_4U_.usL.  I " ' "  Tuesday, May 26 1992 I Love From,  ] ~  i-'azms no,el ana ~ar. u ] Invitstion closes: 11:00 a.m. on NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION 
May 19, 1992. FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE | 
Brandon, Michael &Len  I ~ A31228 at St. Mary's School Gym | 2) LWC #703-136/92  -- Pumuant to 8ectin~ le of the Forest Act, soot- 
Mechanical Tree Pruning and Brush ed tender ~ppP-_..~tlone will be accepted by the 
O~strtctManager. KaiumForeatDtstrlct, Terrece. Hazelton, British Columbia ~| 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. I $1.4~J~ D.D. I Control associated with B.C. Hydro Brn~hColumblaoUptoO:3Oa.m..onthe4thday 
O,V ,DE.O.OT,CE  I power lines within the Green- ofJunelOe2.tobeopenedatg:sOe.m.onthe at 7:30  Bern. 
vllle/Klncollth Area of  Prince Rupert 4th  day of June I g92, for • Timber Sale Ucence 
to authorize the harvesting of 3,510 cul~ r -  i 
NOTICEis hereby given thatthe I ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I District, . vtcinitymetres' more or less, of nmber located int h e o  ~,~ S,~tto. R = (O ,,.) the Come out and give us your opinions, i 
Board of Directors of Pacific North- ~ ..... . . . . .  I Invitation c~oeee: 11:00 s,m. on .==.~berBu~an Copies of the Consensus Report and i 
em Gas Ltd. has declared the fol- 
lowing dividen % on the issued and ~ May 19, 1992. TOTAL VOLUME: 3,510 cubic metres, more or na  le- | outstandingsharesoftheCorpora- ~g.. 1.1=9¢1= IRIUlllb;¢a For mere details and a copy of the SPEClES:Hamlock:O2~,Batsam: 15%,Cedar: e__lyses are avai!able st the :  
tiDe: ~ l b ,  ,2, s~ce:,%,rine:,% K~spmx Forest Dastnct Office I 
6ah% PREFERRED SHARES: A / :Re l : l l J l l l l , ] l~[¢~t~.~ specifications contact: TERM: O~e(llYear 
semi-annual dividend of 84.375 TENDERSlNVITED " '  Mr . .u .h , ,~ . ,d  u.s~rs.o...=:.o~ Highway 62 I 
900 Wilson Avenue Bidding Is restricted to persons regtstered In 
cents per sham payable on July 1, 394030/394033 Prince Rupert, B,C, the Smatl Busineaa Forest Enterprise Program, . I  . i i o~n l#~ ~i~e, , ;#;~k d , l~ i l lmk|e  = l Jk  
1992 to shareholders of record at Provide materials and labour to remove existing Category One (1). 
the close of business on June 15, relddentlal wood/fuel oN furnaces and water If there Is no interest from Category One (I) 
1992 and • heaters attd replace with haw mid effldency Pro. Or Phone: 624-91 41 registrants or1 the suction cloaino date, then the 
CLASS A ~,r~ ~,~ . ~ , - ,  ~ ^~,  pane fked furnaces and new mid efficiency I~'O. sale may be readvedtsed for offer under both 
/~ /.~l~U ~.~I..P~OO o t.~UM- ~ fire domestic water heaters, coordinate Particulars may be obtolned from the District MON SHARES: A quarterly divi- l~'°Penett~n~rent"forOC~"ndprevl~rlrer BChgdro • .,ego.. 
dendof4Ocentspersharepayable _propane .p. . . . Manager at No. 200-5220 KeUh Avenue, Ter- 
Healdeflces to he determineD• race, British Columbia, VOG 1L1. 
on June 22, 1992 to shareholders Tender documents may be obtained after Ap,"ll 
of record at the close of business 21, 1992 at 4826 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.c. 
on June 8, 1992. yea 1K~. REGIONAL DIS,'I'RICT~ OF KIT IMAT:STIKINE .S~Jed Tenders will be received st 4825 Kelth ; 
".~ By Orderer  the Board i~ Avel~L}e,' Terrece, B.C. VSG 1K7 until 3:00 'i:.~ ~ .... v(~TERS' LIST [ 
, - ;  P.G. GRIFFIN P.M., May 20, 1992 and wilt be opened in • ,'. . ; 
i,il; Secretary public st that Ume. COURT OF REVISION ' ;(~?'~i;. ~ ,~: ~ ' :' 
For further Information please contact Barry TAKE NOTICE that any person entitled to be registered as an elector in the Regional Distdct el Kitimat.Stiklne may make objection to the retention of any name appearing on the list of 
Book In Terrace t 038.3221. electors for the Regional District, and the objection may be made on any ground that would disqualify the elector or applicant from having hisname retained or registered as an elector 
28. Cards of Thanks i:]l[Hll:PllPhlz~|.z~.ljl,z.]p.]l[.]i on the list of electors. This objection must be filed at the Regional District Office, before May 29, 1992. 
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK everyone for A COURT OF REVISION has been appointed and will sit at the Regional District Office, Suite 300- 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on May 29, 1992, between the hours of 9:00 
Masses, prayers, flowers, cards, and kind- ~ MiolsW ot a m. and 12:00 noon, and wi cent nue to s t f required from time to time thereafter until all appeals have been heard. : 
nesses shown to us over the recent difficult Province l Health The Court of Revision shall hear all complaints and correct and revise the list of electors. The Court of Revision i : 
months. Your thoughtfulness will always be ~ e~it~h Col,mb~a O,ViS~ OF (a) may correct he names of electors incorrectly stated ~ / !~= 
remembered. VITAL STA'nSTICS (b) may add names of electors omitted from the list ' i 
• :. The Derby Family (c) may strike from the st the names of persons not entitled to vote or dlsqualifed from voting ~ : ; ; : :  ; i  : ~ :~. ~ ,  PUBLICATION REQUEST (d) may correct any other manifest error In the list; or . 
• .~ RE: CHANGE OF NAME (el sha add to the st the name of a person qualified on August 31 to have his name entered on the list and for this purpose the Coud of Rev!ston may accep't:an appllcatlonas corn- 
"~ i~ ~ NOTICE Is hereby given that an application peted under section 42 f de ivered to the Coud of Revision at its first sitting. . :~ ; :  i :;~ i~iii !:i!~i;/~: 11~i;  ~ : • . THANK will be made to the Director of Vital and shell add to the list of electors the name of any person who is qualified to have his name on the list of electors. : ; 
Statlstlos for a change of name, pursuant ~ YOU to the provisions of the "Name Act" by ELAINE JOHNSON • i i . 
• RETURNING OFFICER me: ' " : i :~  ';  i . : 
~ . .~  NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: Application for Registration forms are available from the REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICE, or by calling 1-800-663-3208 (Toll Free). 
Mrs. Jean Guy Poirler Alfred Kad Lubke ' 
and family wish to thank OF 5417 Hepple Rd. 
-their friends for the IN Terrace, B.C. . ZiON BAPTIST CHURCH 
as foll0ws: FOR SALE wonderful support and TOCHANGE MY Sunday School: "" ' thoughtfulness in our NAMEFROM (all ages) 9 :45 a.m. 
~! time of need. SURNAME, Lubke 
GIVEN NAMES, Alfred Karl Sunday Services: 
Also a warm thanks to TO 11:00 a.m. 
Dr. Brown and the nurses SURNAME, Glawe B Y  T E N D E R  at Mills Memorial for their GIVEN NAMES, Alfred Kad Pastor: Rev. Ron Orr 
.:# care. DATEDTHB 8th DAY OF May A,D. 1992. 2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
"~::;., X. j"  i 
I i Bids will be accepted for the purchase of the following equipment: 
CITY OF TERRACE ~ ~ , L i  1 only - -  1971 22' West Coast Salvage pod bottom tug c /w 6-71-GM 
29. In Memoriam NOTICE OF COURT engine and 3:75-1 Allison Marine gear and 45 x 24 prop 
1 only - -  1974 Hayes HDX 45-115 Self Loader powered by 12V71N GM 
FRANKLIN MILLER, JR. OF REVISION r THEC, T~O~ i C/W Barko Model 160 Loader 
1992 VOTERS' LIST L TERRACE J 1 only - -  1980 90'  Madill Tower mounted on P-16 Pacific Carrier 
Son, brother & uncle. Born 1 only - -  1963 Line Horse/Tree winch mounted on HDX Hayes May 16, 1955, passed away The Court of Revision to hear complaints and to correct or 
on May 8, 1976. revise the 1992 List of Electors will sit in the Municipal CoMa- 1 only - -  1974 Nodwell Swamp Buggy powered by 300  CID Ford 
cil Chambers of the Terrace Municipal building at Ten (10:00) 1 only - -  1979 7220 American Log Loader c/w Cypress Long boom and 
It's difficult o find the words that  O'Clock in the Forenoon on Wednesday, May 27, 1992. wooden snorkel 
1 only - -  1974 7220 American Log Loader c/w C ' ' ' ' '~-'° u~,,~ ~..,....-, ,~..,,~ say just what we feel, A copy of the 1992 List of Electors is posted and is 
And yet we hope that somehow available for viewing at the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby snorkel attachments 
1 on ly -  10/10 lawrence boom maintenan( this message will reveal Street, Terrace, B.C., during regular office hours (8:30 a.m. 
How much our thoughts are with tp 4:30 p.m.), Monday through Friday. 1 only - -  1 974 Gardner Denver Drill/Air Trac 
you as we face the years 1 on ly - -1975 Gardner Denver Drill/Air Trac 
ahead, The Court of Revision may: 3 only - -  Rebuilt 60"  - -  2 point Young Loa~ 
And love will be the echo of the (a) correct the names of electors incorrectly stated; 1 only - -  Rebuilt M4A3 differential 
words we've left unsaid. (b) add the names of electors omitted from the list; 1 only - -  Rebuilt M4A3 final drive 
Love, Mom, Dad & Family (c) strike from the list the names of persons not entitled 1 only - -  Rebuilt M4A3 transmission 
to vote or disqualified from voting; 
, (d) correct any other manifest error therein; or Also an assortment of good used and new 700 
IN MEMORIAM (e) add to the list the name of a person qualified on May These parts and equipment will be sold as is, where ~s, wnn no guarantee Of ser .  
15, 1992, to have his name entered on the list and vlceability either expressed or Implied. It will be the purchaser's responsibility to 
Kerry Dale Ruchotzke for this purpose, an application for registration may be • 
No longer in our life to share accepted If delivered to the Court of Revision at Its pay all taxes and transfer fees. 
But In our heads you're first sitting. Terms of payment will be cash or certified chequel Thehighest or enybid not 
always there. 
Our memories of you will All persons entitled to have their name entered on the list necessarily accepted. Equipment to be removed within two weeks of purchase. 
never go away should check to determine whether or not they have been Sealed bids marked "Surp. Equip" bid should be submitted to: ~ 
They shall remain in our omitted or incorrectly recorded. ...... 
MacMillan Bloedel Limited 
heads forever to stay All complaints hould be addressed to the Municipal Clerk P.O. BOX 10 = 
know that time has its own -- 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., and be in his hands prior 
Jut It will never change the rOT 1JO i 
love for you that we're Further information may be obtained by telephoning City 
feeling. Hall at 635-6311. 
Your Loving Family EIR, Hallsor 
i i 
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l.ops,..o,. 98L FRESH IMUSHROOMS STEAK JWhite. From B.C. Limit 2 Ibs. per 
ICustomer. Over limit Boneless. Limit 3 steaks. Iprice 1.6g Ib/3.29 kg 
6.57/kg Ib 12.841kg 
GROUN 
BEEF 
Regular Quality. 3 lb. chub. Limit 1. 
(Over limit price .9g Ib/2.1 8 kg - 
Works out to 2.g7 ea. 
1.94/ kg 






Regular and Extra Spicy 
1.36 Litre tin. Limit 1 





BpPl i~4~bkgg I '  r i' ' b 
Utl t 
~Z 
MAY.  1992 
WED THURS F ~,1 SAT 
13 14 15 16 
Advertised prices in effect at your 
nefghbourhood Terrace 8afoway Store. Quantity 
rights reserved. Some items may not be exactly 
as shown, 
i 
Assorted 6 Litre or ( ) 
Original Tide 
Detergent 12 Litre ea 
New Crop. No. 1 Grade. 
Great for the B.B.Q. Ib 
1.301kg 
